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C O N S P E C T U S


The potential of gene therapy to benefit human health is tre-
mendous because almost all human diseases have a genetic


component, from untreatable monogenic disorders to cancer and
heart disease. Unfortunately, a method for gene therapy that is both
effective and safe has remained elusive. It has been said that “there
are only three problems in gene therapy - delivery, delivery, and
delivery.” (quote from I. M. Verma in Jaroff, L. TIME, 1999; Jan 11).


This Account describes an alternative strategy to viral gene
delivery: the design of biodegradable polymers that are able to
deliver DNA like a synthetic virus. Using high-throughput synthe-
sis and screening techniques, we have created libraries of over 2000
structurally unique poly(�-amino esters) (PBAEs). PBAEs are formed
by the conjugate addition of amines to diacrylates. These biomate-
rials are promising for nonviral gene delivery due to their ability to
condense plasmid DNA into small and stable nanoparticles and their
ability to promote cellular uptake and endosomal escape. Our lab-
oratory has iteratively improved PBAE nanoparticles through poly-
mer end modifications and nanoparticle coatings. Lead PBAEs have
high gene delivery efficacy and low cytotoxicity both in vitro and in
vivo.


Certain polymer structural characteristics are important for effective gene delivery. The best PBAEs are linear polymers of ∼10
kDa that contain hydroxyl side chains and primary amine end groups. These polymers bind DNA to form nanoparticles that are small
(<200 nm) and stable and have near-neutral � potential in the presence of serum-containing media. Lead PBAEs also contain tertiary
amines that can buffer the low pH environment of endosomes and facilitate escape of polymer/DNA particles into the cytoplasm.


Diamine end-modified 1,4-butanediol diacrylate-co-5-amino-1-pentanol polymers (C32) bind DNA more tightly and form smaller
nanoparticles than other PBAEs. These nanoparticles also have higher cellular uptake and the best gene expression of all gene delivery
polymers in the library. These polymers are more effective for gene delivery than top commercially available nonviral vectors including
jet-PEI and Lipofectamine 2000 and are comparable to adenovirus for in vitro gene delivery to human primary cells. In vivo, these PBAE/
DNA particles are promising as cancer therapeutics. This Account summarizes the results of our laboratory in using a combinatorial poly-
mer library approach to elucidate polymer structure/function relationships and enable the development of polymeric gene delivery
nanoparticles with viral-like efficacy.


Introduction


There are two approaches to gene delivery: viral


and nonviral. Viral delivery is the more conven-


tional approach because viruses have evolved to


infect cells with high efficacy. As of July 2007,


there have been over 1300 gene therapy clinical


trials and 70% of these trials use a viral vector.1


While there have been some successes using viral
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gene therapy, there are still no FDA-approved products. Clin-


ical trials have underscored the safety risks of viral gene ther-


apy as viral approaches have caused cancer and death.2,3 For


these reasons, new attention has been focused on nonviral


approaches for gene therapy as these have the potential to


overcome many of the inherent challenges of viral vectors.


Nonviral gene delivery systems make use of physical meth-


ods or a synthetic chemical vector or both to deliver the gene


of interest. Limitations with viral approaches, including small


cargo capacity, resistance to repeated infection, difficulty in


production and quality control, and low safety, can be poten-


tially overcome with a nonviral approach. Originally, nonvi-


ral gene delivery was simply delivery of naked plasmid DNA.


To improve transfection, physical strategies such as hydrody-


namic delivery, electroporation, a gene gun, ultrasound, jet


injection, magnetofection, and photochemical internalization


have been used.4 Though these techniques can aid in deliv-


ery of nucleic acids, there are problems due to inefficient


uptake and poor biostability.


Numerous biomaterials have been studied as potential


nonviral gene delivery vectors to enable improved DNA sta-


bility and uptake including inorganic surfaces, cationic lipids,


polysaccharides, cationic polymers, and dendrimers.5,6 These


biomaterials either bind to, complex with, or encapsulate DNA


into systems that are comparatively easier to manufacture and


scale-up than viral systems, although they have orders of


magnitude lower efficacy. To rationally design a synthetic


virus to deliver therapeutic genes, researchers have attempted


to deconstruct the overall process into specific mechanistic


steps of transport to identify delivery bottlenecks. The puta-


tive mechanism of nonviral gene delivery is shown in Figure


1. First, a biomaterial must bind to and condense or encapsu-


late DNA (1) to protect it from degradation and facilitate cel-


lular uptake of the DNA-containing particle. Following


endocytosis (2), the DNA-containing particle is inside the cell


but is in the endosomal compartment instead of the cyto-


plasm. As the particle trafficks through the cell (3), it must also


have a mechanism for escape to the cytoplasm (4). Finally, the


DNA must unpack from the particle (5) and be imported into


the nucleus (6) for gene expression to occur (7).


Polymers for Gene Delivery
Synthetic polymers are promising because they allow a high


level of design flexibility for biomaterial construction. Typi-


cally, cationic polymers are used because they can electro-


statically bind to and condense anionic DNA into nanometer-


sized particles. Two “off-the-shelf” cationic polymers that have


been investigated for gene delivery ability include poly(L-


lysine) (PLL) and polyethylenimine (PEI) and are shown in Fig-


ure 2. While polymeric gene delivery is promising due its


large design flexibility, overall efficacy is typically orders of


magnitude lower than that of viral gene delivery.


A major advance in the field of nonviral gene delivery was


the demonstration by Boussif et al. that polyethylenimine (PEI)


could successful deliver DNA in vitro and in vivo.7 PEI was cho-


sen as a vector because it has the highest cationic-charge-


density potential of any organic macromolecule. PEI is more


effective than PLL due to a high density of near-neutral pKa


groups that can buffer the acidic environment of the endo-


some and facilitate endosomal escape through the “proton


sponge” mechanism.8 PEI is not ideal, however, because its


efficacy is still considerably lower than that of a virus, it is not


biodegradable, and it causes considerable cytotoxicity via


necrosis and apoptosis.9


Poly(�-amino esters)
One particularly interesting class of polymers for gene deliv-


ery is poly(�-amino esters), which were first developed by


David Lynn and co-workers in our laboratory in 2000.10


Poly(�-amino esters) (PBAEs) are promising compared with PEI


due to their biodegradability via hydrolytically degradable


ester groups, their reduced cytotoxicity, their ability for trig-


gered DNA release within the cell, and their potential for struc-


tural diversity.10,11 They are easily synthesized by the


conjugate addition of amine monomers to diacrylates, a one


step reaction without the production of any byproducts (Fig-


ure 3).


FIGURE 1. Mechanism of nonviral gene delivery.
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Initial studies of this polymer class showed that by vary-


ing synthesis conditions the polymer molecular weight can


be varied from 2000 to 50000 Da.11 In physiological con-


ditions, these polymers have a degradation half-life on the


order of hours, but this is slowed considerably at a pH of 5


or when the polymers electrostatically condense DNA and


form nanoparticles.10 Importantly, it was demonstrated that


a wide range of PBAEs were able to self-assemble with DNA


to form cationic nanoparticles.10,12 Investigative studies on


the proton sponge mechanism and endosomal release by


Akinc et al. also revealed that PBAEs can successfully buffer


the endosomal compartment, similarly to PEI.12,13 A library


of 140 PBAEs composed of 7 diacrylate monomers and 20


amine monomers was synthesized in parallel and screened


for gene delivery efficacy.11,12 In general, the best perform-


ing complexes were found to have effective diameters


smaller than 250 nm and positive � potentials in 10 mM


HEPES buffer. While it was determined that the majority of


PBAE/DNA particles tested were limited by poor cell uptake,


two of the polymers had high uptake and mediated gene


delivery 4-8-fold higher than PEI, comparable to the effi-


cacy of Lipofectamine 2000. These studies demonstrated


the utility of using parallel synthesis and screening of a


polymer library to identify novel gene delivery polymers


with efficacy greater than PEI. PBAEs that were poor trans-


fection agents failed for a variety of reasons.12 Some poly-


mers were simply not sufficiently water soluble, while


others were unable to electrostatically bind DNA tightly


enough to prevent its movement during gel electrophore-


sis. Of the polymers that could bind DNA, many formed par-


ticles with low cellular uptake. Of those that had sufficient


cellular uptake, some particles also caused too high cyto-


toxicity. Two leading PBAEs were further optimized by vary-


ing polymer molecular weight, polymer end group, and


polymer to DNA weight ratio.14 Interestingly, it was also dis-


covered that polymers terminated with diacrylate mono-


mers were unable to deliver DNA to cells, unlike the nearly


identical polymers that were terminated with amine mono-


mers instead.


High-Throughput Synthesis and Testing of
a Polymer Library
Based on these preliminary studies with a small library of


polymers, in 2003, we created a large library of 2350 struc-


turally unique PBAEs using automation and high-throughput


combinatorial chemistry.15 To achieve lower viscosity of the


reagent solutions for high-throughput synthesis, DMSO was


chosen as a solvent since it is well-tolerated by cells. All mono-


mers (Figure 4) were diluted to 1.6 M in DMSO, and then a


fluid-handling robot and a 12-channel micropipette were used


to automate the mixing of monomers allowing us to set up all


2350 reactions in a single day. This large library of polymers


was screened to determine which polymers could efficiently


bind DNA and transfect COS-7 cells in serum-free conditions,


an easy-to-transfect cell system useful for high-throughput bio-


logical assays. From this study, 46 PBAEs were found to trans-


fect as well as or better than PEI.15 The best-performing


polymers were next analyzed and refined to a library of 486


second-generation polymers for a more detailed investiga-


tion of structure/function relationships.16


FIGURE 2. Structures of “off-the-shelf” gene delivery polymers.


FIGURE 3. Synthesis of PBAEs by conjugate addition of amines to
diacrylates.
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FIGURE 4. Diacrylate monomers (letters) and amine monomers (numbers) used to synthesize PBAEs.
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Nanoparticle Biophysical Properties are
Dependent on Polymer Structure
The first step of nonviral polymeric gene delivery is forma-


tion of a gene delivery nanoparticle. For efficient transfection,


it is crucial that DNA is condensed into a particle to protect the


DNA and allow for efficient uptake.17,18 Analysis of the sec-


ond-generation poly(�-amino ester) library revealed that the


top performing polymer complexes had sizes smaller than


150 nm and positive � potentials when biophysical proper-


ties were measured in buffer.16 Optimal formulations also


tended to have polymer weight to DNA weight ratios greater


than or equal to 40, molecular weights above 10000 Da, and


other structural similarities. A comparison of the gene deliv-


ery efficacy of the top polymers in the PBAE library can be


seen in Figure 5 as a function of monomer type and ratio. The


top nine polymers were all formed from amino alcohols and


hydrophobic diacrylate monomers, and the three best per-


forming polymers (C32, JJ28, and C28) converged in struc-


ture (Figure 6).


Initial high-throughput screening experiments took place in


a relatively easy to transfect COS-7 cell line in serum-free con-


ditions. Because it has been reported that nonviral vector for-


mulations can have lower efficacy in the presence of


serum,19,20 we wanted to investigate this relationship for lead-


ing PBAEs from the polymer library. Whereas all leading PBAE


polymers condensed DNA into small nanoparticles below 150


FIGURE 5. Gene delivery efficacy of the polymer library. COS-7 cells were transfected with polymer/DNA particles. Amine/acrylate monomer
ratios below 1:1 generally produced polymers with much lower gene delivery and were not measured for all PBAEs. Reproduced with
permission from ref 16.


FIGURE 6. Subset of diacrylate and amine alcohol monomers
especially promising for gene delivery. Interestingly, these
monomers converge in structure to differ by only single carbons.
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nm while in buffer, particle size dramatically changed when


these particles were sized in serum.21 Some polymers (formed


from the monomers shown in Figure 6) formed small, stable


particles in the 200 nm range, whereas others with differen-


tial polymer structure aggregated in serum to micrometer-


sized particles. �-Potential was found to change from positive


in PBS to negative in serum, likely due to negatively charged


serum proteins adsorbing to the positively charged nanopar-


ticles for an overall net negative surface charge. Interestingly,


the difference in � potential and size between similarly struc-


tured polymers in serum correlated to single atom changes to


constituent monomer structure (Figure 7). Biophysical parti-


cle properties in serum-containing media but not in buffer


were found to be predictive of gene delivery efficacy to hard-


to-transfect primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells


(HUVECs) in serum-containing media.21 This analysis high-


lights the use of a large polymeric library in elucidating struc-


ture/function relationships.


Designing Polymeric Nanoparticles for
Increased Uptake and Ligand-Specific
Delivery
Once the particles are formed, the next key step in delivery is


cellular uptake. Uptake can be nonspecific or targeted to spe-


cific receptors on cell types of interest. For efficient nonspe-


cific uptake, it is important for the complexes to have an


overall positive charge so that they will be electrostatically


attracted to the negatively charged proteoglycan cell sur-


face.22 It has been shown that the size of the gene delivery


particles influences uptake and small particles, ∼100 nm, are


taken up the best.18 However, there are conflicting reports


over whether smaller or larger particles exhibit higher over-


all transfection.18,19 This demonstrates the potential difficulty


of analysis of these complexes because biophysical parame-


ters such as particle size are coupled together with other


parameters such as polymer molecular weight and charge


ratio. This example also highlights the differences between an


in vitro experiment, where larger particles could sediment and


increase transfection, and a systemic in vivo application, where


larger particles would be problematic for physical delivery to


distant sites. An exception to this is delivery to the lung, where


it has been shown that large aggregating PEI/DNA particles


passively target the lung following tail-vein injection.23,24 For


receptor-specific endocytosis, ligands such as epidermal


growth factor (EGF)25 and RGD peptide26 have been utilized to


increase cell specificity and overall uptake in vitro and in vivo.


Though targeting often increases transfection, some experi-


ments show that uptake that is both specific and efficient only


occurs at a narrow window of charge ratios or not at all.25,26


To generate cell-specific targeting, we have looked at two


complementary approaches for attaching targeting ligands to


our polymeric gene delivery nanoparticles. The first approach


is the covalent modification of the polymer side chain to allow


for facile ligand incorporation. To accomplish this, Gregory


Zugates and co-workers created a novel PBAE with a new


amine monomer, 2-(pyridyldithio)-ethylamine (PDA).27 These


cationic, degradable polymers contain pyridyldithio function-


alities in the side chains that react with high specificity toward


thiol ligands.


One potential issue with covalently coupling targeting


ligands to a polymer is that it can alter the biophysical prop-


erties and gene delivery efficacy of the corresponding poly-


meric nanoparticle. For example, researchers have shown that


as ligand substitution increases, overall gene delivery can


decrease. This is presumably due to alteration of the original


polymer’s functionality for DNA condensation, endosomal


buffering, or both.28,29 To add targeting to gene delivery


nanoparticles without changing the polymer’s functionality, we


have developed an electrostatic coating approach where the


positively charged nanoparticles self-assemble with anionic


peptide coats that contain targeting ligands (Figure 8). These


particles are small (100-200 nm) and stable in the presence


of serum proteins as determined by TEM (Figure 8).30 This


method is advantageous because in addition to incorporat-


ing ligand-specific delivery into the nanoparticle, the overall


charge ratio of the nanoparticle can be tuned from cationic to


neutral, which can lower nonspecific gene delivery as well as


reducing potential serum protein interactions.31 When the


overall charge ratio nears neutrality, poly(glutamic acid)-
polyglycine-RGD coated nanoparticles transfect human


endothelial cells an order of magnitude better than our neg-


ative control, the same nanoparticles coated with the near


identical poly(glutamic acid)-polyglycine-RDG scrambled


sequence.30


FIGURE 7. Single carbon differences to polymer structure change
nanoparticle biophysical properties in serum and can lead to
dramatic differences in transfection efficacy of HUVECs in serum.
N/P is the ratio of polymer amines (N) to DNA phosphates (P).
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Polymer Structure Determines Endosomal
Release to Cytoplasm
During uptake and internalization, particles are packaged into


endosomes and become part of the endosomal sorting path-


way. Without any action by the vector, DNA would typically


be degraded by the acidic environment of late endosomes,


enzymatically degraded by lysosomes, or recycled out of the


cell. In contrast, PEI vectors have enhanced gene delivery due


to their ability to directly enable endosomal escape through


the “proton sponge” mechanism.7,13 We have found that


when PBAEs are designed for gene delivery, polymer struc-


ture can be tuned to similarly promote endosomal escape.


Akin Akinc and co-workers in our laboratory were able to


probe the endosomal compartment and the proton sponge


mechanism by double labeling plasmid DNA with both pH-


insensitive and pH-sensitive fluorophores.13 We found that the


ratio of pH-sensitive to pH-insensitive fluorescence determined


the average pH environment of the delivered DNA and was


indicative of the compartment of the DNA: whether the DNA


was trafficked primarily to acidic lysosomes (polylysine vec-


tors had an average pH of 4.5) or whether the DNA was able


to escape this pathway (PEI vectors had an average pH of 5.9).


When using this assay to investigate PBAEs from the library,


we find the average pH environment of the delivered DNA can


range from 4.0 to greater than 7.0, depending on polymer


structure. Interestingly, the PBAEs with the highest gene deliv-


ery efficacy were all able to maintain a near-neutral pH envi-


ronment (pH 6.5-7.0) for the delivered DNA.12 Polymers


containing imidazole groups (pKa ≈ 6.2) are particularly good


at facilitating endosomal escape.12,32 This “proton sponge”


mechanism was recently proven by Sonawane et al. who


showed that endosomes containing vectors with physiologi-


cally titratable amine groups like those formed from PEI but


not vectors lacking these groups like vectors formed from


polylysine buffered H+ ions, increased the counterion Cl- con-


centration within the endosome, swelled the endosome in


size, and led to lysis of the endosome.8 This process is shown


in Figure 1. The studies mentioned above highlight the impor-


tance of polymer structure including physiologically titratable


amine groups in polymeric vector construction.


Polymer Structure Determines DNA
Binding and Unpacking
Polymer/DNA binding affinity is important for self-assembly of


small and stable polymeric gene delivery nanoparticles. To ini-


tially screen the PBAE library for polymers that could efficiently


bind and condense DNA into a particle, a high-throughput


electrophoretic DNA-binding assay was utilized.11 Investiga-


tion showed that molecular weight and structure can be cor-


related with DNA binding. For example, some lower molecular


weight PBAEs (Mw < 11 kDa) were unable to bind and com-


plex DNA even at a high 150:1 polymer to DNA weight ratio,


whereas the same PBAEs at higher molecular weight (Mw >
13 kDa) were able to sufficiently bind and complex DNA even


at a low 10:1 polymer to DNA weight ratio.14


Polymer/DNA binding helps determine particle stability,


which is important to ensure that the DNA stays protected


from degradation and has high cellular uptake efficiency.


However, it is also important to consider that the particle


should not bind or encapsulate the DNA so tightly as to pre-


vent the timely release of the DNA once in the cytoplasm. It


has been shown that polymeric vector/DNA complexation sig-


nificantly inhibits RNA synthesis and that above an optimal


length, overall transfection decreases as polylysine length


increases.33 Similarly, 25 kDa PEI vectors are known to have


higher transfection efficacy than those formed with higher


molecular weight PEI.34 However, as previously mentioned, it


is also known that PEI and PBAEs with molecular weights


below 8 kDa typically exhibit poor transfection compared with


higher molecular weight versions.14,16,34 Thus, it appears that


there may be a biphasic relationship between vector/DNA


binding and transfection efficacy among a broad range of


polymers.


FIGURE 8. Electrostatic coating of cationic nanoparticles (top) with
anionic ligand-containing peptides and TEM images (bottom) of C32
particles coated with poly(glutamic acid)-polyglycine-RGD peptides
in serum media. Scale Bar is 100 nm in both figures. Reproduced
with permission from ref 30. Copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society.
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Terminal Groups of a Polymer Are Key for
Gene Delivery Efficacy
We have determined that the terminal monomer unit of the


polymer can be crucial to the efficacy of the overall


polymer.14,16 The structural diversity of the PBAEs mentioned


above is limited by chemical requirements of conjugate


addition.10,11,14–16 We hypothesized that an investigation into


larger PBAE chemical space could improve performance. To


accomplish this, we synthesized a library of end-modified


PBAEs using three diacrylate-terminated base polymers and


12 amine monomers as end-capping reagents.35 A one-step


reaction was used to conjugate the new terminal groups to the


base polymers and the combined effects of internal structure


and terminal structure on PBAE efficacy were systematically


assessed (Figure 9A,B). Lead polymer C32 was end-capped


with an expanded library of 36 different amines by Zugates


et al. to show wider structure/function relationships (Figure


9C).36,37


Lead modified polymers C32-103 and C32-117 were


found to bind DNA with higher affinity and form nanoparticles


that were ∼30% smaller than those formed with regular


amino alcohol terminated C32.35 We also found that these


modified PBAE nanoparticles enable an up to 5-fold increase


in cellular DNA uptake compared with regular C32. It is impor-


tant to note that without end-modification, there are no pri-


mary amines present in the leading PBAEs including C32. We


reason that the modification of end group from alcohol to pri-


mary amine increases the polymers’ cationic charge, improv-


ing DNA binding affinity and condensation of DNA into


nanoparticles. This leads to smaller nanoparticles with


increased cellular uptake. We find that end-modified PBAEs


FIGURE 9. Synthesis of end-modified poly(�-amino ester)s by (A) reaction of acrylate-terminated C32 polymer with (B) primary diamine
molecules in DMSO and (C) structures of amine-capping molecules.
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have gene delivery efficacy comparable to lentivirus38 and


adenovirus35 (Figure 10) for transfection of HUVECs in vitro. In


comparison to the previous “gold standard” for polymeric


transfection, 25 kDa polyethylenimine, the PBAE nanoparticles


presented here have 2 orders of magnitude higher efficacy


while simultaneously having 2 orders of magnitude lower


toxicity.21,35 We believe that these polymeric vectors high-


light the strength of a combinatorial polymer library approach,


and they could set a new benchmark in nonviral transfection


capability.


In Vivo Gene Delivery
Specific challenges for in vivo nonviral gene delivery include


preventing serum protein interactions that inhibit transfection,


minimizing activation of the complement system, minimiz-


ing toxicity, and ensuring targeted delivery to only the tis-


sues and cell-types of interest. One difficulty is that positively


charged complexes can also bind to blood constituents such


as albumin, immunoglobulins, and fibrinogen, interact with


macrophages and neutrophils, and nonspecifically bind to


many other untargeted tissues and cell types.6,31 It is also


known that these interactions increase clearance and lead to


a shorter plasma half-life of the vectors.6 To more effectively


screen PBAEs for in vivo gene delivery, leading polymers were


screened for small size, stability, neutral surface charge, and


high transfection efficacy in the presence of serum proteins.


Following intratumoral injection, lead PBAE C32 was found


to have 4-fold higher gene delivery efficacy than jet-PEI. We


also used polymer C32 to deliver a gene encoding a chain of


diptheria toxin i.t. to prostate cancer xenografts. Treatment


prevented tumor growth and also caused 40% of the tumors


to regress in size.39 In contrast, healthy muscle was transfected


poorly by C32. In a similar prostate cancer mouse model,


intraprostate injection of C32/diptheria toxin nanoparticles


resulted in apoptosis of 80% of the tumor cells at the site of


injection.40


Following intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of PBAE/DNA nano-


particles, whole-body gene expression levels for end-modi-


fied C32 polymers ranged from 175-fold (C32-116) to 500-


fold (C32-103) higher than those in buffer-injected control


mice.36 In comparison to other gene delivery polymers, these


end-modified PBAEs were 4-12-fold more effective than reg-


ular C32 and 15-42-fold more effective than jet-PEI. We


tested the duration of luciferase expression after DNA deliv-


ery with C32 and C32-117 and found sustained expression


past 1 week both with end-modified C32 and with regular


C32, but end-modified C32 was expressed at significantly


higher levels. For C32-117 nanoparticles, low levels of


luciferase expression were still detected 2 months after admin-


istration. End-modification also altered the biodistribution of


gene expression, with small polymer modifications leading to


greater than 100-fold differences in certain tissues. For exam-


ple, in an ovarian cancer mouse model, i.p. injected end-mod-


ified polymer C32-117 had greater than 100-fold higher


tumor gene expression than unmodified C32.35 Intravenous


injection of C32 particles led to lower overall gene expres-


sion that was primarily localized to the spleen and the liver.


End-modified C32-117 particles had similar expression to


unmodified C32 except that delivery to the lung was greater


than 10-fold.36 Following all routes of administration, struc-


tural differences to the end of C32 polymers significantly


altered gene expression in vivo, motivating a more detailed


inquiry into the structure/function relationships of these


polymers.


Steven Little and co-workers in our laboratory have also


explored the use of PBAEs as copolymers in the fabrication of


insoluble microspheres for genetic vaccines.41 Combining a


pH-sensitive PBAE with conventional poly(lactic-co-glycolic


acid) increases in vitro gene delivery to macrophages by 3-5


orders of magnitude as well as increases activation of den-


dritic cells in vitro. When these PBAE-containing microparticles


are used in vivo as genetic vaccines, they are able to cause


antigen-specific rejection of transplanted syngenic tumor


cells.41


Conclusions
We have used high-throughput synthesis and screening tech-


niques to create large libraries of structurally unique PBAEs for


gene delivery. These have been iteratively improved, as well


as end-modified, to further explore polymer structure. PBAEs


FIGURE 10. Gene expression of leading nonviral polymeric vectors
compared with adenovirus vectors: (A) fluorescent micrograph of
GFP gene delivery mediated by polymer C32-103 at 24 h
post-transfection; (B) gene expression compared on the basis of
both the percentage of cells positively transfected and the
normalized total gene expression per cell at 48 h post-transfection.
Reproduced with permission from ref 35. Copyright 2007 Wiley-
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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are promising for nonviral gene delivery due to their (1) large


potential for structural diversity, (2) ability to condense DNA


into small and stable nanoparticles, (3) ability for ligand-spe-


cific uptake, (4) ability to buffer the endosome and facilitate


endosomal escape, (5) biodegradability via hydrolytic cleav-


age of ester groups, (6) low cytotoxicity compared with other


cationic polymers, and (7) high efficacy in vitro and in vivo.


Several polymer structural characteristics were important


for high gene delivery. Specifically, out of the more than 2000


polymers tested, polymers synthesized by the conjugate addi-


tion of amino alcohols containing 3-5 linear carbons to dia-


crylates containing 4-6 interior carbons produced the top-


performing polymers. The best PBAEs were linear, were


synthesized at an amine/acrylate ratio of 1.2:1, and had a


molecular weight of ∼10 kDa. Acrylate-terminated polymers


that contained neither primary nor secondary amines at the


polymer ends led to polymer/DNA particles with low cellular


uptake and low gene delivery. In contrast, amine monomer-


terminated polymers (containing secondary amines near the


polymer ends) formed particles with much higher uptake and


gene delivery. By conjugation of a diamine instead of an


amino alcohol to the ends of the same base polymer, cellu-


lar uptake and final gene expression were further increased.


This analysis shows that having both primary and secondary


amines near the ends of the gene delivery polymer signifi-


cantly improves delivery. We have also shown that the ter-


tiary amines that are a major component of the PBAEs are


important to the endosomal buffering capacity of these poly-


mers. These titratable amines provide PBAE-containing parti-


cles with a mechanism of endosomal escape to deliver cargo


to the cytoplasm. The hydrophilic, biodegradable structure of


lead PBAEs may also be important in minimizing their


cytotoxicity.


The molecular characteristics of the lead PBAEs mentioned


above are also important in forming polymer/DNA nanopar-


ticles with favorable biophysical properties. Lead PBAEs all


formed nanoparticles that were small (<200 nm) and stable


and had near neutral � potential in the presence of serum-


containing media. Small molecular changes to the polymer


backbone, polymer side chains, and polymer terminal groups


were found to lead to dramatic changes in gene delivery via


known mechanistic steps including DNA binding, nanopar-


ticle biophysical properties, particle uptake, endosomal escape,


and final protein expression. Diamine end-modified C32 poly-


mers bound DNA more tightly and formed smaller nanopar-


ticles than other PBAEs. These nanoparticles also had higher


cellular uptake that resulted in the best gene expression of all


gene delivery polymers in the library. Lead PBAEs are more


effective for gene delivery than top commercially available


nonviral vectors including jet-PEI and Lipofectamine 2000 and


are comparable to adenovirus for in vitro gene delivery to


human primary cells. The polymers have also been demon-


strated to facilitate gene delivery in vivo following local admin-


istration. This polymer library approach helped elucidate


polymer structures for effective gene delivery and motivates


a similar approach to other areas of biomaterial design.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Electron transfer (ET) through and between proteins is a fun-
damental biological process. The rates of ET depend upon


the thermodynamic driving force, the reorganization energy, and
the degree of electronic coupling between the reactant and prod-
uct states. The analysis of protein ET reactions is complicated by
the fact that non-ET processes might influence the observed ET
rate in kinetically complex biological systems. This Account
describes studies of the methylamine dehydrogenase-
amicyanin-cytochrome c-551i protein ET complex that have
revealed the influence of several features of the protein struc-
ture on the magnitudes of the physical parameters for true ET
reactions and how they dictate the kinetic mechanisms of non-ET
processes that sometimes influence protein ET reactions.


Kinetic and thermodynamic studies, coupled with structural
information and biochemical data, are necessary to fully describe
the ET reactions of proteins. Site-directed mutagenesis can be
used to elucidate specific structure–function relationships. When
mutations selectively alter the electronic coupling, reorganiza-
tion energy, or driving force for the ET reaction, it becomes pos-
sible to use the parameters of the ET process to determine how specific amino acid residues and other features of the protein
structure influence the ET rates. When mutations alter the kinetic mechanism for ET, one can determine the mechanisms
by which non-ET processes, such as protein conformational changes or proton transfers, control the rates of ET reactions
and how specific amino acid residues and certain features of the protein structure influence these non-ET reactions.


A complete description of the mechanism of regulation of biological ET reactions enhances our understanding of metab-
olism, respiration, and photosynthesis at the molecular level. Such information has important medical relevance. Defective
protein ET leads to production of the reactive oxygen species and free radicals that are associated with aging and many
disease states. Defective ET within the respiratory chain also causes certain mitochondrial myopathies. An understanding
of the mechanisms of regulation of protein ET is also of practical value because it provides a logical basis for the design
of applications utilizing redox enzymes, such as enzyme-based electrode sensors and fuel cells.


Introduction


While the phenomenon of electron transfer (ET)


between small molecules in solution is reasonably


well described,1 the factors that influence protein


ET reactions are less understood.2,3 Biological sys-


tems are far from ideal experimental systems for


the study of a fundamental physical process such


as ET. A complete description of biological ET


reactions requires not only knowledge of the


physics that describes ET but also an understand-


ing of how the biological milieu, most commonly


a protein, influences this fundamental process.


The studies described in this Account are pat-


terned after the approaches that biochemists have


long used to elucidate protein structure-function
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relationships in enzymes. First one determines the rate-limit-


ing step for the overall reaction and then the activation param-


eters (i.e., ∆G°, ∆H°, ∆S°) for that reaction step. In conjunction


with structural studies and often site-directed mutagenesis, it


is then possible to describe the roles of specific amino acid


residues and features of protein structure in the catalytic pro-


cess. For protein ET reactions, the same approach may be


used, but there are complications. In contrast to chemical reac-


tions, no bond making or breaking is associated with ET reac-


tions. The redox centers that serve as electron donor and


acceptor are not in direct contact, and the reactants and prod-


ucts may be structurally indistinguishable. As such, the reac-


tion coordinate and transition state are poorly defined and


analysis of true ET reactions requires a modified form of tran-


sition state theory with different activation parameters (i.e., λ,


HAB). Furthermore, when ET occurs between and through pro-


teins, non-ET reaction steps in the overall process, including


protein-protein interactions, may complicate the assignment


of the rate-limiting step.


Many biologically relevant interprotein ET reactions, as in


the respiratory and photosynthetic ET chains, occur within and


between integral membrane proteins. These are inherently dif-


ficult to study because the proteins are difficult to purify and


cannot readily be studied under aqueous conditions. Soluble


redox proteins are more amenable to mechanistic studies.


Several soluble ET proteins have been characterized; how-


ever, relatively few complexes of soluble ET protein partners


have been described and defined at the structural level.4–10


This Account will focus on results obtained from studies of


the methylamine dehydrogenase (MADH)-amicyanin-cyto-


chrome c-551i complex from Paracoccus denitrificans (Figure


1), which is perhaps the best characterized physiological pro-


tein ET complex. X-ray crystal structures are available for the


complex of MADH and amicyanin9 and for the ternary pro-


tein complex.10 It was demonstrated by single-crystal polar-


ized absorption microspectroscopy11 and EPR spectroscopy12


that in the crystalline state MADH is catalytically competent


and transfers electrons from its tryptophan tryptophylquinone


(TTQ) cofactor to the cytochrome heme via the type 1 cop-


per center of amicyanin. The steady-state kinetic parameters


for methylamine-dependent cytochrome c-551i reduction by


the MADH-amicyanin complex in solution have been char-


acterized,13 and rates of the individual ET reactions that occur


within the complex have been determined by monitoring


characteristic changes in the absorption spectra of the pro-


teins that occur during the redox reactions.14–16 Site-directed


mutagenesis studies of MADH and amicyanin have identi-


fied specific amino acid residues that stabilize specific


protein-protein interactions,17,18 modulate the Em value of


the copper,19 and influence ET parameters for the reactions


that occur within the complex.20–23 It was also possible to


generate mutations of amicyanin that alter the kinetic mech-


anisms of ET reactions within the complex by converting true


ET reactions to ones that are gated or coupled.24,25 These


studies showed that ET rates may be significantly altered


by subtle changes in protein structure by a variety of


mechanisms.


Electron Transfer Theory
In the classical model, ET occurs at the intersection of the


potential energy surfaces for the reactant and product states.


For simplicity, these multidimensional energy surfaces are typ-


ically presented as parabolas described by the free energy


(ordinate) and reaction coordinate (abscissa) (Figure 2). The


reorganization energy (λ) is the energy difference between the


reactant and product states at the equilibrium nuclear config-


uration of the reactant (i.e., the minimum). When ∆G° is equal


to zero the activation energy is λ/4. HAB is the electronic cou-


pling matrix element that represents the extent to which the


wave functions of the reactant and product states overlap. The


splitting at the intersection point is equal to 2HAB. This


describes the degree of nonadiabicity (i.e., probability of the


reaction occurring when the activation energy has been


achieved). When HAB is zero (a diabatic system), there is no


chance of the reaction occurring regardless of the energy. At


the other extreme, the adiabatic system, the value of HAB is so


large that the probability of crossover when the activation


energy is achieved is unity. Such adiabatic reactions are


described by transition-state theory. In a true ET reaction, the


gap represented as 2HAB is relatively small, and this system is


said to be nonadiabatic. Because of the weak coupling, the


FIGURE 1. The MADH-amicyanin-cytochrome c-551i complex.
One half of the symmetrical complex of the crystal structure (PDB,
2MTA)10 is shown.
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activation energy may have to be achieved several times


before the crossover from reactant to product states occurs.


For nonadiabatic ET, kET is described by a modified form of


transition-state theory (eq 1).1 The activation energy for the


reaction is equal to (∆G° + λ)2/(4λ), where ∆G° is determined


from the redox potential difference for the ET reaction. The


other parameters are Planck’s constant (h), the gas constant


(R), and temperature (T). In simple system, HAB and, conse-


quently, kET will decrease exponentially with distance. This is


reflected in eq 2, where k0 is the characteristic frequency of


the nuclei (1013 s-1), which is the limit for kET when donor and


acceptor are in van der Waals’ contact and λ ) -∆G°. The


donor to acceptor distance is r, and r0 is the close contact dis-


tance (3 Å). The parameter � is used to quantitate the nature


of the intervening medium with respect to its efficiency to


mediate ET.26,27 The challenge for those wishing to under-


stand biological ET reactions is to make the transition from


the realm of parabolas to the world of proteins and to describe


protein structure-function relationships that reveal how the


protein influences these ET parameters. Examples of the use


of site-directed mutagenesis to selectively alter the values


of ET parameters for true ET reactions in the MADH-
amicyanin-cytochrome c-551i complex (Table 1) will be dis-


cussed.


kET )
4π2HAB


2


h√4πλRT
e-(∆G° + λ)2/(4λRT) (1)


kET ) k0 exp[-�(r - r0)] exp[- (∆G° + λ)2/(4λRT)] (2)


Kinetic Complexity of Protein ET
For long-range protein ET reactions, it is often difficult to ascer-


tain whether the observed rate of the redox reaction (kobs) is


a true ET rate constant (kET) (Scheme 1). In some reactions, a


non-ET event (where Kx is the equilibrium constant for this


reaction) may be required to optimize or activate the system


for ET.2,3,28,29 This applies to both interprotein and intrapro-


tein ET reactions. Kinetic models have been developed that


define such kinetically complex ET reactions as true, gated, or


coupled. ET reactions from TTQ in MADH are true or gated


FIGURE 2. Potential energy diagrams for electron transfer
reactions. In each set, the parabolas on the left and right represent
the reactant and product states, respectively. In these examples
∆G° ) 0.


TABLE 1. Electron Transfer Reactions within Native and Mutant Complexes of Methylamine Dehydrogenase, Amicyanin, and Cytochrome
c-551i


ET donor ET acceptor k, 30 °C (s-1) ∆G° (kJ/mol) λ (kJ/mol)a λ (eV) HAB (cm-1)b reaction type ref


O-quinol MADH amicyanin 9.8 -3.2 222 2.3 12 ( 7 true 31
N-quinol MADH amicyanin 275 -3.2c 341 3.5 23000 gated 41
O-quinol RF55A MADH amicyanin 45 -3.2 174 1.8 3 ( 1 true 22
O-quinol MADH M98Q amicyanin 0.2 -3.3 261 2.7 12 ( 4 true 23
O-quinol MADH M98A amicyanin 9.6 -3.2 203 2.1 6 ( 2 true 23
O-quinol MADH F97E amicyanin 0.2 -3.2 222 2.3 3 ( 0.1 true 21
O-quinol MADH P94F amicyanin 53 -21.7 222 2.3 5 ( 1 true 39
O-quinol MADH P94A amicyanin 82 -18.9 212 2.2 3.8 ( 1.2 true 25
O-quinol MADH P52G amicyanin 3.0 -4.82 270 2.8 78 ( 30 gated 24
O-quinol MADH M51A amicyanin 1.3 -2.8 299 3.1 142 ( 20 gated 48
amicyanin cytochrome c-551i 87 +3.2 116 1.2 0.3 ( 0.1 true 32
P94F amicyanin cytochrome c-551i 0.6 +21.7 125 1.3 0.3 ( 0.1 true 39
P94A amicyanin cytochrome c-551i 0.4 +18.9 222 2.3 8.3 ( 5.5 coupled 25


a λ is sometimes expressed in units of kJ/mol and sometimes as eV so both values are given. b Errors are listed only for HAB, which is the parameter that yields
the most uncertainty. For the other parameters, errors are typically much less than 10%. c Values of ∆G° for gated reactions refer to the ET reaction step and not
the non-ET reaction, which gates ET.


SCHEME 1. Models for Kinetically Complex ET
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depending on the whether the reduced cofactor is in the


O-quinol or N-quinol state, respectively (Figure 3).30,31 ET from


copper to heme is a true ET reaction.32 Using site-directed


mutagenesis it has been possible to convert these true ET


reactions to gated and coupled reactions (Table 1). This has


provided insight into how the protein may dictate the kinetic


mechanism of the ET process, as well as control true ET


parameters.


Alteration of λ by Site-Directed
Mutagenesis
It is presumed that the ET event occurs only when the sys-


tem is completely optimized for ET to occur in the absence of


nuclear motions. The energy required to bring the reactant


and product states to this common intermediate state is λ. It


comprises the inner sphere, λin, which reflects changes in


ligand bond lengths and bond angles that accompany the


redox reaction, and the outer sphere, λout, which reflects reori-


entation of solvent molecules that accompanies the redox


reaction. For reactions in solution between small molecules,


these distinctions are reasonably well-defined, but not so for


protein ET reactions. For protein-bound redox cofactors such


as quinones or flavins, one does not have a simple set of


metal ligands but a large number of bonds and an asymmet-


ric electron distribution in a complex organic molecule. Even


with metalloproteins, amino acid residues provide metal


ligands and reorientation of the protein matrix may accom-


pany the redox reaction. For these reasons, the distinction


between λin and λout becomes blurred, and the influence of


the protein environment on each becomes difficult to ascer-


tain. Mutations of MADH and amicyanin are described that


appear to selectively alter λin and λout for the true ET reac-


tion from O-quinol MADH to amicyanin.


Alteration of λout. Phe55 of the R subunit of MADH is


present in a substrate channel that connects the protein sur-


face with the active site and is a key determinant of amine


substrate specificity.33 An RF55A MADH mutation (Figure 4)


significantly increased kET from O-quinol MADH to amicya-


nin.22 Thermodynamic analysis of the ET reaction revealed


that kET increased because λ for this reaction decreased by 0.5


eV as a consequence of the mutation. The crystal structure of


RF55A MADH was determined in complex with amicyanin


and cytochrome c-551i and compared with that of the native


complex.22 Very little difference in the overall structure was


seen, but there was a change in the solvent content of the


active site and substrate channel (Figure 4). Two waters are in


the native MADH active site in close proximity to TTQ and


shielded from bulk solvent by RPhe55. While water fills the


void left by removal of the phenyl ring in the channel, only


one of the active-site waters is present in RF55A MADH. The


observed decrease in λ is consistent with TTQ being less sol-


vated in RF55A MADH than in native MADH. The dramatic


influence of water on λ may explain why proteins that evolved


to function solely as ET mediators usually contain redox cen-


ters that are buried within the protein matrix, thus minimiz-


ing λout. Redox enzymes with bifunctional cofactors such as


TTQ, which participate in catalysis as well as ET, must be at


least partially exposed to solvent at the active site, which may


explain why their ET reactions tend to exhibit relatively large


values of λ.


Alteration of λin. Spectroscopic and crystallographic anal-


ysis of M98Q amicyanin revealed that this substitution of the


axial ligand of copper caused a significant rhombic distortion


of the type 1 site34 (Figure 5). The EPR spectra of native and


M98Q amicyanins exhibited A| values of 53 and 23 G, respec-


tively. Comparison of isomorphous crystals of native and


M98Q amicyanins at atomic resolution revealed no signifi-


cant change in the distances and orientations of the three


equatorial copper ligands but indicated that the mutation


increased the distance of the copper from the equatorial plane


FIGURE 3. Different forms of reduced TTQ in MADH. Reduction of
MADH by dithionite yields O-quinol TTQ, whereas reduction of
MADH by the amine substrate yields N-quinol TTQ in which the
substrate-derived nitrogen has displaced a quinone oxygen.


FIGURE 4. Active-site structures of MADH (blue) and RF55A MADH
(red). The structures of the ternary protein complexes with native
(PDB, 2MTA) and RF55A MADH (PDB, 1GM2)22 are superimposed
with the electron density for RF55A MADH included. The single
water present in the native active site and absent in the mutant is
indicated by the arrow.
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that is formed by the other three copper ligands from 0.20 to


0.42 Å. The mutation had little effect on the Em value, but kET


for the reaction from O-quinol MADH to amicyanin was


reduced 45-fold in M98Q amicyanin.23 Thermodynamic anal-


ysis of these ET reactions showed that the decrease in kET was


due to an increase of 0.4 eV in λ. No change in the experi-


mentally determined HAB or ET distance was observed, con-


firming that the mutation had not altered the rate-determining


step for ET and that this was still a true ET reaction. The basis


for the increased λ for the reaction with M98Q amicyanin is


not solely the nature of the atom that provides the axial ligand


(Gln98 OE2). M98A amicyanin also uses an oxygen, from


water, for the axial ligand, and no such change in λ was


observed (Table 1).19,23 These results correlate well with


results of quantum chemical calculations of λ of model com-


pounds of the type 1 copper site with glutamine and


methionine axial ligands. The calculated λin for a Cu-


(Im)2(SCH3)(CH3CONH2) model was approximately 0.3 eV


greater than that for a Cu(Im)2(SCH3)(SCH3)2 model.35 This


relationship between the extent of rhombicity and λ, most


likely λin, highlights the importance of the geometry of the


type 1 copper site in controlling λ, consistent with the con-


cept of “rack-induced” folding of type 1 copper proteins facil-


itating rapid ET by reducing λ.36


Alteration of HAB by Site-Directed
Mutagenesis
HAB depends on the ET distance and the nature of the inter-


vening medium (HAB ∼ e-�r). Two approaches have been used


to predict relative HAB values for protein ET reactions from


known structures. In one, the overall HAB is proportional to the


product of the HAB for each individual through-bond or


through-space step along the ET pathway.26 In the other, the


overall HAB is proportional to the direct distance using a sin-


gle average � that is related to the packing density of the


intervening protein.27 Because the � value for ET through a


vacuum (2.8 Å-1) is much larger than that for ET through a


covalent bond (0.7 Å-1),37 it follows that efficient ET through


proteins would occur primarily through bonds. An F97E muta-


tion of amicyanin decreased kET for the reaction from O-quinol


MADH to amicyanin.21 The ∆G° and λ associated with the ET


reaction were unaffected by the mutation, and the decrease


in kET was due solely to a decrease in HAB (Table 1). Phe97 is


located at the MADH-amicyanin interface (Figure 6). Inspec-


tion of the structure of the protein complex reveals that an


interprotein though-space jump of at least 2.6 Å is required for


ET from TTQ to copper (Figure 6B). On the basis of the native


structure and analysis of the ET reactions of native and F97E


amicyanin, it was concluded that the F97E mutation causes an


increase in this critical interprotein distance of 0.9 Å, which


FIGURE 5. (A) Position of copper relative to the plane formed by
equatorial ligands in native (purple sphere) and M98Q (green
sphere) amicyanins. The superimposed structures are native (PDB,
2OV0, 0.75 Å) and M98Q (PDB, 2IDT, 1.0 Å).34 (B) EPR spectra of
native and M98Q amicyanins.23


FIGURE 6. The amicyanin-MADH interface: (A) residues of
amicyanin (green) and MADH (brown) near the site of interprotein
ET are shown as ball and stick with their van der Waals radii
colored as oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), carbon (gray), and sulfur
(yellow); (B) predicted point of interprotein ET from the backbone
oxygen of Pro54 of amicyanin to TTQ.
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accounts for the observed decreases in HAB and consequently


kET. This demonstrates that small changes in the length of


through-space segments of ET pathways, particularly interpro-


tein gaps, can significantly alter HAB.


Alteration of ∆G° by Site-Directed
Mutagenesis
The ∆G° for true ET reactions depends on the ∆Em for the


donor and acceptor redox centers. Factors that influence the


Em value include the identity of ligands for metal cofactors,


protein-imposed constraints on organic cofactor conforma-


tion or metal ligation geometry, H-bonding pattern around the


cofactor, presence of water, hydrophobicity, and electrostatic


effects. An example of the use of site-directed mutagenesis to


alter kET by altering the Em value of amicyanin is described to


illustrate the predictable effect of altering ∆G° on kET for a true


ET reaction.


Pro94 resides in the “ligand loop” of amicyanin, a sequence


of amino acids that contains three of the four copper ligands


(Figure 7). P94F and P94A mutations of amicyanin increased


its Em value by 150 and 115 mV, respectively.38 Atomic res-


olution structures of P94F and P94A amicyanins34 revealed


that the bond lengths and angles of the copper ligands were


unchanged as a consequence of mutation of Pro94, but in


each mutant, a hydrogen bond to the copper-coordinating thi-


olate sulfur of Cys92 is introduced by movement of the amide


nitrogens of Phe94 and Ala94 closer to the thiolate sulfur than


the nitrogen of Pro94. This is the likely explanation for the


increased Em values, which result in a more negative ∆G° for


ET from MADH and more positive ∆G° for ET to cytochrome


c-551i. As expected for true ET reactions, this causes an


increase in kET from TTQ to copper and decrease in kET from


copper to heme39 (Table 1). Analysis of the temperature


dependence of these reactions indicated that the λ values for


these ET reactions were unchanged by mutations, despite the


large change in ∆Em value. Steady-state kinetic studies of


methylamine-dependent reduction of heme by the three-pro-


tein complex indicated that the P94F mutation decreases kcat


because the now unfavorable uphill ET reaction from copper


to heme becomes the rate-limiting step in the overall reac-


tion.39 This has important implications for understanding the


roles of individual redox centers in regulating the rate of flux


through biological ET chains.


Protein Control of the Kinetic Mechanism
of ET
To investigate the kinetic control of protein ET reactions, it is


desirable to obtain systems where it is possible to compare a


true and a gated ET reaction between the same redox cen-


ters within the same protein matrix. A common criterion for


initially classifying an ET reaction as gated is an experimen-


tally determined HAB that exceeds the nonadiabatic limit.40


Supporting evidence includes demonstration that the reac-


tion rate is influenced by factors that would not be expected


to affect a true ET reaction, such as ionic strength or viscos-


ity. ET reactions from TTQ in MADH will be true or gated


depending on the whether the reduced cofactor is in the


O-quinol or N-quinol state, respectively (Figure 2). ET from


amicyanin to cytochrome c-551i in the complex is another


true ET reaction.32 By using site-directed mutagenesis, we


were able to convert the true ET reaction from O-quinol to a


conformationally gated ET reaction24 and the true ET reac-


tion from amicyanin to the cytochrome to a kinetically cou-


pled ET reaction.25


Chemically Gated ET from N-Quinol MADH to
Amicyanin. The phenomenon of “chemically gated” ET29 is


one in which a prerequisite chemical reaction activates the


system for ET that is so rapid that the reaction becomes rate-


limited by the chemical step, yet the chemical step is much


faster than the corresponding true ET reaction in the absence


of activation. ET from N-quinol MADH to amicyanin is chem-


ically gated by the transfer of a solvent-exchangeable proton


as indicated by the large observed solvent kinetic isotope


effect on the apparent kET for the reaction.30,41 Analysis of the


temperature dependence of the reaction rate yielded unrea-


sonable values of HAB of 23000 cm-1 and an ET distance of


-4.9 Å, which provided strong evidence that the rate did not


describe a nonadiabatic ET reaction and is more appropriately


described by standard transition-state theory. The rate was


also dependent on pH and the concentration of monovalent


cations. The pH dependence was attributed to an ionizable


group that is involved in binding the cation that stabilizes a


negatively charged transient reaction intermediate that is


FIGURE 7. The copper center of amicyanin. The “loop” indicated as
a ribbon from Cys92 to Met98 contains three of the amino acids
providing copper ligands as well as two proline residues that have
been targets for site-directed mutagenesis.
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formed by the rate-limiting deprotonation of the N-quinol to


generate the activated ET complex. This model provided a


detailed description of how a chemical reaction that occurs at


an enzyme active site can gate an ET reaction that occurs at


the protein surface.30 Chemically gated ET was also described


for another TTQ-dependent enzyme, aromatic amine dehy-


drogenase [AADH], which catalyzes the oxidative deamina-


tion of phenylethylamines42 and donates substrate-derived


electrons to the copper protein azurin.43 As with MADH and


amicyanin, ET from the O-quinol AADH to azurin was a true


ET reaction, but ET from the substrate-reduced N-quinol AADH


to azurin was gated by deprotonation of the N-quinol TTQ.44


Other protein ET reactions described in the literature that may


be considered examples of chemically gated ET controlled by


chemical reactions other than deprotonation include the ET


reaction between the iron protein and molybdenum-iron pro-


tein of the nitrogenase complex45,46 and the ET reaction from


thiamine pyrophosphate to an iron-sulfur cluster in


pyruvate-ferredoxin oxidoreductase in the presence of CoA.47


Conformationally Gated ET from MADH to P52G and
M51A Amicyanins. For interprotein ET, if the ideal orienta-


tions of the proteins for binding and ET are different, then


some rearrangement of proteins within the complex must


occur to maximize kET. This phenomenon has been elucidated


by site-directed mutagenesis of amicyanin residues Met51 and


Pro52, which are present at the MADH-amicyanin interface


(Figure 8).24,48 A portion of Pro52 is in close proximity to


�Val127 of MADH, and the side chain of Met51 makes close


contacts with �Val56 of MADH. A P52G mutation both


increased the Kd for complex formation and decreased kET for


the true ET reaction from O-quinol MADH.24 Thermodynamic


analysis of kET yielded an increase in HAB from 12 to 78 cm-1


with a corresponding decrease in ET distance of 3 Å, which is


physically impossible given the known structures. A signifi-


cant increase in the experimentally determined λ further sug-


gested that the ET reaction was now gated by a slower non-ET


process. Analysis of the crystal structure of P52G amicyanin


revealed that in addition to the loss of three carbons of Pro52


the position of the side chain of Met51 was altered such that


contacts with the side chain of �Val56 of MADH were lost.


When Met51 was mutated to alanine to mimic the loss of the


side chain, a decrease in kET and increased values of λ and


HAB were observed, similar to what was seen with P52G ami-


cyanin (Table 1). In contrast to P52G amicyanin, the Kd for


complex formation between M51A amicyanin and MADH was


the same as that for native amicyanin.48 Therefore, the loss


of the interactions involving Pro52 were primarily responsi-


ble for the change in Kd for P52G amicyanin, while the inter-


actions involving Met51 are entirely responsible for the


change in ET parameters seen with both the P52G and M51A


amicyanins. Because the Kd is unaffected by the M51A muta-


tion, the relative orientations of the proteins immediately upon


binding are likely the same. Therefore, this mutation proba-


bly slows the rate of an existing but previously unrecognized


conformational rearrangement that normally occurs rapidly in


the native amicyanin-MADH complex subsequent to bind-


ing and prior to ET, thus causing ET to become gated. This


demonstrates that subtle perturbations of protein-protein


interactions may have significant effects on the rates of inter-


protein ET by altering the kinetic mechanism for the overall


reaction. Thus, surface residues of redox proteins not only dic-


tate specificity for their redox protein partners but also may be


critical to optimize the orientations of the redox centers and


intervening media within the protein complex for the ET event.


Kinetically Coupled ET from P94A Amicyanin to
Cytochrome c-551i. As stated earlier, mutation of Pro94,


which resides in the “ligand loop” of amicyanin (Figure 7), to


alanine alters ∆G° for the reaction with O-quinol MADH, but


it remains a true ET reaction with values of HAB and λ similar


to those for the reaction with native amicyanin. In contrast, the


parameters for the ET reaction from reduced P94A amicya-


FIGURE 8. Interactions involving amicyanin residues Met51 and
Pro52 at the MADH-amicyanin interface. Protein backbones of the
MADH � subunit (green), native amicyanin (orange), M51A
amicyanin (purple), and P52G amicyanin (cyan) are shown as solid
ribbons with amicyanin residues 51 and 52 and residues on MADH
with which they interact shown as sticks. Structures (A) M51A
amicyanin (PDB, 2QDV)48 and (B) P52G amicyanin (PDB, 2GB2)24


are shown in relation to the MADH structure after alignment with
the amicyanin portion of the native complex structure (PDB, 2GC4).
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nin to cytochrome c-551i were significantly altered as a con-


sequence of the mutation. These values of HAB and λ are 8.3


cm-1 and 2.3 eV, respectively, compared with values of 0.3


cm-1 and 1.2 eV for the reaction of native reduced amicya-


nin.25 The crystal structure of reduced P94A amicyanin exhib-


its two alternate conformations (Figure 9) with the positions of


the copper 1.4 Å apart.19 In one of these conformations, a


water has replaced Met98 as a copper ligand and the ET dis-


tance to the heme of the cytochrome is increased by 1.4 Å.


The kET from the copper in this conformation to heme is


expected to be significantly diminished for three reasons. The


overall ET distance is greater, the predicted ET pathway from


Cu1+ via Met98 is disrupted, and the presence of water is


likely to increase the λ associated with the ET reaction. To


explain these data, a kinetic mechanism was proposed in


which after the reduction of Cu2+ by MADH, ET from the


favored conformation is coupled to an unfavorable equilib-


rium with the unfavorable conformation (Figure 9).


It is also possible for an interprotein ET reaction to be con-


formationally coupled. An example of this is the ET reaction


from pyrroloquinoline quinone in methanol dehydrogenase to


heme in cytochrome c-551i. It was shown that the optimal ori-


entation for ET was different from that for binding such that


kET was reduced by the Keq for the rapid but unfavorable con-


formational rearrangement.49 Thus, the most stable confor-


mation of the redox protein or protein complex is not


necessarily the optimum conformation for ET. This can lead to


coupled ET.


Conclusion
The application of nonadiabatic ET theory to protein ET reac-


tions is a challenging task. Redox enzymes are structurally,


chemically, and kinetically complex. Kinetic and thermody-


namic studies, coupled with structural information and bio-


chemical data, are necessary to fully describe protein ET


reactions. Site-directed mutagenesis may then be used to elu-


cidate structure-function relationships. When mutations selec-


tively alter ∆G°, HAB, or λ, then one can determine how


specific amino acid residues and features of protein structure


influence kET by influencing the magnitude of these ET param-


eters. When mutations alter the kinetic mechanism for ET, one


can determine the mechanisms by which adiabatic non-ET


processes control the rates of ET reactions and how specific


amino acid residues and features of protein structure influ-


ence these non-ET reactions.
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C O N S P E C T U S


To date, a wide range of industrial materials such as sol-
vents, fuels, synthetic fibers, and chemical products are


being manufactured from petroleum resources. However,
rapid depletion of fossil and petroleum resources is encour-
aging current and future chemists to orient their research
toward designing safer chemicals, products, and processes
from renewable feedstock with an increased awareness of
environmental and industrial impact. Advances in genetics,
biotechnology, process chemistry, and engineering are lead-
ing to a new manufacturing concept for converting renew-
able biomass to valuable fuels and products, generally known
as the biorefinery concept. The swift integration of crop-
based materials synthesis and biorefinery manufacturing
technologies offers the potential for new advances in sus-
tainable energy alternatives and biomaterials that will lead
to a new manufacturing paradigm. This Account presents a
novel and emerging concept of generating various forms of
soft materials from crops (an alternate feedstock). In future
research, developing biobased soft materials will be a fasci-
nating yet demanding practice, which will have direct impact on industrial applications as an economically viable alterna-
tive. Here we discuss some remarkable examples of glycolipids generated from industrial byproducts such as cashew nut
shell liquid, which upon self-assembly produced soft nanoarchitectures including lipid nanotubes, twisted/helical nanofi-
bers, low-molecular-weight gels, and liquid crystals. Synthetic methods applied to a “chiral pool” of carbohydrates using the
selectivity of enzyme catalysis yield amphiphilic products derived from biobased feedstock including amygdalin, trehalose,
and vitamin C. This has been achieved with a lipase-mediated regioselective synthetic procedure to obtain such amphiphiles
in quantitative yields. Amygdalin amphiphiles showed unique gelation behavior in a broad range of solvents such as non-
polar hexanes to polar aqueous solutions. Importantly, an enzyme triggered drug-delivery model for hydrophobic drugs was
demonstrated by using these supramolecularly assembled hydrogels. Following a similar biocatalytic approach, vitamin C
amphiphiles were synthesized with different hydrocarbon chain lengths, and their ability to self-assemble into molecular gels
and liquid crystals has been studied in detail. Such biobased soft materials were successfully used to develop novel
organic-inorganic hybrid materials by in situ synthesis of metal nanoparticles. The self-assembled soft materials were char-
acterized by several spectroscopic techniques, UV-visible, infrared, and fluorescence spectrophotometers, as well as micro-
scopic methods including polarized optical, confocal, scanning, and transmission electron microscopes, and thermal analysis.
The molecular packing of the hierarchically assembled bilayer membranes was fully elucidated by X-ray analysis. We envi-
sion that the results summarized in this Account will encourage interdisciplinary collaboration between scientists in the fields
of organic synthesis, soft materials research, and green chemistry to develop functional materials from underutilized crop-
based renewable feedstock, with innovation driven both by material needs and environmentally benign design principles.
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Introduction
In the early part of the 20th century, many industrial materi-


als such as solvents, fuels, synthetic fibers, and chemical prod-


ucts were made from plant/crop-based resources.1 After the


1950s, most of the biomass-based materials had been


replaced by petroleum-derived products. However, the major


oil crisis of the 1970s alerted the scientific community to


begin to search for efficient processes to use biomass for


developing industrial products and materials.1,2 This scenario


is graphically presented in Scheme 1 (adapted from ref 3). The


choice of raw materials is now of great significance for both


economic reasons and environmental concerns. This challenge


then falls on chemists, chemical engineers, and biotechnolo-


gists to design suitable methodologies and processes for the


effective production of fuels, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals


in a biorefinery.


These efforts have produced a new generation of mono-


mers and chemicals for the synthesis of plastics and other


products.2–6 The Technical Advisory Committee (US) has


established a national vision for bioenergy and biobased prod-


ucts. The Committee forecasts an optimistic and challenging


goal; that biomass will supply five percent of the nation’s


power, 20% of its transportation fuels, and 25% of its chem-


icals by 2020. The goal is to replace 30% of current petro-


leum consumption and will require more than one billion tons


of dry biomass annually. With such a dramatic increase in


activity from biomass comes a responsibility to increase the


capacity and sophistication of waste management systems.


Early efforts focused on fermentation byproducts; later


researchers’ attention turned to developing processes for con-


verting inherently low-value raw materials into chemically


sophisticated products. The research took advantage of the


selectivity and reactivity of enzymes for unique transforma-


tions in a biorefinery concept.


Nature offers an abundance of opportunities for shaping


structural and functional materials in its wide variety of raw


materials including carbohydrates, nucleotides, and proteins.


Recently, Koopman et al. addressed four main themes empha-


sizing the importance of developing new starting materials


from biomass.7 Much of the work focuses on two areas: green


chemistry and industrial/white biotechnology. One aspect of


green chemistry refers to the use of biomass to provide alter-


native starting materials for the production of chemicals, vita-


mins, pharmaceuticals, colorants, polymers, and surfactants.


This use of biomass for chemical syntheses was traditional


until its replacement by petrochemicals in the 1950s. Indus-


trial/white biotechnology highlights the use of micro-organ-


isms to provide the chemicals. It also includes the use of


enzyme catalysis to yield pure products and consume less


energy. Recent literature shows a growing interest in this


approach.8–11


Examples using these techniques include composite mate-


rial such as polymeric foam and biodegradable elastomers


generated from soybean oil and keratin fibers.12 Plastics such


as polylactic acid have been developed using this approach,


which illustrates biocompatibility due to its trivial hydrolytic


degradation.13 Some examples display a combination of


hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic and specific aromatic


π-π interactions in semisynthetic amphiphiles, which gener-


ate exotic molecular architectures that facilitate the self-as-


sembly. In this Account, we summarize experimental efforts to


develop diverse synthetic intermediates from biomass


resources using either chemical processes or biocatalysis. The


emphasis is on the use of renewable raw materials (e.g., crops)


as a feedstock for new building blocks in supramolecular


chemistry and their assembled soft materials. Our current


research is focused on generating a wide range of self-assem-


bled soft materials utilizing an array of different crops as feed-


stock (Scheme 2).


Select Examples of Utilizing Renewable
Raw Materials for Value-Added Products
The paradigm shift from petroleum hydrocarbons to biobased


feedstocks provides remarkable opportunities for the chemi-


cal processing industry. Comprehensive reviews in the litera-


ture address the diversity and wealth of renewable monomers


SCHEME 1. Graphical Presentation of Utility of Various Resources
for Generating Value-Added Products, Chemicals, and Fuels, a
Historical Perspectivea


a Adapted from ref 3.
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and raw materials.2,3,14–19 Recently, a process for the produc-


tion of liquid alkanes by aqueous phase processing of carbo-


hydrates was demonstrated.8,20 A specific reaction pathway


for the conversion of biomass-derived glucose into liquid


alkanes is shown in Scheme 3. Here, acid-catalyzed dehydra-


tion of sugar is followed by aldol condensation of solid base


catalysts to produce furans. Subsequent dehydration/hydro-


genation over bifunctional catalyst produces liquid alkanes


with the number of carbon atoms ranging from C7 to C15.


These liquid alkanes are of the appropriate molecular weight


to be tested as transportation fuel components.


Efforts to generate disaccharide intermediates have shown


enormous industrial potential. Isomaltulose is amenable to fur-


ther functional transformations, its industrial production is of


great interest.21,22 Its hydrogenated product, isomalt (Scheme


4), in a 1:1 mixture with the terminally R-glucosylated gluci-


tol and mannitol, which is on the market as a low-calorie


sweetner.23 Amphiphilic derivatives of isomaltulose exhibit liq-


uid-crystalline properties.24 Families of natural surface active


agents (amphiphiles containing either a natural polar head-


group or natural hydrophobic tail), such as, alkylglucosides,


alkylglucamides, and sugar esters, have been produced by


yeast or bacteria.19,25–27 Other surfactants have been pre-


pared from carbohydrates and vegetable oils. Their interfa-


cial properties, ecological evaluation, toxicology, and der-


matological properties have been investigated.18 Frost et al.


have demonstrated the efficient production of catechol28 and


phenol29 from D-glucose using genetically engineered Escheri-
chia coli (Scheme 5).


The following section describes the design and synthesis of


a wide range of novel amphiphiles from various renewable


resources using either chemical synthesis or enzyme-medi-


ated biocatalytic pathways. After selection of a suitable “mono-


mer” (starting material) from renewable resources, appropriate


functional groups that can promote intermolecular interac-


tions were systematically introduced by careful design and


derivatization. Such amphiphiles were “decorated” with diverse


functional groups and were then used to generate an array of


self-assembled soft materials such as molecular gels, liquid


crystals, fibers, helices, and organic nanotubes. These soft


materials were used to develop films, sensors, drug-delivery


vehicles, and liquid crystals and also to synthesize and align


various metal nanoparticles. This systematic process begins


with one of two categories of modifications that are possible


with renewable resource-based amphiphiles: either hydropho-


bic part of the amphiphile can be obtained from biomass and


synthetically attached to the polar headgroup, or the polar


hydrophilic headgroups can be acquired from renewable feed-


stock and converted into surfactants by connecting an appro-


priate hydrophobic group by use of chemical/enzyme-


mediated reactions. As an example of the former category, we


used cardanol (from cashew nut shell liquid) as the hydropho-


bic part to which hydrophilic groups were attached. In the lat-


ter category, we obtained amygdalin, trehalose, and ascorbic


acid as polar headgroups (from crops) and attached a series


of hydrophobic tail units to make them amphiphiles to pro-


vide self-assembling properties.


Design and Development of New
Amphiphiles from Crops
Cashew Nut Shell Liquid (CNSL) Based Products and
Intermediates. The biomonomer cardanol, a major constit-


uent of CNSL, is an industrial byproduct from Anacardium occi-
dentale L.30–32 Cardanol (Scheme 6), a distilled product of


CNSL, consists of four meta-alkyl phenols with alkyl chains dif-


fering in their degree of unsaturation. Cardanol possesses


interesting functional structural features that allow chemical


modification to generate a range of amphiphiles and useful


monomer products. A variety of functional groups can be


attached to the reactive free hydroxyl group of cardanol for


derivatization. For example, cardanyl acrylate (Scheme 6) was


synthesized by the reaction of cardanol with acryloyl chlo-


ride,33 which produced a linear polymer upon solution polym-


erization in toluene using 0.8% azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN)


as radical initiator. Upon removal of solvent and exposure to


either air or UV light, the polymer underwent cross-linking to


produce an insoluble transparent film.33 We can attribute the


cross-linking to hydroperoxide-mediated autoxidation.33


Cardanol-Based Glycolipids. Synthesis of biobased


molecular building blocks of aryl glycolipids, GlyLip1 and


GlyLip2 (Scheme 7), was achieved by attaching glucopyra-


SCHEME 2. Schematic Illustration of Our Research Interest in
Developing Soft Materials from Plant- or Crop-Based Resources
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nose to cardanol (for detailed synthesis see ref 34). Self-as-


sembly properties of GlyLip1 and GlyLip2 have been


extensively investigated in aqueous solution to generate


nanostructures, such as helical and twisted fibers and nano-


tubes (interestingly, these assemblies exhibited high axial


ratios).34,35 Typically, low concentrations of glycolipids were


dispersed in boiling water, and slow cooling of the hot solu-


tion and equilibration at room temperature resulted in vari-


ety of coiled ribbons and fine fibrous structures within 12-24


h. The fibrous structures were investigated using polarized and


phase-contrast light microscopy (POM) and transmission (TEM)


and scanning (SEM) electron microscopy. TEM and SEM


images showed the presence of ribbons with uniform widths.


The lengths of the nanofibers were a few micrometers, and


the widths were a few tenths of a nanometer. For saturated


GlyLip2, all individual fibers showed twisted morphology, in


SCHEME 3. Reaction Pathways for the Conversion of Biomass-Derived Glucose into Liquid Alkanesa


a Reprinted with permission of ref 20. Copyright 2005 AAAS.


SCHEME 4. Preparation of Isomaltulose from Sucrose and Ensuing
Products of Industrial Potential


SCHEME 5. Synthesis of Catechol and Phenol from Genetically
Modified E. colia


a Conditions: (a) E. coli AB2834/pKD136/pKD9.069A, 37 °C; (b) E. coli
SP1.1PTS/Psc6.090B; (c) (1) H2O, 350 °C, (2) Cu0, H2O, 350 °C.
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contrast to the helical pattern of the fiber from GlyLip1 (Fig-


ure 1). The self-assembled nanofibers from GlyLip1 progres-


sively generated tubular structures; TEM images showed that


nanotubes were open-ended with uniform shape and uniform


internal diameter (Figure 2). The external diameter of nano-


tubes was between 40 and 60 nm with lengths between 10


and 100 µm and thickness of 8-15 nm. Inspection of non-


covalent assembly of nanotubes reveals that they can pro-


vide nanostructures with almost the same dimensions as


multilayer carbon nanotubes. A schematic illustration of the


nanotube wall structure is shown in Figure 3.35


To understand the role of the unsaturated hydrophobic tails


(mono-, di-, and trienes) in nanotube formation, the individ-


ual components were isolated from the cardanyl glucoside


mixture. Binary self-assembly of the saturated and monoene


derivatives provided a rationale for the control of self-assem-


bled helical structures (Figure 4).36 In a typical self-assembly,


90:10 (saturated/monoene) mixtures generated twisted rib-


bons in water. This might have been expected for the 10%


doping of the monoene component. The 80:20 compositions


also exhibited twisted-ribbon morphology on FE-SEM analy-


sis (Figure 4). No significant effect on the twisted morphol-


ogy was observed by doping of the monoene component to


30-40%. On the other hand, an equimolar (50:50) compo-


sition gave loosely coiled-ribbon morphology between the


twisted and tight helical coil. While increasing the monoene


content in these experiments, the helical pitch decreased to


give tubular morphologies with helical markings.


Novel Synthetic Amphiphiles. The above work encour-


aged us to design new amphiphiles from common laboratory


reagents. Understanding the principles of self-assembly using


biobased amphiphiles suggested to us to design new specific


synthetic materials. A series of long-chain phenyl glucosides


SCHEME 6. Synthesis of Cardanol-Based Polymer


SCHEME 7. Chemical Structures of Cardanol-Based Glycolipids with
Different Degrees of Unsaturation


FIGURE 1. A POM image (a) of self-assembled fibers from GlyLip1,
an EF-TEM image (b) of an individual coiled nanofiber of GlyLip1, a
phase-contrast light microscopy image (c) of self-assembled fibers of
GlyLip2, and an EF-TEM image (d) of an individual coiled twisted
nanofiber of GlyLip2. Reprinted with permission from ref 34.
Copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH.
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(PheGlu1-5, Scheme 8) were synthesized, and their self-


assembling properties were thoroughly examined.37 In these


glycolipids, hydrophobic tails were attached to the phenyl


group through an amide bond to increase the possibility of


hydrogen bonding. The number of cis double bonds varied


(0-3) in the lipophilic component (Scheme 8). Their influence


on the formation of nanostructures has been examined by


various techniques such as TEM, SEM, CD, FT-IR, and XRD. The


glycolipid PheGlu2 showed the twisted fiber structure with


50-200 nm width and several micrometers length, whereas


PheGlu3 formed a left-handed coiled tube with 150-200 nm


inner diameter and ca. 20 nm wall thickness. In contrast, the


glycolipid with three cis double bonds in the hydrocarbon


chain (PheGlu4) displayed a typical nanotubular structure con-


sisting of a 70 nm inner diameter and 80-100 nm outer


diameter (Figure 5). The glycolipids containing an amide


group as linker exhibited higher gel-to-liquid crystalline phase


transition temperatures compared with glycolipids with an


O-glycosidic linkage.37


We then designed analogous synthetic amphiphiles in


which molecular recognition units were incorporated using


reagents equipped with complementary groups for functional


soft materials (Scheme 9). Specifically, by combining simple


monosaccharides, saturated or unsaturated fatty acids, and


diamino-aromatic linkers, we generated a library of products


ranging from fibers that lacked structural regularity to highly


uniform nanotubes.38 Self-assembly of GlyDAP1 (Scheme 9) in


water produced helical ribbon morphologies, as expected.


Upon aging for an additional 12 h, these helical morpholo-


gies converted to lipid nanotubes with an outer diameter of


60-80 nm and an inner diameter of ca. 20 nm.


A hypothetical model for self-assembly of these amphi-


philes has been proposed based on the hydrogen bonding,


π-π stacking and interdigitated hydrophobic tails (Figure 6).


FIGURE 2. A polarized light microscopy image (a) of nanotubes of
GlyLip1 and EF-TEM images (b-d) of nanotubes. Reprinted with
permission from ref 34. Copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH.


FIGURE 3. TEM image of a lipid nanotube formed from cardanyl
glucosides and schematic illustration of the wall structure. Reprinted
with permission from ref 35. Copyright 2005 American Chemical
Society.
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Diaminopyridine (DAP) forms three-point hydrogen bonds,


which makes this functional group versatile in preparing arti-


ficial receptors. Nanotubes made of GlyDAP1 were fluores-


cent; hence including the DAP group with complementary


hydrogen-bonding capability permits the incorporation of flu-


orescence properties into nanotubes. Indeed, addition of up to


10 mM thymidine caused the quenching of fluorescence pre-


sumably due to the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds.38


Fluorescence quenching was selective for nucleosides over


urea and �-D-glucose, which can also form extensive hydro-


gen bonds. With this design, it was possible to develop novel


soft nanomaterials for molecular recognition and other func-


tional applications.


DAP derivatives are also known to serve as ligands for


complexing with specific metal ions such as Cu(II), Zn(II), and


Co(II).39,40 The glycolipid GlyDAP1 possesses a metal ion-bind-


ing unit in the form of a 2,6-disubstituted DAP moiety. Func-


tional amphiphiles constructed with metal-complexing


templates offer additional advantages because they self-as-


semble in aqueous media to form various nanostructures that


apparently can act as templates for patterning the inorganic


materials in a desired fashion. In one experiment, novel metal-


FIGURE 4. FE-SEM Images of Self-Assembled High Axial Ratio Nanostructures after 2 Days Incubation (Saturated/Monoene): (a) 100:0, (b)
90:10,[a] (c) 80:20,[a] (d) 50:50,[a] (e) 20:80,[b] (f) 10:90,[c] (g) 0:100, and (h) cardanyl glucosides mixtures, as a reference. In panels b, c, and d,
the white arrows indicate twisted helical morphology. In panel e, the white arrows show the tightly coiled helical ribbons. In panel f, the
white arrows show helical markings on the nanotubes. Reprinted with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2002 Wiley-VCH.
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chelating glycolipid nanotubes were utilized, and Cu nanopar-


ticles were successfully assembled by removing the nanotube


templates through an annealing process under argon atmo-


sphere.41 High-resolution SEM images revealed the dense


arrangement of fine Cu nanoparticles on almost the entire sur-


face of the templates, which have directed the nucleation and


controlled the assembly of the nanoparticles (Figure 7).41


A simple conjugated sugar, PheGlu5 (Scheme 8), showed


excellent gelation behavior in organic liquids and aqueous


solution.42 Examining the gel microstructure with various spec-


troscopic techniques revealed that the chiral aggregates con-


sist of predominantly twisted helical ribbons whose helicity


was exclusively right-handed with approximately 85 nm width


and 315 nm pitch and up to several micrometers length. The


XRD, 1H NMR, and FT-IR results suggested that the aqueous


gel is stabilized by a combination of hydrogen bonding, π-π
interactions, and hydrophobic forces. We also studied the self-


assembling properties of renewable resources-based carda-


nyl glucosides, GlyLip1 and GlyLip2 (Scheme 7), for gener-


ating gels in various solvents. Individual glycolipids


GlyLipA-D and mixtures of them (GlyLip1) formed thermally


reversible transparent gels in a water/alcohol mixture and a


number of organic solvents, which were strongly influenced by


the degree of unsaturation in the aliphatic alkyl chain.43 The


amphiphilic nature and self-assembling properties of biomass-


based glycolipids GlyLip1 and GlyLip2 prompted us to inves-


tigate the possibility of liquid crystal formation.44 The liquid


crystalline properties of GlyLip1 and GlyLip2 were also stud-


ied by optical polarizing microscopy, differential scanning cal-


orimetry, and X-ray diffraction. All the phases were identified


as lamellar in structure. Introduction of double bonds in the


liphophilic portion of the molecule significantly decreased the


phase transition temperatures, although these glycolipids all


exhibited a common pattern in their phase transitions.


Novel amphiphilic glycolipids were synthesized from car-


danol, an industrial byproduct (biomass). The self-association


properties of these glycolipids have been investigated exten-


sively. Formation of polymer films, fibers, helices, nanotubules,


molecular gels, and liquid crystals from self-assembly of plant-


or crop-based glycolipids has elegantly been demonstrated for


soft materials development.


Molecular Gels from Amygdalin Amphiphiles. Earlier we


obtained the hydrophobic domains of amphiphiles from crops;


here we sought polar headgroups from plant- or crop-based


resources to synthesize the amphiphiles. While this work shows


SCHEME 8. Series of Synthetic Amphiphilic Glycosides with
Different Number of Double Bonds


FIGURE 5. EF-TEM and SEM pictures of the self-assembled (a)
PheGlu2, (b, c) PheGlu3, and (d, e) PheGlu4. Reprinted with
permission from ref 37. Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.


SCHEME 9. Diaminopyridine-Based Amphiphiles with Open-Chain
Sugar Headgroups
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promise in developing unique supramolecular products, at


present, multistep syntheses of molecular gels is an encumbrance


to commercial operations. Challenges still exist to develop envi-


ronmentally benign and sustainable production processes. Iden-


FIGURE 6. Proposed self-assembled nanostructures from GlyDAP1 and GlyDAP2. The unsaturation in GlyDAP1 results in a kink and a
slightly less layered interdigitation. Reprinted with permission from ref 38. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.


FIGURE 7. SEM images of (a) as produced copper-complexed organic nanotubes, (b) nanoparticles after annealing in argon atmosphere, (c,
d) Cu nanoparticles formed on nanotube templates, and (e) an enlarged view of the square area marked in panel d. Scale bar is 500 nm.
Reprinted with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2005 Elsevier.
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tifying cheap starting materials as well as a sleek synthetic route


allow improved commercial development of these products. Syn-


thetic processes that use microbes and enzymes (bio-


catalysis45,46) have greater promise for the expansion of bio-


based industries. Unlike thermal and chemical processes, biopro-


cesses occur under mild reaction conditions, usually result in


stereospecific conversions, and produce low or relatively few


byproducts. This method can also be used to generate soft mate-


rials from biomass at a relatively lower cost and therefore, has


economic benefits as well. One drawback is that enzyme-cata-


SCHEME 10. Enzyme-Catalyzed Regioselective Synthesis of Sugar Amphiphiles from Amygdalin, Trehalose, and Ascorbic Acid


FIGURE 8. SEM micrographs of (a) organogel of Amy4 and aqueous gels of (b) Amy14 and (c) Amy18 and (d) a higher magnification image
of the gel in panel b. Scale bar is equivalent to 1 µm. Reprinted with permission from ref 49. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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lyzed reactions traditionally lead to low-yield products. Hence,


optimization of enzyme-catalyzed reactions with high yields is


needed for development of large volumes of materials. Never-


theless, by overcoming these drawbacks, enzyme-mediated feed-


stock conversion is a suitable solution for bulk production of


materials.


We sought new natural starting monomers containing


structural features that allow intermolecular associations such


as sugar hydrogen bonding and aromatic π-π stacking. The


starting materials also needed to be susceptible to enzyme


catalysis. Amygdalin has been used as a main constituent in


commercial preparations of laetrile, a purported therapeutic


agent.47 Amygdalin is also a byproduct of the fruit industry.


It is a naturally occurring glycoside found in many food plants,


such as the kernels of apricots, apples, and almonds.48


Amygdalin has a phenyl ring and multiple hydroxyl groups,


which enhance the aromatic π-π stacking and the hydrogen


bonding, respectively. It also has a primary hydroxyl to which


a fatty acid chain can be connected by enzymatic transesteri-


fication. Hence, amygdaline-based amphiphiles Amy4,


Amy14, and Amy18 (Scheme 10) were designed and synthe-


sized.49 We demonstrated the utility of enzyme catalysis as a


tool to generate amphiphiles from biomass. Biocatalysis offers,


in this case, control where the acyl moiety was introduced


selectively on the primary hydroxyl group of the sugar in


excellent yields (>90%). Generally, multistep synthesis is labo-


rious and often has lower yields, which results in high pro-


duction costs.50 This is why low-molecular-weight gelators are


not finding niche applications in commercial use.


The amphiphiles Amy4-Amy18 exhibited gelation prop-


erties in a broad range of solvents, such as polar solvents,


water, and nonpolar cyclohexane, at extremely low concen-


trations (minimum gelation concentrations are between


0.05-0.2 wt %). They also generate various nanostructures


such as grass-like morphologies and helical ribbons in


acetonotrile and water gels, respectively (Figure 8).49 Surpris-


FIGURE 9. (a) Schematic representation of drug encapsulation in hydrogel and subsequent release of drug by enzyme-mediated gel
degradation and (b) photos of hydrogels of Amy18 with (i-iv) and without (v, vi) curcumin. Reprinted with permission from ref 49. Copyright
2006 American Chemical Society.
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ingly, unpurified crude products showed unprecedented gela-


tion, similar to the purified products, suggesting the utility of


this process for industrial-scale applications. The self-assem-


bly of these amphiphiles was characterized with the help of an


array of techniques including single-crystal analysis and X-ray


diffraction data.


Enzyme-Catalyzed Drug Delivery. Using amygdalin


hydrogelators, we have developed a novel approach for encap-


sulating a hydrophobic drug molecule in a hydrogel. Subse-


quently, the drug can be released by breaking the gel using a


hydrolase (Lipolase 100L, type EX).49 Encapsulation of the che-


motherapeutic hydrophobic drug curcumin51 in the hydrogel


allows subsequent enzyme-triggered drug delivery, as shown in


Figure 9. Due to its hydrophobic nature, curcumin is likely to be


located at hydrophobic pockets of the gel. The hydrolase enzyme


lipolase was added to the preformed gel and kept at 37 °C, lower


than the gel melting temperature. After a few hours, the gel was


completely degraded and the encapsulated curcumin released


into the solution. Drug release was monitored by absorbance


studies, and the gel degradation products were characterized. It


was shown that during gel degradation, the ester bond formed


though biocatalysis was cleaved. The rate of drug release was


controlled by manipulating the enzyme concentration, temper-


ature, or both.49


Trehalose-Based Organogelators. Trehalose, R-D-glucopy-


ranosyl-(1f1)-�-D-glucopyranoside is an alpha-linked disaccha-


ride. It is synthesized by fungi, plants, and invertebrate animals.


Trehalose has been extensively used in the food, pharmaceuti-


cal, and cosmetic industries.52,53 John et al. used a biocatalytic


strategy to synthesize a series of highly symmetrical diesters


(Scheme 10) that self-assemble in a range of organic solvents to


form gels at very low concentrations (0.04% w/v).54 The gel


fibers obtained from short acyl chains were self-assembled and


stabilized, most likely through extensive H-bonding networks. In


the case of long acyl chains, hydrophobic interactions also play


a major role in self-assembly of these gelators. Tre-


halose-acrylate (Tre:acry) conjugate gave us the opportunity for


polymerization of gels. Organogels of Tre:acry (Scheme 10) were


polymerized in the presence of the photoinitiator (2,2-dimethoxy-


2-phenylacetophenone, 5 mol %) by UV irradiation. Lyophiliza-


tion of the gel resulted in a highly porous structure. No gel


shrinkage occurred during this process. The resulting aerogel


remained intact as a self-supporting scaffold. The material


behaved as a hydrogel, absorbing 12 times its weight of water


to produce a self-supporting transparent material (Figure 10).


Such products would be useful in tissue engineering applications.


Vitamin C Based Gels and Liquid Crystals. Our continu-


ing search led us to design amphiphiles from ascorbic acid (vita-


min C, of which lime and kiwi fruits are rich sources), which is a


powerful antioxidant and is known to inhibit free-radical initi-


ated lipid peroxidation.55 Ascorbic acid based amphiphiles, Asc8,


Asc12, and Asc18 (Scheme 10), were synthesized using Can-
dida antarctica Lipase B (CALB) catalyzed transesterfication reac-


tions.56 The resulting amphiphiles also exhibited gelation


behavior in both aqueous solutions and organic solvents. We


synthesized gold nanoparticles (GNPs) using these amphiphiles


in self-assembled soft materials. Ascorbic acid hydrogels were


efficient for in situ synthesis of GNPs, preventing aggregation by


capping them yielding GNPs embedded in hydrogels as


organic-inorganic hybrid materials.56


We examined the ability of ascorbic acid based


amphiphiles to generate liquid crystals (LCs), another form


of soft materials. Furthermore, LC properties of Asc18 were


thoroughly investigated by several techniques. With heat-


ing, Asc18 enters an isotropic state; upon cooling, it formed


a chiral smectic A (SmA*) phase, which was characterized by


polarized optical microscopy (Figure 11).56 The synthesis of


GNPs was carried out in situ. Microscopic examination of


the liquid crystal-gold nanoparticle (LC-GNP) hybrids


revealed the presence of the GNPs. Under these conditions,


the initial SmA* state of the Asc18 amphiphile did not


change the inherent phase formation behavior. GNPs were


characterized by various techniques such as UV-vis spec-


FIGURE 10. Self-supporting (a) organo- and (b) hydrogel from
trehalose 6,6′-diacrylate polymerization. Reprinted with permission
from ref 54. Copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH.
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troscopy and TEM. GNPs that were embedded in LCs were


16-25 nm thread-like structures showing a characteristic


plasmon resonance band (Figure 11).


Conclusions
In conclusion, this Account describes the emerging topic of the


production of soft materials designed from crop-based start-


ing materials using green chemistry and self-assembly princi-


ples. A series of amphiphilic glycolipids were synthesized from


cashew nut shell liquid, a plant- or crop-based raw material.


The amphiphiles produced soft nanoarchitectures including


lipid nanotubes, twisted or helical nanofibers, low-molecular-


weight hydro- or organogels, and liquid crystals. Other sets of


amphiphiles have been synthesized from amygdalin, treha-


lose, and vitamin C. Amygdalin-based amphiphiles showed


unique gelation behavior in a wide range of solvents. An


enzyme-triggered drug delivery model was demonstrated


using these hydrogels for hydrophobic model drugs. Vitamin


C based amphiphiles exhibited excellent gelation and liquid


crystalline properties. These soft materials were successfully


used to develop novel organic-inorganic hybrids by in situ


synthesis of metallic nanoparticles. In a nutshell, we find var-


ious forms of soft nanomaterials generated from different bio-


mass sources that have applications in a wide range of


research fields. These include soft materials, biosensors, liq-


uid crystal displays, medicine, and drug delivery. Overall, this


Account demonstrates that utilizing plant- or crop-based


resources as starting materials can be “fruitful” in generating


useful industrial materials for a sustainable future.
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C O N S P E C T U S


It has been over 250 years since Benjamin Franklin, fasci-
nated with the wave-stilling effect of oil on water, per-


formed his famous oil-drop experiments; nevertheless, the
behavior of water molecules adjacent to hydrophobic sur-
faces continues to fascinate today. In the 18th century, the
calming of the seas seemed the most pertinent application of
such knowledge; today, we understand that oil-on-water phe-
nomena underlie a range of important chemical, physical,
and biological processes, including micelle and membrane
formation, protein folding, chemical separation, oil extrac-
tion, nanoparticle formation, and interfacial polymerization.
Beyond classical experiments of the oil-water interface,
recent interest has focused on deriving a molecular-level pic-
ture of this interface or, more generally, of water molecules
positioned next to any hydrophobic surface. This Account
summarizes more than a decade’s work from our laborato-
ries aimed at understanding the nature of the hydrogen
bonding occurring between water and a series of organic liq-
uids in contact. Although the common perception is that water molecules and oil molecules positioned at the interface between
the immiscible liquids want nothing to do with one another, we have found that weak interactions between these hydro-
philic and hydrophobic molecules lead to interesting interfacial behavior, including highly oriented water molecules and lay-
ering of the organic medium that extends several molecular layers deep into the bulk organic liquid. For some organic liquids,
penetration of oriented water into the organic layer is also apparent, facilitated by molecular interactions established at the
molecularly thin region of first contact between the two liquids. The studies involve a combined experimental and compu-
tational approach. The primary experimental tool that we have used is vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS), a
powerful surface-specific vibrational spectroscopic method for measuring the molecular structures of aqueous surfaces. We
have compared the results of these spectroscopic studies with our calculated VSF spectra derived from population densi-
ties and orientational distributions determined through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. This combination of experi-
ment and theory provides a powerful opportunity to advance our understanding of molecular processes at aqueous interfaces
while also allowing us to test the validity of various molecular models commonly used to describe molecular structure and
interactions at such interfaces.


Introduction


We are all familiar with the adage that “oil and


water don’t mix”. Likely too, we are all familiar


with the practical consequences of this reality from


oil slicks to prismatic layers on rain puddles. So


inured to these occurrences have we become that


it is difficult to realize even these most basic oil-


on-water behaviors mesmerized accomplished


naturalists 200 years ago. Indeed, Benjamin Fran-


klin found these effects so intriguing that he


vowed to carry oil with him “in the hollow joint of
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my bamboo cane” whenever he went into the country so as


to be able to repeat his experiment: the creation of acre-wide


oil slicks on ponds using mere teaspoons of oil.


The questions he may well have puzzled over while


observing those slicks are still very relevant to us today. What


interactions exist between oil and water as the oil spreads on


a water surface? Do these interactions result in a very abrupt


interface between the two substances or is it more gradual?


Are there different kinds of oil (or other substances) that


exhibit these behaviors to a greater or lesser degree? How do


ions approach and transport across this interface? What might


be learned from this interface that will help us understand


water at other insoluble fluid surfaces or membranes?


In more modern eras, understanding these issues has impli-


cations well beyond mere curiosity. Ion transport across mem-


branes, protein folding, chemical separation strategies, and


nanoparticle formation are only a few of the multitude of pro-


cesses that involve the interaction of a polar water phase with


a hydrophobic oil/organic phase.


In this paper, we provide a summary of the insights gained


in recent years in our laboratory about how interfacial mole-


cules structure and bond at oil-water interfaces. The picture


that has evolved is the result of a closely coupled experimen-


tal and computational effort. Experimentally, surface vibra-


tional sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) is employed to


measure the vibrational spectrum of interfacial water mole-


cules, and from this we derive an initial picture of how the


organic and water molecules structure, orient, and bond at the


interface. Concurrently, molecular dynamic calculations are


used to provide additional details about the bonding, popu-


lation density, and orientation of interfacial species and their


VSF response. Knowing the individual VSF response from each


of the contributing species, we then calculate an overall VSF


spectrum that, by comparison with experiment, provides a


check on the models used in the simulations. This combined


approach provides a richer picture of the molecular behavior


at these complex interfaces.


Experimental Considerations
VSFS is a nonlinear optical method that allows the measure-


ment of the vibrational spectrum of molecules at surfaces.1,2


Because it is a second-order process, it is only allowed in


regions of the medium where symmetry is broken, such as at


an interface.3 Figure 1 shows a cartoon diagram for a typical


experimental cell configuration. In the experiment, a visible


laser beam (ωVIS) and a tunable infrared (IR) laser beam (ωIR)


are coincident at the interface. By scanning the energy of the


IR laser over the vibrational mode energies of the surface mol-


ecules and monitoring the generated sum frequency signal at


ωSF ) ωIR + ωvis, a vibrational spectrum of the interfacial mol-


ecules is obtained. The intensity of the sum-frequency radia-


tion is proportional to the intensity of each incident beam and


to the square of the effective second-order susceptibility, �eff
(2):


I(ωSF) ∝ |�eff
(2)|2I(ωvis)I(ωIR) (1)


�eff
(2) can be expressed as the sum of resonant and nonreso-


nant components, �R
(2) and �NR


(2) . Where �NR
(2) is usually treated as


a constant to be determined in the experiment. The resonant


component is frequency dependent and proportional to the


number density of molecules, N, and the orientationally aver-


aged molecular hyperpolarizability, �v, as follows


�Rv


(2) ) N
ε0


〈�v 〉 (2)


The molecular hyperpolarizability, �v, is enhanced when


the frequency of the IR field is resonant with a SF-active vibra-


tional mode of a molecule at the surface or interface. This


enhancement in �v leads to an enhancement in the nonlin-


ear susceptibility, �Rv


(2), which contains the product of the


Raman and the IR transition moments.


This spectroscopic approach (VSFS) has advantages over lin-


ear spectroscopies, because it is highly specific to the thin


layer of molecules within the interfacial region, this region


itself being defined by the extent of anisotropic orientation


and bonding of its molecules relative to the bulk phase. The


disadvantages are more extensive instrumentation and the


more complex spectral response. Since VSFS is a coherent


spectroscopy, each oscillator’s contribution to a response has


an associated phase that can interfere constructively or


destructively with adjacent modes, making analysis and spec-


tral assignments challenging. This coherence can also be an


advantage because, when interpreted appropriately, it can pro-


vide information about molecular orientation in the interfa-


cial region.


FIGURE 1. Experimental geometry for VSF spectra of a liquid/liquid
system studied in TIR geometry.
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The experimental sum-frequency generation (SFG) response


depends on the polarization of each of the two incident beams


and the sum-frequency emission generated is itself polarized.


By adjusting polarization combinations of incident and out-


going light, the different SFG responses (each related to one


or more elements of the �(2) tensor) can be selectively probed.


The notation for these sorts of studies requires distinguish-


ing between light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence


(P) and perpendicular to the plane of incidence (S). All polar-


ization notations are given in the order sum-frequency, visi-


ble, IR, for example, (SPS).


All of the liquid/liquid studies described herein were


accomplished on Nd:YAG laser based systems with the IR


(from nonlinear optical generation methods) and visible beams


incident on the interface through a prism in a total internal


reflection (TIR) geometry to maximize the weak VSF signal.


The details of the experimental systems used to collect the


spectra shown in this Account have been discussed in previ-


ous publications.4–7 The cells are typically made of Kel-F to


withstand the requisite aggressive cleaning protocols and con-


tact with the organic liquids used. For our chloroform/water


investigations, deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) was used. This


was necessitated by the comparatively strong IR absorption


that occurs in CHCl3.


Insights from Spectroscopic Measurements
Our VSF studies of oil-water interfaces have provided a pro-


gressively deeper understanding of the interactions at the


interface between water and several hydrophobic organic liq-


uids and films of varying polarity and molecular structure. Fig-


ure 2 shows the VSF spectra of interfacial water for three of


these systems6–9 along with the air/water interface10,11 for


comparison. The spectra reveal OH stretch modes of water


molecules that are highly sensitive in frequency and inten-


sity to the degree of hydrogen bonding between mol-


ecules.12,13 The polarizations employed here (SSP) probe OH


modes that have a dipole component perpendicular to the sur-


face plane.


The CCl4/H2O, CDCl3/H2O, and vapor/H2O interfaces show


similar spectral features, indicative of general similarities in the


orientation and hydrogen bonding of water at these interfaces.


The often-found peak near 3700 cm-1, is referred to as the


“free OH” mode. This peak arises when one of the OH bonds


of a water molecule orients into the hydrophobic phase,


whether that be organic liquid or air. Its companion OH bond


(referred to commonly as the “donor” mode because it can act


as a hydrogen bond donor to nearby water molecules) ori-


ents into the aqueous phase and is one of the primary con-


tributors to intensity in the 3200-3500 cm-1 region. Its VSF


contribution is red-shifted and broader than the free OH mode


because it is bonded to nearby water molecules. There are


also contributions in the 3000-3500 cm-1 region from stron-


ger bonded water species, but these are nearly impossible to


characterize based on any spectral fitting routines. We have


used two methods for deconvoluting these spectral regions,


spectral fitting with isotopic dilution experiments using HOD/


D2O mixtures6,14 and molecular dynamics simulations that


allow extraction of different water bonded species based on


their calculated VSF response.15–17 The former method works


well for understanding weakly bonded and vibrationally


uncoupled interfacial water species, and the latter assists in


further understanding of both weakly and more strongly


bonded interfacial water species.


There are a number of important general insights gained


from the systems studied thus far. First, the presence of ori-


ented water molecules that have a free OH mode indicates


that the interfacial region for most of the systems that we have


studied is relatively sharp, certainly within the dimensions of


5-10 Å, consistent with X-ray data of similar liquid/liquid


FIGURE 2. Resonant VSF spectra of water at three organic/water
interfaces and the air/water interface. The dotted line through the
cartoon molecules represents the interface, and the associated
arrow indicates the free OH bond. The red line is a guide to the eye
for the free OH frequency. The air/water spectrum (gray) contains a
large nonresonant (NR) background. With its NR background
removed (blue) a comparison with organic/water systems (having
almost zero NR background) is made possible. Spectra are taken
with SSP polarization.
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interfaces.18–20 Second, we have found that the free OH fre-


quency is an indicator of the presence of weak water-organic


interactions present at these interfaces and the relative


strength of this interaction.21 For example, for CCl4/H2O, the


free OH appears at 3669 ( 4 cm-1,22 red-shifted from its


value at the vapor/water interface at 3705 cm-1.14 The larger


red shift for chloroform (∼3650 cm-1) is indicative of a stron-


ger interaction between water and this slightly more polar


molecule.7


The alkane/water interfaces show spectral responses sim-


ilar to those found with CCl4/H2O and CDCl3/H2O (Figure 3).


However the free OH is at 3674 cm-1,23 indicative of a


weaker alkane-water interaction than that for the chlorinated


solvents. We conclude that the broader free OH peak found


for all the alkanes represents a more diverse range of


water-alkane interfacial interactions. Interestingly, all alkanes


studied give the same free OH frequency. Table 1 summa-


rizes the free OH frequency of systems studied in this labora-


tory. F-monolayer and H-monolayer entries refer to


perfluorinated and hydrogenated monolayers, which are dis-


cussed further below.


For several of the organic/water systems, we find spectral


intensity near the free OH resonance, which suggests the pres-


ence of water molecules that have negligible interaction with


other water molecules but that are highly oriented with their


dipoles perpendicular to the interface and their hydrogens


pointing into the organic phase. These “water monomers”


bond weakly to neighboring interfacial organic molecules or


as OH bond acceptors to other water molecules, a factor we


believe contributes to the overall orientation of the interfa-


cial region.6 They appeared in our earliest work with CCl4/


H2O and our latest work with chloroform. Our ability to see


the small number of these weakly bonded water molecules is


largely due to the windfall of spectral interferences that come


with the VSF technique. These will be discussed in more detail


in the molecular dynamics (MD) section.


Interestingly, the neat CCl4/H2O spectrum, which we have


studied most extensively, is remarkably similar to the reso-


nant vapor/water interfacial spectrum. The vapor/water spec-


trum shown in Figure 2 (dotted line) contains a significant


nonresonant background, which is not present for the organic/


water systems studied. When this nonresonant contribution is


removed using isotopic dilution experiments, the resonant


vapor/water spectrum (shown in blue) shows even stronger


resemblance to the organic/water interfaces.


Of the systems discussed thus far, the spectrum of the 1,2-


dichloroethane (DCE)/water interface shown in Figure 2 is strik-


ingly different in displaying no free OH mode. The DCE/H2O


interface has been the subject of considerable attention in the


electrochemistry community because of its relatively large


polarizable window and the question as to its nature being


either sharp or diffuse.24 Given the observed lack of distinct


spectral features found for DCE/H2O, we opted to explore this


system further by “doping” increasing amounts of DCE into the


organic phase of the more spectrally distinct CCl4/H2O


system.7,17 As shown in Figure 4a, with increased amounts of


DCE added, the free OH from neat CCl4 red-shifts and the free


OH oscillator intensity decreases significantly. This leads us to


conclude, as we initially did, that the interface for the DCE/


H2O system is much more diffuse, with a lack of distinct water


orientation found in the other systems. Here, insights from our


MD simulations have been invaluable. Our simulations readily


reproduced the spectral trends as shown in Figure 4b. When


we extract the bonding and orientation information from these


simulations, which so well fit the data, a very different and fas-


cinating picture emerges and will be described later.


FIGURE 3. Resonant VSF spectra of water at the interface of three
alkane/water systems. Taken with SSP polarization. Data from ref 9.


TABLE 1. VSFS Measured Free OH Frequency of Water Measured at
Different Interfaces


system free OH (cm-1)


vapor/H2O 3705 ( 5
F-monolayer/H2O 3694 ( 3
H-monolayer/H2O 3674 ( 2
hexane, heptane, octane 3674 ( 3
CCl4/H2O 3669 ( 2
CDCl3/H2O 3650 ( 3
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Additional studies have probed how water at hydropho-


bic monolayer/water interfaces compare with these liquid/liq-


uid interfaces. The results show that water interacts at the


terminal end of these organic monolayers in a very similar


manner as at the liquid/liquid interfaces.25 Two types of


monolayers have been examined under water, hydrogenated


(octadecyltrisilane) and perfluorinated monolayers (1H,1H,-


2H,2H-perfluorodecyl-siloxane, FTDS) bound to Si/SiO2.26 For


well-formed monolayers, we find that a free OH is present for


water at the terminal portion of both the hydrocarbon and flu-


orocarbon monolayers. For hydrocarbon monolayers, the OH


spectral profile and the free OH behavior mirrors that of the


alkane/water systems.26 The small red shift in the free OH fre-


quency for the fluorocarbon monolayer system relative to air/


water shows that a weak water-fluorocarbon interaction is


present at these interfaces.


Insights from Molecular Dynamics
Simulations
Our MD work is used to complement and enhance our exper-


imental studies and falls into two broad categories. The first


uses and expands upon a formalism introduced by Hirose et


al.27 in which MD simulations are used along with hyperpo-


larizability calculations to compute the VSF response28 of inter-


facial water for the air/water and organic/water systems we


have studied.15,17,29 With good correlation between calcu-


lated and experimental spectra, we proceed to extract detailed


information from the simulations about the different water


bonded species in the interfacial region, their degree of bond-


ing, orientation, and interfacial depth. The second MD effort


examines the orientation and ordering of both the water and


“oil” species in the interfacial region.30,31


The starting point for all of this work is fully atomistic,


polarizable descriptions of the molecules under study. These


descriptions are combined with initial “boxes” of molecules


chosen to accurately reflect the actual bulk experimental den-


sities of the systems being simulated. Volumes of the simu-


lated systems are on the order of 13 000 Å3, and they


typically contain on the order of 2000 water molecules and


between 400 and 500 “oil” molecules in order to get the den-


sities correct. The simulation environment used for this work


has changed over the years; most recently the AMBER7 suite


of programs has been utilized.32


Our MD simulations of the various liquid/liquid interfaces


discussed above all display a high degree of water orienta-


tion in the interfacial region. For water and carbon tetrachlo-


ride, weak bonding interactions play a significant role in


establishing interfacial orientation (see below for further exam-


ination of this). For the CCl4/water, chloroform/water, and


alkane/water systems, we find that the interfaces are molec-


ularly sharp with widths of ∼5-6 Å, which correlate well with


simulations of others on related systems.33,34 The calcula-


tions confirm our experimentally derived conclusions that a


small but significant number of water molecules are found to


interact weakly with the alkanes and CCl4 despite their non-


polar nature. For the alkanes, two types of weak interactions


with water are present and are responsible for the observed


broadening of the free OH peak relative to CCl4/H2O and


CDCl3/H2O.23 The more polar organics studied in the simula-


FIGURE 4. Experimental (a) and computed (b) spectra of the (CCl4
+ DCE)/H2O interface where the mole fraction of DCE ranges from
zero (top) to 1.0. Intermediate concentrations are approximately
8%, 12%, 20%, and 35% DCE. Spectra have been shifted vertically
for clarity. A dashed black line has been added to help identify the
small red shift in the total free OH peak. Reproduced from ref 17.
Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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tions, DCE and dichloromethane, also form well-defined inter-


faces. Figure 5 displays pictures for visual comparison from


the simulations of the CCl4/H2O and the slightly more diffuse


DCE/H2O interfaces. Orientational and hydrogen-bonding


analysis for all three systems show a large density of water


molecules in the interfacial region that orient with their dipoles


almost parallel to the interfacial plane and significant bond-


ing with adjacent water molecules. This population of nearly


in-plane water molecules is “invisible” to VSF in any polariza-


tion combination because of their isotropic in-plane orienta-


tion. The simulations for all systems also show to varying


degrees a small number of very weakly interacting water mol-


ecules that are in the organic-rich interfacial region and are


oriented with their hydrogens directed toward the organic bulk


phase, as has been suggested by our experiments.


All interfaces are awash with water molecules that exhibit


a constellation of different bonding interactions and orienta-


tions. Our calculations allow us to probe this further as we


determine the number density for the different mono-, di-, tri-,


and tetracoordinated water species at the interface, their polar


orientation, and the VSF contribution that each type of bonded


molecule makes to the overall measured spectrum. In char-


acterizing these interactions, we have used the following nam-


ing scheme (depicted in Figure 6):35 Tetracoordinated


molecules are denoted as OOHH-bonded species, tricoordi-


nated species can be either OOH- or OHH-bonded, dicoordi-


nated are OH-, HH-, or OO-bonded species, and mono-


coordinated species are designated as H- or O-bonded. Water


molecules that straddle the interface have a free OH bond and


a companion donor OH bond that can participate in H, OH, or


OOH bonding.


As an example of the information extracted from these


simulations, Figure 7a shows the results for the populations of


these different water bonded species across the interfacial


region for the CCl4/water interface. Peaking in the center of


the interfacial region are water molecules that straddle the


interface as evidenced by the relatively high population of free


OH and donor OH (with OH bonding) near the center of the


interfacial region. These two modes are also found in related


calculations to be highly oriented with each showing a pre-


ferred orientation perpendicular to the surface but antiparal-


lel to one another, consistent with the straddling water


molecule picture. Tetrahedrally bonded water and water mol-


ecules with OHH bonding are also evident but tend to show


their presence deeper in the interfacial region and, of course,


exist into the bulk aqueous phase. Within the significant pop-


ulation of topmost water molecules that orient with their


FIGURE 5. Picture of the DCE/water (right) and CCl4/water (left) interfaces derived from the MD simulations.


FIGURE 6. Different contributing water bonded species and the
labeling scheme. The blue shading indicates whether the atom is
involved in H bonding to nearby water molecules. Dotted green
circles indicate which H atom is part of the “free OH” oscillator.
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dipoles largely in the plane of the surface, these tend to be


involved in OHH bonding.


The conclusions drawn from these calculations can be val-


idated by incorporating these density profile plots and related


orientational plots into a calculation of a VSF spectrum for


these systems. Comparison of the calculations with the exper-


imental results (See Figure 4, for example) show that for the


CCl4/H2O and DCE/H2O interfaces there is remarkable agree-


ment. Although there is still room for improvement, that such


agreement can be achieved even with the rather stark differ-


ences in polarity and symmetry of the nonaqueous compo-


nents is a testament to the rigor and robustness of the


approach.


The calculations provide additional information about what


species make the largest contribution to the VSF spectrum for


the most commonly used SSP polarization.17 The results for


the dominant species for CCl4/H2O are depicted in Figure 7b.


As shown, most of the intensity for this polarization comes


from those molecules that are highly oriented and that strad-


dle the interface. The greatest number of other contributions


come from OOH- and OHH-bonded water molecules. A small


number of oriented water monomers (no bonding to water)


are present in the more organic-rich interfacial region and ori-


ent with their hydrogens directed into the CCl4 phase. The


contribution from these monomers is negligibly small because


of their low densities and is included in the “all others” cate-


gory. These results confirm our experimental observations and


will be discussed in more detail below.


Along with our liquid/liquid effort, we have conducted sim-


ilar experimental and computational studies of the vapor/wa-


ter interface,15 following computationally on the work of


Morita and Hynes.28 It is important to note that we find that


the CCl4/water interface shows striking similarity to the vapor/


water interface except for the free OH frequency and the pres-


ence of unbonded and oriented monomers. This is consistent


with theoretical studies36 that suggest weak bonding interac-


tions at a water/hydrophobic surface although our studies do


not provide evidence for any significant vacuum-like drying


region at this interface.


We now return to the question of why the DCE/H2O spec-


trum is so different from the alkane/water, CCl4/H2O, and the


CDCl3/H2O spectra. Is the spectrum telling us that the DCE/


H2O interface is truly broad and disordered as a cursory


examination of the featureless spectra might suggest? The MD


simulations provide needed insight.37 The results show that


the interfacial population density and interfacial orientation of


water molecules near DCE is quite similar to the other sys-


tems except for several notable variations that result in the


decidedly different VSF spectrum. These are best demon-


strated visually from our depth spectral profiling results shown


in Figure 8. In these studies, we have calculated the spectral


profile of the different water bonded species as a function of


interfacial depth (+z for the water region and -z for the


organic).16,37 Since the generation of VSF intensity comes from


water molecules that have an anisotropic distribution in the


medium, the z-dimension breadth of the region from which


the intensity originates is a good measure of the depth of the


interfacial region on both sides of the interface. Figure 8 (top)


shows the total SSP VSF response plotted as a function of


interfacial depth for CCl4/H2O (left) and DCE/water (right). In


contrast to CCl4, with the slightly more polar DCE, the greater


width of the spectral profile for the later indicates that this


interface is indeed more diffuse than the CCl4/H2O interface,


consistent with other MD studies.34 The free OH is clearly


present at the DCE/water interface (Figure 8 center) but cov-


ers a broader spatial and spectral region due to stronger and


more diverse water-organic interactions. These effects con-


spire to produce a combination of spectral congestion and


interferences that result in a largely featureless spectrum.


Related MD simulations focus specifically on molecular ori-


entation and ordering in the interfacial region. Since the sim-


ulations are of equilibrium conditions, the coordinate sets can


be analyzed for statistical information about the location and


FIGURE 7. (a) Density profiles across the interface for the dominant
water species at the CCl4/H2O interface. Labels refer to the bonded
species in Figure 6. (b) Calculated VSF spectrum of the CCl4/H2O
interface (red) and the most dominant contributors to the SSP
spectrum. Adapted from ref 17.
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orientation of molecules within the system.30,31 Typically, the


species of interest is the minority species, for example, oil mol-


ecules that have crossed the interface into the water region or


H2O molecules that have moved into the oil region. Particu-


larly for polar molecules, statistics of these distributions are


useful and can be used to generate order parameters for the


molecular configuration. With appropriate visualization tech-


niques, these derived data allow a sophisticated understand-


ing of the interfacial environment.30,31


An exceptionally interesting result is the orientational lay-


ering of the organic side of the interface found for the CCl4/


H2O system.30 A study of the CCl4-vapor interface has found


no preferred orientations of the surface CCl4 molecules,38


alluding to the role that water likely plays in supporting this


layered structure. The cartoon in Figure 9 indicates the sort of


layering arrangement that can be discerned by an orienta-


tional analysis of MD data.31 That the molecules in the sys-


tem are oriented and interacting in this fashion is certainly


taken into account during the calculation of a simulated VSF


spectrum, but the ability to visualize the structure of the


organic provides for a parallel understanding and apprecia-


tion of the microstructure experienced by the constellation of


H2O oscillators present in this region of the interface. We


attribute the alignment in part to the presence of polar ori-


ented interfacial water molecules interacting with the polariz-


able CCl4.


Another oil, chloroform, has a uniquely defined directional


aspect (the C-H bond direction), and both the population den-


sity statistics and orientation statistics for this system have


been studied.31 The take-home message from this study is


that the average chloroform molecule in the interfacial region


is oriented such that its C-H bond is directed toward the H2O


phase. This is not the entire story, however, because it is also


the case that studies indicate that a layered ordering exists in


FIGURE 8. Computational VSF spectral profiles as functions of frequency (horizontal axis) and interfacial depth (vertical axis) in SSP for
CCl4-H2O (left) and DCE-H2O (right) interfaces. Resolution (bin size) for each graph is 1 Å and 1 cm-1: (top) VSF depth profile for all
contributing species; (middle) the free OH modes; (bottom) water monomers. Adapted from ref 37.
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the C-H bond statistics. While the population of chloroform


molecules decreases monotonically with distance into the H2O


phase, there are a series of alternating orientations assumed


by the molecules making up this distribution such that their


hydrogens are alternately pointing deeper into the water


phase or out of the water phase.


The picture is more complicated for H2O near the chloro-


form/water interface because its molecular structure is such


that it has not one but two orientational angles to be consid-


ered. Hence, there are two order parameters associated with


water in the chloroform/water system, one for water tilt and


one for water twist. Visualization of these statistics is signifi-


cantly more challenging and is best considered in detail in the


original publication.31 To appreciate a summary of this work,


one must understand that ordering in the chloroform/water


system occurs in a balance between dipole compensation and


the optimization of the hydrogen-bonding network. Portions


of the interfacial region may be more favorable to a particu-


lar hydrogen-bonding geometry, and in these there may be a


net dipole orientation resulting in a net volume charge den-


sity on the water side of the interface. We have suggested that


such a net orientation could help explain the presence of an


enhanced hydroxide ion concentration at hydrophobic/water


surfaces.


Conclusions and Future Directions
It has been more than 200 years since Benjamin Franklin pur-


portedly wandered the environs of the eastern seaboard of


North America with a supply of oil concealed in his walking


cane. The industrial revolution has come and gone, and the


21st century has opened with the promise of great technical


and scientific advances but also with an ever-increasing


awareness and concern as to the environmental impact of glo-


bal development. The curious behavior of the oil/water inter-


face is no different today than it was in Franklin’s time.


However, interest in understanding these layers has surely


morphed into something far beyond simple curiosity.


In these studies, we have found that at the closest contact


point between water and the organic, the interfacial water


shows very weak bonding character with other water mole-


cules, similar to what is observed at the vapor/water inter-


face. We have also learned about the important role that weak


water-organic interactions have in the structuring of the inter-


face. Across all the oil/water systems that we have studied,


these weak interactions drive a molecular ordering behavior


that can extend well into the organic phase. The resulting net


orientation creates fields that may assist in the incursion of


polar species into the organic phase, as well as serving to


draw ions into the interfacial region. Both of these topics are


currently under further investigation in our laboratory.


Key to our nuanced understanding is the application of an


appropriate surface-specific experimental probe of molecular


structure and orientation. When combined with molecular


dynamics simulations that yield both a calculated nonlinear


optical response and molecular orientation, we can achieve a


triangulation of sorts that unerringly points toward the actual


microstructure at the interface. This combined approach, as


well as exciting new advances from other research efforts in


the application of X-ray and neutron scattering techniques and


other simulation efforts, is surely helping us answer many of


the questions that Benjamin Franklin would have wanted to


ask about the oil/water interface. There are many frontiers


ahead in this area in both experiment and theory. The under-


standing of these interfaces will continue to evolve with


improvements in probe techniques and improved molecular


models for simulating complex interactions. As such, this


review provides a snapshot of where nonlinear spectroscopic


measurements coupled with MD simulations have brought us


in recent years.


This research was supported by funds from the National Sci-


ence Foundation (Grant CHE-0652531). Funding from the


Office of Naval Research assisted in instrumentation and the


computational studies.


FIGURE 9. At an aqueous interface, carbon tetrachloride molecules
form an alternating layer structure, consisting of corner and face
contacts between tetrahedra. The width of most of the layers
corresponds to that of a single CCl4 molecule. Reproduced from ref
30. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic molecules
generally modify the surface properties when


covalently linked to substrates. In organic electronics,
SAMs are used to fine-tune the work functions of inor-
ganic electrodes, thereby minimizing the energy barriers
for injection or extraction of charge carriers into or out of
an active organic layer; a detailed understanding of the
interface energetics on an atomistic scale is required to
design improved interfaces. In the field of molecular elec-
tronics, the SAM itself (or, in some cases, one or a few
molecules) carries the entire device functionality; the interface then essentially becomes the device and the align-
ment of the molecular energy levels with those of the electrodes defines the overall charge-transport character-
istics.


This Account provides a review of recent theoretical studies of the interface energetics for SAMs of π-conjugated mol-
ecules covalently linked to noble metal surfaces. After a brief description of the electrostatics of dipole layers at metal/
molecule interfaces, the results of density functional theory calculations are discussed for SAMs of representative conjugated
thiols on Au(111). Particular emphasis is placed on the modification of the work function of the clean metal surface upon
SAM formation, the alignment of the energy levels within the SAM with the metal Fermi level, and the connection between
these two quantities.


To simplify the discussion, we partition the description of the metal/SAM system into two parts by considering first
an isolated free-standing layer of molecules and then the system obtained after molecule-metal bond formation. From
an electrostatic standpoint, both the isolated monolayer and the metal-molecule bonds can be cast in the form of
dipole layers, which lead to steps in the electrostatic potential energy at the interface. While the step due to the iso-
lated molecular layer impacts only the work function of the SAM-covered surface, the step arising from the bond for-
mation influences both the work function and the alignment of the electronic levels in the SAM with respect to the
metal Fermi energy. Interestingly, headgroup substitutions at the far ends of the molecules forming the SAM are elec-
trostatically decoupled from the metal-thiol interface in densely packed SAMs; as a result, the nature of these sub-
stituents and the binding chemistry between the metal and the molecules are two largely unrelated handles with which
to independently tune the work function and the level alignment.


The establishment of a comprehensive atomistic picture regarding the impact of the individual components of a SAM
on the interface energetics at metal/organic junctions paves the way for clear guidelines to design improved functional inter-
faces in organic and molecular electronics.
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Introduction
Single layers of organic molecules covalently bound to a sur-


face have attracted considerable research interest over the


past years.1,2 The spontaneous assembly of molecules into


densely packed and well-ordered two-dimensional crystals on


a supporting substrate makes them highly suitable for modi-


fying macroscopic surface properties3,4 and a number of appli-


cations have been proposed for such self-assembled


monolayers (SAMs).5 Notably, SAMs are rapidly becoming an


integral part of organic (opto)electronic devices such as, light-


emitting diodes (LEDs) or field-effect transistors (FETs), where


they are employed to control the energetics at the electrode/


organic interface.6–9


The importance of the interface energetics can be easily


illustrated. In Figure 1a, we show a schematic of the contact


region between electrode and molecular semiconductor.10,11


At the anode, holes are injected into the occupied states of the


organic semiconductor. The energy offset between the Fermi


level (EF) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)


is commonly termed the hole-injection barrier (HIB),10,11


because holes need to overcome this energy barrier before


current can flow. This gives rise to an undesirable onset volt-


age below which the device remains inactive. At the cathode,


a similar scenario is encountered for electrons.


To optimize the performance of organic electronic devices,


it is critical to both reduce and balance the charge-injection


barriers. Traditionally, this issue has been addressed by choos-


ing materials with a high work function (Φ) for the anode (low


EF) and low-Φ metals (high EF) for the cathode and by using


organic semiconductors with matching energy levels. More


recently, however, SAMs of dipolar organic molecules have


been used to modify the effective work function of electrodes


to reduce the charge-injection barriers (Figure 1b) and mini-


mize the onset voltages.6–8 This approach leaves more flexi-


bility for optimizing the active device components with regard


to other parameters.


SAMs are also the basis of a new class of molecular elec-


tronic devices, where individual molecules or a single mono-


layer are the active entity.12–15 Here, the energy offset, ∆E,


between EF and the closest molecular orbital determines the


effective height of the tunnel barrier (Figure 1c) that domi-


nates the overall charge-transport characteristics of such sin-


gle-molecule junctions.16,17


In view of the widely recognized role of the interfacial elec-


tronic structure in the operation of organic electronic devices,


considerable experimental and theoretical efforts have been


devoted to understanding the energetics at the contact, in par-


ticular between an electrode and weakly bound, physisorbed


organic molecules.10,11,18 In the present Account, we review


our recent theoretical work on the interface energetics of


covalently bound (i.e., strongly interacting) SAMs.19–21 We


focus on prototypical π-conjugated organic thiols, 4′-substi-


tuted 4-mercaptobiphenyls, on gold(111) surfaces and also


briefly comment on the impact of varying the docking chem-


istry and substrate metal. On the basis of electrostatic consid-


erations and first-principles calculations, we illustrate the


microscopic mechanisms that give rise to the work-function


modification (∆Φ) of the Au(111) substrate and the link to the


energetic alignment of the SAM frontier molecular orbitals


with EF. Our goal is to present an intuitive and comprehen-


sive picture that can give general insight into the fundamen-


tal processes governing the interfacial phenomena in this


important class of systems and that can provide valuable


guidelines for the design of optimized functional interfaces.


Dipole Layers and Charge Transfer
To develop a simple microscopic picture, it is useful first to


consider a few model cases. In Figure 2, the solid vertical line


represents an infinite two-dimensional (xy) plane, which plays


the role of an interface and divides space into a left and a


right region. We assume that the entire space is uniformly


filled with a positive charge background compensated with an


equally uniformly distributed negative charge.


FIGURE 1. Schematic energy-level diagram at an electrode/organic
interface in organic electronic devices. Part (a) shows the position of
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) with respect to the Fermi level
(EF). By treatment of the electrode with a suitable SAM (b), the hole-
injection barrier (HIB) can be reduced. In single-molecule devices (c),
∆EHOMO is related to the effective height of the tunnel barrier (solid
red line).
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Now, we move one electron (charge -e) per unit area from


a layer of unit thickness on the left of the interfacial plane to


a sheet of equal thickness on the right of the plane. The result-


ing (rectangular) charge density, F(z), forms a 2D-infinite dipole


layer, shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2a. The (triangu-


lar) electric field, E(z), caused by the dipole layer can be


obtained by integrating (along z) the corresponding (time-in-


dependent) Maxwell equation in one dimension:


dE(z)
dz


) 1
ε0
F(z) (1)


Here, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity; E(z) multiplied with -e


yields the force, F(z) ) -eE(z), experienced by an electron at


location z (center panel of Figure 2a).


Since a field can be expressed as the negative gradient of


a potential, we obtain the change in electrostatic potential,


V(z), caused by the dipole layer via:


E(z) )- dV(z)
d(z)


(2)


V(z) multiplied by -e then yields the potential energy, U(z) )
-eV(z), of an electron at z (top panel of Figure 2a). V(z) is con-


stant away from the dipole layer but assumes different val-


ues on either side; thus, the charge transfer across the


interface gives rise to a step in the electrostatic potential of


magnitude ∆V or, equivalently, a step in the electron poten-


tial energy, ∆U ) -e∆V.


Combining eqs 1 and 2 leads to the Poisson equation (eq


3a), which directly relates the potential to the charge density.


If one is only interested in the magnitude of ∆V, F(z) can


be expressed as the dipole moment, µ, per area, A; integra-


tion of eq 3a then yields the Helmholtz equation (eq 3b):


d2V(z)


dz2
)- 1


ε0
F(z) (3a)


∆V )- µ
ε0A


(3b)


It is also useful to consider two consecutive dipole layers (Fig-


ure 2b), each with half the dipole area density of the single


dipole layer discussed above. While the potential energy has


a slightly different shape within this double dipole layer, ∆U
remains exactly the same. Importantly, this result demon-


strates that no net charge transfer across the interface is
required to establish a step in the potential energy between


the left and right sides of the interface. Figure 2c,d illustrates


cases where the regions of electron accumulation and deple-


tion are at some finite distance from the interface.


The SAM as a Dipole Layer
Here, we focus on two different SAMs of 4′-X-4-mercaptobi-


phenyl, one with X ) -NH2 and one with X ) -CN (Figure


3b). The donor (amino) or acceptor (cyano) groups endow the


molecules with sizable dipole moments pointing in opposite


directions, and the thiol group binds the molecules to the gold


(111) surface upon hydrogen removal. Biphenylthiols have


been found to form SAMs where the molecules are arranged


laterally in a typical herringbone pattern (Figure 3a);22–24 the


long axis of the molecules is slightly inclined to the surface


normal by the angle θ (Figure 3b).23,25–27


We performed density-functional theory (DFT) calculations


on these systems, employing periodic boundary conditions


and the repeated-slab approach; the lateral surface unit cell is


FIGURE 2. Charge density F (cyan), force F (brown), and potential energy U (purple) for electrons along the z-direction perpendicular to a
single (a, c) and double (b, d) dipole layer. All quantities are given in atomic units. Regions of electron accumulation (-) are highlighted in
blue and regions of electron depletion (+) are shown in red. The interface between the left and right half-space is marked by the solid
vertical gray line.
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highlighted in Figure 3a. The methodology was detailed in ref


20, where its reliability was thoroughly assessed.


The Isolated Molecular Layer. We first consider two free-


standing single layers (one with X ) -CN and one with X )
-NH2) of molecules (in the structure they eventually assume


on the surface) and turn to the interaction with the metal at a


later time. Thus, at this stage, no metal is present, and the sul-


fur atoms are still saturated with hydrogen atoms. Molecules


used to form SAMs generally possess a dipole moment; a


densely packed monolayer of such molecules thus corre-


sponds to a dipole layer in the sense of Figure 2.


In Figure 4, we show the potential energy for electrons


(obtained from DFT calculations) across a single layer of the


-NH2 (blue) and -CN substituted (orange) biphenylthiols. In


both instances, a strong difference (hereafter denoted ∆Uvac)


is found between the values of the electrostatic potential


energy in the vacuum on the thiol side (Uvac
left ) and on the sub-


stituent side (Uvac
right) of the respective layer (we note that this


result is consistent with the concept of local work function
reviewed for instance in ref 10). The overall shape of the


potential wells shown in Figure 4 reveals two interesting


findings:


(i) If the SAM were to be seen as a dipole layer in the sense


of Figure 2c (sheets of opposite charge on either side), one


would expect to observe a linear slope superimposed on


the potential energy well created by the ionic cores in the


region of the biphenyl segment. However, this is not the


case because the field created by the dipole moments of


the individual molecules does not penetrate the densely


packed layer.28,29 Rather, we find that the situation is sim-


ilar to that shown in Figure 2d, corresponding to (smaller)


individual dipoles at each end of the SAM that are electro-
statically decoupled; this is consistent with the observation


that in their ground state, donor-acceptor substituted


(push-pull) π-conjugated molecules do not exhibit any sig-


nificant intramolecular charge-transfer character all the way


across the π-conjugated bridge.30


(ii) When comparing the two monolayers, in agreement with


point (i), the vacuum-level energy is seen to take the same


value on the left side, dominated by the thiol groups, but


differs on the right side, dominated by the amino or cyano


groups.


Additionally, the field created by neighboring (dipolar) mol-


ecules depolarizes each molecule by inducing a dipole


moment opposing the intrinsic dipole moment of the isolated


individual species in vacuo, µ0, or, more precisely, its projec-


tion onto the surface normal, µ0z ) µ0 cos θ (Figure 3b).29,31


To estimate ∆Uvac, the reduced dipole moment, µz, and not


µ0z needs to be inserted into eq 3b. The depolarization can be


taken into account by inserting an effective dielectric constant,


εeff, into the denominator of eq 3b (i.e., µz ) µ0z/εeff);
19–21,31


εeff, however, is not to be confused with the macroscopic


dielectric constant of the SAM and depends on the packing


density of the molecules in the SAM, their arrangement rela-


tive to each other, and the nature of the substituents.29,31–35


The Ionization Potentials of SAMs. For an isolated mol-


ecule, the ionization potential (IP) is commonly understood as


the energy difference between the cation, E+, and the neu-


tral molecule, E0; by virtue of Koopmans theorem,36 it is often


approximated as the negative HOMO energy, EHOMO:


IP ) E+ - E0 ≈ -EHOMO (4)


More generally, the IP is the energy difference between the


final and initial states of the system. The latter is again E0 but


the former is E+ plus the energy of the removed electron, Ee-:


FIGURE 3. Top (a) and side (b) view of the investigated systems.
The red contour in panel (a) indicates the p(�3 × 3) lateral unit cell
on the Au(111) surface. The angle between the long molecular axes
and the surface normal is indicated by θ in panel (b); X denotes the
headgroup substitutions (-NH2 or -CN).


FIGURE 4. Plane-averaged potential energy for electrons across a
free-standing monolayer of 4′-X-mercaptobiphenyl, one with X )
-NH2 (blue) and a second with X ) -CN (orange). The energy
differences between the HOMO or LUMO level and the vacuum
level on the left side (Uvac


left ) and right side (Uvac
right) of the layer


correspond to the respective ionization potentials (IPleft and IPright)
and electron affinities (EAleft and EAright).
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IP ) (E+ + Ee-) - E0 ≈ Ee- - EHOMO (5)


The electrostatic potential around one isolated molecule and,


thus, the potential energy of an ejected electron (Ee-), con-


verges to a single value only a short distance away from the


molecule. Because the origin of the energy scale can be freely


chosen, this unique Ee- is usually set to zero and eq 4 is


recovered. Thus, the IP of a single isolated molecule can be


approximated by its HOMO energy only, and the removed


electron need not be considered. We note that electronic


relaxation, that is, screening of the hole remaining on the mol-


ecule, is not taken into account in this simplified picture.


As discussed above, the potential energy for electrons


assumes different values on the left and right sides of dipo-


lar molecular layers. In this case, it is necessary to think of IP


in terms of the more general expression in eq 5. In Figure 4,


the bottom horizontal lines indicate the energetic position of


the HOMO in the respective SAM (orange in the case of the


monolayer composed of X ) -CN substituted molecules and


blue in the case of X ) -NH2); this is the initial-state energy


of the electron to be removed from the layer. Upon ioniza-


tion, the electron is ejected either over the thiol (left) side or


the substituent (right) side. Because the final-state energies of


the electron (Ee-) for these two cases are different (either


Uvac
left or Uvac


right), each molecular layer has two ionization poten-


tials, IPright and IPleft, with their difference equal to ∆Uvac. For


the electron affinities (EA), similar considerations hold but


involve the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).


Again, the screening of the hole remaining in the layer, via


local polarization of the surrounding molecules, is not taken


into account here.


In Figure 4, IPleft is seen to be nearly identical whatever the


nature of the substituents while IPright is markedly different;


thus, the 4′-substitution only affects the right end of the lay-


ers, which is another manifestation of the efficient electro-


static screening within the SAM.28,29 We have also compared


molecular layers with different docking groups, thiol (-SH),


pyridine, and isocyanide (-NC), but with the same simple


hydrogen termination at the 4′-position (thus having chemi-


cally identical “right sides”).21 In these instances, the SAMs are


found to be electronically equivalent on the right side whereas


IPleft assumes markedly different values.21 These results


should be borne in mind when turning to the metal/SAM inter-


face in the next section.


The Metal/SAM Interface
Surface Dipole, Push-Back, and Interface Dipole. Before


we focus in more detail on the process of bond formation


between the molecular layer and a metal surface, we need to


recall a common phenomenon encountered when adsorbing


molecules onto metal surfaces.10,11,37–39 Consider the simpli-


fied picture of a metal surface shown in Figure 5a: The ionic


cores in the metal are assumed to give rise to a square poten-


tial well for the electrons and all states are filled up to the


Fermi level, EF.
37 The energy difference between EF and the


potential energy of an electron in the vacuum above this


hypothetical surface, Uvac, could be referred to as the intrin-
sic work function, Φ̃, (or chemical potential) of the metal. How-


ever, because the potential well is not infinitely deep, there is


a finite probability of finding electrons outside the potential


well, that is, electron density is “leaking out” from the metal


into the vacuum (Figure 5b).37 Consequently, a dipole layer in


the sense of Figure 2a is formed with a negatively charged


region just above the metal surface and a positively charged


region beneath. This dipole layer is commonly referred to as


the surface dipole and gives rise to a potential step across the


metal surface. The surface dipole raises Uvac directly above the


metal surface relative to EF and leads to the observed work


function, Φ, of the metal surface.37


We now turn to the situation where a molecule appears at


some distance from this surface (Figure 5b). By matching its IP


with Φ, one could hope for a vanishing hole-injection barrier


(Figure 1a,b). However, upon deposition of even only weakly


interacting (physisorbed) species (e.g., organic π-conjugated


molecules10,11 or noble gas atoms38,39), the electron cloud


leaking out of the metal surface is pushed back into the met-


FIGURE 5. (a) Model of a metal surface (square potential well in
the absence of a surface dipole; all electronic states are occupied
up to the Fermi level (EF). Also shown is the vacuum level (Uvac)
above the surface; the difference between EF and Uvac is the
(hypothetical) intrinsic work function, Φ̃. (b) As electrons leak out of
the potential well (blue region) and leave a positively charged
region below the surface (red), a surface dipole is formed, which
raises Uvac and leads to the observed work function, Φ. Also shown
are the HOMO (H) and LUMO (L) levels of a molecule at some
distance from the surface. (c) Upon interaction of the molecules, the
electrons are pushed back into the metal, reducing the surface
dipole; Uvac and all molecular orbitals are lowered in energy with
respect to EF, leading to the modified work function (Φmod) and
modified charge-carrier injection barriers.
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al.40 This push-back (or pillow) effect always contributes to


reduce the surface dipole and lower Uvac relative to EF and,


consequently, leads to a reduced work function, Φmod, of the


sample (Figure 5c). In the case of physisorbed molecules, the


amount by which the surface dipole is reduced is often termed


the interface dipole. As such an interface dipole occurs


between the metal and the adsorbate; not only Uvac but also


all electronic states in the adsorbate (in particular, the HOMO)


are lowered in energy with respect to EF (Figure 5c).10,11 This


always increases the hole-injection barrier (Figure 1a) and is


thus detrimental for the performance of organic electronic


devices relying on the active organic layer being directly


deposited onto a metal electrode. As discussed in the next


section, however, SAMs of suitable molecules can counteract


this effect and lower the HIB by effectively increasing the metal


work function (Φmod > Φ) and by presenting a (modified) sur-


face to subsequently deposited organics at which no such


push-back occurs.41


Bond Formation between SAM and Metal. When a thiol


SAM is deposited on the metal surface, interacts, and estab-


lishes chemical bonds, the modification of the charge


density at the metal-SAM interface originates in two con-


tributions: (i) since sulfur atoms appear in the immediate


vicinity of the Au(111) surface (ca. 2.3 Å), the push-back


effect38–40 described above occurs; (ii) in addition, the S-H


bonds are replaced by bonds between sulfur and gold.


These two contributions add up, and the total rearrange-


ment of the charge density, ∆F, can be obtained from DFT


calculations as:19–21


∆F ) F - [(Fmol - FH) + FAu] (6)


Here, F is the charge density of the final system [SAM on


Au(111)]; Fmol is the charge density of the isolated, H-satu-


rated thiol molecular layer discussed earlier; FH is the charge


density associated with the hydrogen atoms that are removed


upon adsorption; and FAu is the charge density of the clean


Au(111) surface. The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows ∆F inte-


grated in the xy-plane, ∆F(z), for the SAMs of two 4′-substi-


tuted 4-mercaptobiphenyls on gold.


The most striking features from Figure 6 are that (i) ∆F(z)


is confined to the immediate interface region, (ii) ∆F(z) is iden-


tical for the two types of SAMs (these first two points are a


consequence of the dielectric screening within the molecular


layer and hold only in densely packed SAMs28,29,31), and (iii)


no significant net charge transfer occurs between the metal


and the molecular layer. Interestingly, the bottom panel in Fig-


ure 6 is reminiscent of the situation depicted in Figure 2b, with


no net charge transfer across the metal–molecule interface


and regions of electron accumulation and depletion alternat-


ing at the (sub)bond-length scale. Integrating eq 3a yields the


potential (energy) step due to ∆F(z) (top panel in Figure 6)


(which, in our calculations, corresponds to a potential drop by


1.2 eV). Thus, upon metal-SAM bond formation, the entire


potential well of the SAM and Uvac
right (Figure 4) are rigidly


shifted in energy with respect to EF. In analogy to the inter-


face dipole, a terminology mainly used in conjunction with


physisorbed molecules, we refer here to the step in potential


energy at the SAM/metal interface as the bond dipole (BD). We


stress that BD can change dramatically in both magnitude and


sign when, instead of thiols, a different docking chemistry is


used (e.g., in the case of pyridine, a drop by 0.6 eV is calcu-


lated and in the case of isocyanide an increase by 1.3 eV).21


Furthermore, BD depends on the packing density of the mol-


ecules in the SAM and, at low coverage, also on the 4′-sub-


stituents.31


Work-Function Modification and Level
Alignment
The stage is now set to establish an atomistic picture of the


mechanisms that determine the work-function modification of


the clean Au(111) surface upon SAM formation and the align-


ment of the frontier molecular orbitals in the SAM with EF. The


overall process is schematically shown in Figure 7 in the case


of the -CN substituted biphenylthiol.


Work-Function Modification. For the clean gold surface,


ΦAu(111) denotes the energy required to promote one elec-


tron from EF to the vacuum level above the surface (Figure 7a).


The SAM deposition has two consequences: (i) the ejected


electron needs to overcome the additional potential step cre-


ated by the dipolar molecular layer, ∆Uvac, to reach the vac-


FIGURE 6. Charge-density difference (∆F, bottom) upon metal/SAM
bond formation for 4′-X-4-mercaptobiphenyl with X ) -NH2 and
-CN and resulting change in the potential energy of an electron
(∆U, top) at the interface, referred to as the bond dipole (BD).
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uum level above the SAM (Figure 7c); (ii) the bond formation


between SAM and metal shifts the potential well of the SAM


relative to EF by BD (Figure 7b). The total work-function mod-


ification, ∆Φ, can thus be written as:19–21


∆Φ ) ∆Uvac + BD (7)


As shown in Figure 7d, the modified work function, ΦAu
mod )


ΦAu(111) + ∆Φ, is significantly higher than ΦAu(111) (Figure 7a)


in the case of the -CN substitution, which would contribute to


a reduced hole-injection barrier in organic electronic devices


(Figure 1b). The -NH2 substitution leads to a highly reduced


work function, a scenario that would lower the barrier for


injection of electrons from a SAM-treated cathode into the


active organic layer of the device. In Table 1, we list the cal-


culated ∆Vvac, BD, and ∆Φ values for the two systems explic-


itly discussed in the present Account [(4′-amino- and 4′-cyano-


4-mercaptobiphenyl on Au(111)]. Also shown are the values


for unsubstituted 4-mercaptobiphenyl on gold with both a


thiol and an isocyanide docking group (to highlight the impact


of the docking chemistry on BD) as well as unsubstituted


4-mercaptobiphenyl on silver.21 Interestingly, the BD calcu-


lated for 4-mercaptobiphenyl on Ag (-0.4 eV) is 0.8 eV lower


than that on Au (-1.2 eV) and thus nearly completely com-


pensates the work-function difference (0.7 eV) between the


clean (111) surfaces of the two metals (calculated to be 4.5 eV


for Ag and 5.2 eV for Au). Thus, when the same thiols are


deposited on Ag(111) and Au(111), the work functions of the


covered surfaces are expected to be the same. This has actu-


ally been confirmed by data from Kelvin-probe measurements


carried out by de Boer and co-workers.8


Level Alignment. Prior to establishing the covalent bonds


between metal and SAM, the energy difference between


HOMO and EF is given by the difference between the work


function of the clean gold surface, ΦAu(111), and IPleft (Figure


7a,c). Upon bond formation, BD shifts the potential well of the


SAM and all corresponding energy levels relative to EF (Fig-


ure 7b). The final energy separation, ∆EHOMO, in the combined


metal/SAM system (Figure 7d) is then given by:


∆EHOMO ) ΦAu(111) - IPleft + BD (8)


Note that because F(z) has a small but finite tail on the first


phenylene ring of the molecule (Figure 6), the electronic struc-


ture of the bound SAM is slightly perturbed compared to the


free-standing molecular layer. This generally leads to a small


corrective term for ∆EHOMO which needs to be added to the


right-hand side of eq 8.19–21 The alignment of the LUMO with


EF is obtained by substituting IPleft with EAleft.
19–21


Importantly, since the dipole fields generated by the head


groups do not penetrate the densely packed SAM, we find the


same ∆EHOMO for the cyano- and amino-substituted SAMs


despite the strongly different IPs of the isolated molecules.19


Thus, chemical substitutions outside the immediate metal/


SAM interface (i.e., the docking group and the first phenylene


ring) cannot be expected to impact significantly the tunnel bar-


rier in single-molecule devices (unless they affect the pack-


ing density of molecules on the surface31).


FIGURE 7. The work function, ΦAu(111), of the clean gold surface (a) is the difference between the Fermi energy (EF) and the vacuum level
(horizontal dash-dotted red line). Upon monolayer formation, the potential well of the SAM (c) is shifted by the bond dipole, BD (b), relative
to EF leading to the final situation in panel d. Also indicated are the potential energy step, ∆Uvac, across the dipolar SAM (c), the HOMO, the
LUMO, and the left-side ionization potential (IPleft) and electron affinity (EAleft). In panel (d), the modified work function, ΦAu


mod, and the
difference from ΦAu(111), ∆Φ, is indicated together with the ionization potential (IPSAM) and electron affinity (EASAM) of the SAM.


TABLE 1. Potential Energy Step across the Isolated Molecular
Monolayer, ∆Uvac, and across the Metal–SAM Interface, BD, and the
Resulting Modification, ∆Φ, of the Work Functiona of the Clean
Substrate


systemb ∆Vvac [eV] BD [eV] ∆Φ [eV]


Au|S|2P|NH2 -1.49 -1.20 -2.69
Au|S|2P|CN 3.84 -1.18 2.65
Au|S|2P|H -0.37 -1.17 -1.55
Ag|S|2P|H -0.38 -0.39 -0.77
Au|CN|2P|H -3.40 1.28 -2.12


a Calculated to be 5.2 eV for clean Au(111) and 4.5 eV for clean Ag(111).
b The systems are 4′-amino-4-mercaptobiphenyl (Au|S|2P|NH2), 4′-cyano-4-
mercaptobiphenyl (Au|S|2P|CN), 4-mercaptobiphenyl (Au|S|2P|H), and 4-
isocyanide-biphenyl (Au|CN|2P|H) on gold, as well as 4-mercaptobiphenyl
(Ag|S|2P|H) on silver.
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Conclusion
We have presented a comprehensive, microscopic picture for


the interface energetics of self-assembled monolayers on met-


als and focused on aspects relevant for the application of


these systems in organic electronic devices. In view of basic


electrostatic considerations on single and multiple dipole lay-


ers, we discussed the results of DFT calculations for the pro-


totypical case of 4′-X-4-mercaptobiphenyls on gold with X )
-NH2 and -CN. For free-standing molecular monolayers, the


concept of right- and left-side ionization potentials in dipolar


SAMs was established. Electrostatic interactions between the


two sides of a densely packed SAM were seen to be largely


suppressed. After reviewing more general interfacial phenom-


ena at metal/molecule junctions, we provided a detailed anal-


ysis of the bonding-induced charge rearrangements that occur


upon SAM formation. Importantly, no indication is found for


any significant net charge transfer between metal and mole-


cules, and due to dielectric screening, the S-Au bond appears


to be insensitive to the headgroup substitutions, X, at high


coverage.


The modification of the work function of the clean Au(111)


surface (relevant for optimizing charge-injection barriers in


organic electronic devices) and the energetic alignment of the


frontier molecular orbitals in the SAM with the electrode Fermi


level (relevant for single-molecule devices) were decomposed


into contributions from two dipole layers; one, the bond


dipole, is formed at the immediate gold-sulfur interface, while


the second is due to the aligned dipole moments of the mol-


ecules within the SAM. The step in electrostatic potential


energy due to the former is seen to impact both level align-


ment and work-function modification, while the potential step


arising from the latter contributes to the work-function mod-


ification only. Importantly, the choices of the docking chem-


istry and headgroup substitution allow for an independent
optimization of those interfacial properties of the electrode/


organic contact that critically contribute to the performance


and functionality of organic devices.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Continuum mean-field models that have been carefully designed to
address the various electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions that


develop between a molecule and a surrounding medium are particularly
efficient tools for studying the effects of condensed phases on molecular
structure, energetics, properties, spectra, interaction potentials, and dynam-
ics. The SM8 model may be combined with density functional theory or Har-
tree–Fock theory to describe a solute’s electronic structure and its self-
consistent-field polarization by a solvent. A key feature is the use of class
IV charge models to obtain accurate charge distributions (either in the vapor
phase or in solution), even when using small basis sets that are afford-
able for large systems. A second key feature is that nonelectrostatic effects
due to cavity formation, dispersion interactions, and changes in solvent
structure are included in terms of empirical atomic surface tensions that
depend on geometry but do not require atom-type assignments by the user.
Use of an analytic surface area algorithm provides very stable energy gra-
dients that allow geometry optimization in solution. The SM8 continuum
model, the culmination of a series of SMx models (x ) 1–8), permits the modeling of such diverse media as aqueous and
organic solvents, soils, lipid bilayers, and air–water interfaces. In addition to predicting accurate transfer free energies between
gaseous and condensed phases or between two different condensed phases, SMx models have been useful for predicting
the significant influence of condensed phases on processes associated with a change in molecular charge, including acid/
base equilibria and oxidation/reduction processes. In this Account, we provide an overview of the algorithms associated with
the computation of free energies of solvation in the SM8 model. We also compare the accuracies of the SM8 model with
those of other continuum solvation models. Finally, we highlight applications of the SM8 models to compute ionic solva-
tion free energies, oxidation and reduction potentials, and pKa values.


1. Introduction


It is now possible to include continuum solva-


tion effects in the computational modeling of


molecular properties and reactions in solution,


at both the classical and the quantum mechan-


ical levels, by using efficient models based on


treating the solvent as a structureless continu-


um.1 Because of the enormous activity in this


field, many reviews have appeared in the last


several years.2–10 In this Account, we discuss a


new solvation model, called SM8,11 that repre-


sents the culmination of many years of devel-


opment of earlier SMx models with x )


1-7.12–23 SM8 is a “universal” solvation model


(meaning that it can be employed to model any


liquid condensed phase for which certain bulk


properties either are available or can be esti-


mated, vide infra), and it is the most accurate


continuum solvation model presently available


for predicting free energies of solvation of


molecular solutes. Among other things, this high


accuracy has allowed quantum-mechanical


modeling to assign absolute solvation free ener-


gies to the proton and other ions in various


solvents11,24,25 and to calculate absolute and


relative oxidation and reduction potentials.
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In quantum mechanical (QM) continuum models, the sol-


ute’s charge distribution causes electric polarization of the sur-


rounding solvent, which is modeled as a homogeneous


medium characterized by a bulk permittivity. The polarized


solvent exerts a field called the reaction field on the solute.


Electronic structure calculations typically minimize the quan-


tity


GS
° ) 〈 Ψ|H(0) + 1


2
V(Ψ)|Ψ 〉 (1)


where Ψ is the solute wave function, H(0) is the usual gas-


phase Hamiltonian, and V is the potential energy operator


associated with the reaction field. The factor of 1/2 in eq 1


derives from assuming a linear response of the surrounding


medium to the solute’s charge distribution because half of the


induced favorable solute-solvent interaction is canceled by


the cost of reorganizing the solvent.26 Because V depends on


Ψ, the corresponding Schrödinger equation is nonlinear. Iter-


ative solutions are referred to as self-consistent reaction-field


(SCRF) calculations. The absence of explicit solvent molecules


means that the size of the electronic structure problem is


essentially the same as in the gas phase, so the SCRF pro-


cess is computationally very efficient. Importantly, if a partic-


ular situation demands the inclusion of one or more explicit


solvent molecules, these can be included as part of a super-


molecular QM solute; for example, it can be interesting to


evaluate the degree to which charge transfer from a solute to


a first-shell solvent molecule may take place.27 However, the


inclusion of more than a very small number of solvent mole-


cules quickly reduces the efficiency of the SCRF procedure


because of the need to sample the configurational phase


space of the solute-solvent cluster in a statistically relevant


fashion.


The component of the solvation free energy associated


with electrostatics is


∆GENP ) 〈 Ψ(1)|H + 1
2


V|Ψ(1) 〉 - 〈 Ψ(0)|H|Ψ(0) 〉 (2)


where the subscript ENP on the left-hand side (lhs) of eq 2


denotes the electronic, nuclear, and polarization components


of the free energy, and the superscripts (0) and (1) on the


wave functions refer to their optimization in the gas phase and


solution, respectively.


Continuum solvent models differ from one another in the


manner in which V is constructed. They also differ in their


treatment of nonelectrostatic components. The free energy of


solvation, that is the free energy of transfer from the gas


phase to the condensed phase, may then be written28


∆GS
° ) ∆GENP + GCDS + ∆Gconc,


° (3)


where the CDS subscript on the right-hand side (rhs) empha-


sizes that this term includes the free energy changes associ-


ated with solvent cavitation, changes in dispersion energy, and


possible changes in local solvent structure. The final term on


the rhs, ∆GConc,
° accounts for the difference in the molar den-


sities of the two phases in their standard states; the value of


this term is 0 in this Account because we use the same 1 M


density in all phases. The ENP and CDS terms are not sepa-


rate thermodynamic observables; only their sum is meaning-


ful. Nevertheless, one or the other of these terms may be


expected to dominate under certain conditions, for example,


∆GENP would be expected to be much larger than GCDS for a


charged solute, while the reverse would be expected to be


true for a large, uncharged solute that lacks any polar


functionality.


2. Generalized Born Theory


The reaction field generated by a charge distribution con-


tained within a cavity that is immersed in a surrounding


homogeneous medium characterized by a bulk permittivity is


related to the QM charge distribution by the nonhomoge-


neous Poisson equation29 (NPE). A number of extant QM con-


tinuum models determine the reaction field by numerical


solution of the NPE.2–5,7,9 Approximations must be made


when using this approach because the tails of the QM charge


density are not fully contained within the molecular cavity,


which is typically defined as a union of atom-centered spheres


having appropriate or scaled van der Waals radii or as a sim-


ilar enclosed space. Furthermore, the formulation of the NPE


requires one to assume an atomic-scale model of the solvent


permittivity, which itself is rigorously defined only on macro-


scopic scales, and usually an unrealistic step function is


assumed across the solute/solvent boundary.


An alternative approach is to use the generalized Born (GB)


approximation.30–33 In this case, the QM charge distribution


is represented by atom-centered monopoles (i.e., partial


atomic charges, qk, on the atoms k), and the reaction field


potential generated at atom k by these charges is defined as


Vk ) (1 - 1
ε(T) )∑k'


qk'γkk' (4)


where ε is the permittivity of the medium, dependent on tem-


perature T, and γkk′ is an effective Coulomb integral. A good


approximation to the latter is34
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γkk' ) (rkk′
2 + bkbk' e-rkk′


2⁄(dkk'bkbk'))-1⁄2 (5)


where rkk′ is an interatomic distance, bk is an effective atomic


Born radius, and dkk′ is a parameter.


In ref 34 and SM8, the effective atomic Born radius, bk, is


calculated by a three-dimensional integration in which an


intrinsic Coulomb radius is augmented to account for an effec-


tive distance of a given atom from the solvent (because the


atom is buried under other solute atoms). The resulting effec-


tive radii are smallest when the atom is intrinsically small and


is also most exposed to solvent. The determination of the


intrinsic Coulomb radii relies primarily on experimental data


for the solvation free energies of ionic species because ions


have very large polarization free energies and are thus more


sensitive to the Coulomb radii. Based on the cluster-pair


approximation applied to conventional ionic solvation free


energies in water,24 methanol,25 acetonitrile,25 and dimeth-


ylsulfoxide,25 we assembled an extensive compilation of abso-


lute ionic solvation free energies that was used for


parametrization.11 A key difference of SM8 with earlier solva-


tion models is that none of the prior models included ionic


solvation free energies in nonaqueous solutions in the param-


etrization process, and the Coulomb radii were thus taken to


be independent of solvent. In SM8, by contrast, some Cou-


lomb radii vary as functions of the solvent’s hydrogen-bond


acidity parameter,35 R.


Another critical aspect associated with ∆GENP is the assign-


ment of partial atomic charges, which are used to calculate Vk


and the solute’s interaction with it. The SM8 model determines


these charges using Charge Model 4 (CM4),11,16 which defines


a partial atomic charge according to


qk
CM4 ) qk


(0) + ∑
k'*k


Bkk'(Dkk' + Ckk'Bkk') (6)


where the reference charge qk
(0) is determined from Löwdin36 or


redistributed Löwdin37 population analysis, Bkk′ is the Mayer


bond order between atoms k and k′,38,39 and Ckk′ and Dkk′ are


empirically optimized parameters. Over a database of 397 polar


molecules, CM4 models predict dipole moments with root-mean-


square errors of 0.2-0.3 D,11,16 even for inexpensive levels of


QM theory and small basis sets. As the CM4 parameters are


defined for many different combinations of electronic structure


theory and basis set, the charge model effectively preprocesses


the wave function in an SM8 calculation, and the SM8 parame-


ters are independent of theoretical level. Indeed, SM8 may be


regarded as being independent of CM4, too, in the sense that it


ought to work with any good charges, but our testing has


involved use of CM4 for SCRF calculations.


3. Nonelectrostatic Terms and SM8
Parameterization Strategy
Both the NPE and GB models of the electrostatics involve seri-


ous and essentially unremovable approximations (uncertainties


in the treatment of solute charge outside the cavity and the


assumption of bulk solvent permittivity on the atomic scale); they


also neglect solute-solvent charge transfer. The GCDS term in eq


3 must make up for these approximations, as well as account for


the cavitation, dispersion, and solvent-structural effects that are


missing in the bulk-electrostatics model.


The quantity GCDS is then the difference between the exper-


imental solvation free energy and ∆GENP (see eq 3) Thus,


given data for experimental solvation free energies and a pro-


tocol for computation of ∆GENP, a set of target GCDS values


may be assembled. In the case of SM8, such a training set was


assembled for 318 neutral solutes in 90 nonaqueous solvents


and water (a total of 2346 individual solvation free energies),


and 143 transfer free energies for 93 neutral solutes between


water and 15 organic solvents were also used (transfer free


energies provide differences in GCDS values).11 The functional


form of GCDS is


GCDS ) ∑
k


(σk + σ[M])Ak (7)


where σk and σ[M] are atomic and molecular surface tensions,


respectively, and Ak is the solvent-accessible surface area


(SASA) of atom k, which depends on the molecular geometry


and the set of all atomic van der Waals radii (we use the val-


ues of Bondi40). The physical basis for eq 7 is that deviations


from bulk electrostatics, as well as cavitation, dispersion, and


solvent-structural contributions, are all concentrated in the first


solvation shell, and Ak is basically a continuous measure of the


amount of solvent in the first solvation shell of atom k.41,42


The atomic surface tensions are sensitive to local environ-


ment and therefore they are computed according to


σk ) σ̃Zk
+ ∑


k′*k


σ̃ZkZk'
Tkk' (8)


where σ̃Z and σ̃ZZ′ are monatomic and diatomic parameter


functions, respectively, that depend on atomic numbers Z, and


Tkk′ is a geometry-dependent switching function called a cut-


off tanh or COT.20 The universal character of SM8 derives


from the functional dependence of the atomic and molecu-


lar surface tensions on macroscopic solvent properties. In par-


ticular,
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σ̃i ) σ̃i
[n]n + σ̃i


[α]α + σ̃i
[�]� (9)


where σ̃i is either σ̃Z or σ̃ZZ′, n is the refractive index of the sol-


vent at 293 K, R and � are hydrogen bond acidity and basic-


ity parameters35 of the solvent, and σ̃i
[n], σ̃i


[R], and σ̃i
[�] are


empirical, numerical parameters that are optimized to mini-


mize errors in computed solvation free energies.


The molecular surface tension is also a function of solvent


descriptors according to


σ̃[M] ) σ̃[γ]γ + σ̃[�2]�2 + σ̃[ψ2]ψ2 + σ̃[�2]�2 (10)


where γ is the 298 K macroscopic surface tension of the sol-


vent at the air/solvent interface, �2 is the square of the frac-


tion of nonhydrogenic solvent atoms that are aromatic carbon


atoms (carbon aromaticity), ψ2 is the square of the fraction of


solvent atoms that are F, Cl, or Br (electronegative halogenic-


ity), and σ̃[γ], σ̃[�2], σ̃[ψ2], and σ̃[�2] are empirical parameters that


are independent of solute or atomic number.


The SM8 model may be applied to any solvent (or indeed


any medium) for which the relevant macroscopic descriptors are


either known or may be estimated. We note however that water


is taken to be a special case with its own parameters (one could


use the general parameters for water, but water is important


enough to warrant the extra accuracy achievable by having spe-


cific parameters). Both ∆GENP and GCDS are calculated with a sta-


ble analytic algorithm developed for this purpose.43 This leads to


very stable analytic gradients,43 which facilitates geometry opti-


mization even for difficult structures in solution.44


The SM8 solvation model additionally extends the aque-


ous parametrization to temperatures (T) other than 298 K.45,46


Temperature dependence is included in ∆GENP by account-


ing for the T dependence of the permittivity (see eq 4). The


remaining change in the total solvation free energy is associ-


ated with changes in GCDS, which is modeled as


∆GCDS ) B(T - T0) + C[(T - T0) - T ln(T/T0)] (11)


where T0 is 298.15 K, and B and C are computed in a fash-


ion analogous to GCDS(T0).


The temperature-dependent SM8T was developed by opti-


mizing the relevant surface tension coefficients against 4403


aqueous solvation free energy measurements on 348 com-


pounds at various temperatures ranging from 273 to 373


K.45,46


4. Model Performance


Table 1 compares predictions from SM8 at 298 K to those


from four other readily available QM continuum solvation


models for solvation free energies of neutrals and ions in


water and 17 organic solvents.11 The other methods are the


IEF-PCM model47,48 as coded in Gaussian 03, the C-PCM


model48,49 as coded in GAMESS,48 the PBSA model50,51 as


coded in Jaguar, and the GCOSMO model52,53 as coded in


NWChem. In each case, default options were used for the var-


ious models and codes; full details may be found in the orig-


inal work11 and in Supporting Information for this Account.


The SM8 predictions show considerably smaller errors than


those for the other models for aqueous and nonaqueous free


energies of solvation for neutrals, cations, and anions, with


particularly good performance for nonaqueous data compared


with the other models. Figure 1 provides a graphical depic-


tion of the relative model accuracies.


We note that if one makes the assumption that all ions


have the same solvation free energy (-65.0 kcal/mol), that


all nonaqueous neutrals have the same solvation free


energy (-5.38 kcal/mol), and that all aqueous neutrals


have the same solvation free energy (-2.99 kcal/mol),


these particular values being the average of all relevant


experimental measurements, then the MUEs for this “three-


parameter model” are 8.6, 1.5, and 2.7 kcal/mol, respec-


tively. In only 6 of 15 cases do the non-SMx models show


smaller MUEs than the three-parameter model.11 The rea-


son that the SMx models outperform other models is not


the extent of parametrization or the choice of parameters,


but rather the theoretical formulation of the problem so that


the GCDS term compensates for the inescapable incomplete-


ness of any bulk electrostatic model for ∆GENP.


With respect to temperature dependence, the experimen-


tal aqueous solvation free energy of piperazine varies by


about 4 kcal/mol over a 90 K temperature range. Figure 2


illustrates that over the complete set of data, SM8T46 predicts


TABLE 1. Mean Unsigned Errors (kcal/mol) in Solvation Free
Energies Calculated Using SMx and non-SMx Implicit Solvent
Modelsa


solute class N SM8
IEF-PCM


G03/UA0
C-PCM*
GAMESS


PB*
Jaguar


GCOSMO*
NWChem


all neutrals 940 0.59 5.66 2.43 1.86 4.29b


all ions 332 4.31 9.73 8.39 6.72c,d 12.49d,e


all cations 124 3.90 12.71 10.18 4.25 8.51
all anions 208 4.55 7.97 7.26 8.19c,d 14.90d,e


aqueous neutrals 274 0.55 4.87 1.57 0.86 8.17b


nonaq. neutrals 666 0.61 5.99 2.78 2.28 2.76
aqueous ions 112 3.20 12.40 8.40 4.00 8.90d,e


nonaqueous ions 220 4.88 8.37 8.38 8.11c,d 14.31
a N is the number of data in a given solute class. The calculations were
performed at the mPW1PW/6-31G(d) level of theory, except the calculations
marked by asterisks, which used B3LYP in place of mPW1PW. b Excluding 11
phosphorus-containing compounds and tetramethylsilane. The count is
reduced to N - 12. c Excluding 3-hydroxybenzoate. d The count is reduced to
N - 1. e Excluding hydroperoxyl radical.
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this temperature dependence with a mean unsigned error of


0.3 kcal/mol.


As noted above, a feature of the SM8 model that makes it


particularly attractive is its universality; it can be applied to any


phase that may be reasonably characterized by the bulk


descriptors ε, n, R, �, γ, �, and ψ. When values for these quan-


tities are not available, they may be estimated, or more prag-


matically, the unknown descriptors may themselves be taken


to be parameters that are fit to available experimental data.


Thus, one may make an estimate of the permittivity (the only


nonlinear solvent parameter in the computation of ∆GS°),


compute ∆GENP for solutes for which solvation free energies


or partition coefficients (which are differences of solvation free


energies between two phases) are known, and optimize the


remaining descriptors contributing to GCDS through multilin-


ear regression. A final model may be determined by optimi-


zation of ε.


We have put this approach into practice with an earlier


SMx model for a phosphatidyl choline bilayer.54 Available


experimental data for partition coefficients between the


bilayer and surrounding aqueous solvent led to assignment


of a bilayer permittivity of 5.0 (similar to octanol), an R
value of 0.0 (because phosphatidyl choline has negligible


hydrogen bond donating character), and optimized n, γ,


and � solvent parameters of 1.40, 27, and 1.15, respec-


tively, these quantities being in the range of physically real-


istic values considering analogous molecules as solvents.


This optimized model correlates the logarithms of 19 exper-


imental partition coefficients ranging over 5 log units with


a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.9. For partition coef-


ficients (P) between conventional (aqueous and organic) sol-


vents, the accuracy in log P is typically 0.3-0.4.22


Another example of this process, applied to a problem hav-


ing more available data, was the development of an SMx


model for wet soil,55 thus permitting the prediction of envi-


ronmentally important soil/water partition coefficients, KOC


(these partition coefficients are normalized for organic car-


bon content when standard values are measured experimen-


tally). In this case, optimization against a data set of 387


molecules led to optimized ε, n, γ, R, and � solvent parame-


ters of 15, 1.311, 45.3, 0.56, and 0.60, such values again


FIGURE 1. Mean unsigned errors (MUEs) in solvation free energies
of neutral and ionic solutes calculated using SM8 and other
continuum models including IEF-PCM/G03/UA0, C-PCM/GAMESS,
PB/Jaguar, and GCOSMO/NWChem. The calculation was done for
18 solvents including acetonitrile (ions and neutral solutes), DMSO
(ions and neutral solutes), methanol (only ions), water (ions and
neutral solutes), and an additional 14 organic solvents from the
SM8 neutral training set: (a) MUEs are given for ions and neutrals in
all of the 18 solvents; (b) MUEs for solutes in aqueous solutions are
compared with MUEs for solutes in nonaqueous solutions.


FIGURE 2. The temperature dependence of the experimental (9)
free energy of solvation for piperazine compared with various
possible parametrizations of SM8T.
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being in a physically realistic range. The resulting soil parti-


tioning model had a MUE over the training set of 0.98 kcal/


mol.


The most novel extension of the SMx models to a dif-


ferent condensed phase has been the development of an


SMx model to describe the surface layer of an aqueous


solution that is in contact with air, that is, the air-water


interface.56 This formally two-dimensional phase is pre-


dicted to be characterized by R, �, n, and γ values of 1.11,


0.59, 1.342, and -144.6, respectively. These values rep-


resent hydrogen bonding acidity and basicity values larger


than those associated with bulk water57, in keeping with


various studies of the aqueous surface that have rational-


ized this observation based on dangling OH bonds at the


interface,58–61 while the index of refraction is equal to that


of bulk water, and the “surface tension” is negative, repre-


senting enhanced sticking as opposed to unfavorable cav-


itation costs. This SMx model predicts the air/surface


partitioning of 85 complex organic molecules, including


pesticides, with a MUE of 0.47 log units. This model can be


applied to problems in atmospheric environmental chem-


istry, for example, contaminant transport by fog droplets.


5. Applications to Computational
Electrochemistry and pKa Prediction
Because of changes in total solute charge, solvation can have


a large effect on the energetics of electron-transfer reactions.


An electrochemical half-reaction for the one-electron reduc-


tion of the pesticide DDT is shown in Figure 3.62 The free


energy change for the aqueous portion of the thermodynamic


cycle can be computed by combining gas-phase B3LYP/6-


311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) free energies with the experimen-


tal solvation free energy for the chloride anion,63 and SM5.42/


BPW91/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) solvation free energies for


the organic molecules; this yields a free energy change in


aqueous solution of -4.86 eV. This ∆Grxn
° may be converted


to a potential relative to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)


by


E° )
∆Grxn


° - ∆GNHE
°


nF
(12)


where n is the number of electrons transferred, F is the Fara-


day constant, and ∆GNHE
° is the free energy of reaction for


the reference half-reaction


1
2


H2(g)f H(aq)
+ + e(g)


- (13)


which is 4.28 eV.24,62 SMx models have been used to study


the oxidation or reduction potentials of substituted


anilines,64,65 quinones,65 various halogenated hydro-


carbons,62,66,67 flavin cofactors,68 and the ruthenium ion.69


When ions included in the relevant half-reactions are charac-


terized by delocalized charge, continuum models tend to pro-


vide excellent correlation with experimental results. However,


in cases of very concentrated, localized charge (e.g., the Ru2+/


Ru3+ couple69) good results can only be obtained by embed-


ding the solute in the continuum with one or more shells of


explicit solvent molecules included, that is, as a clustered


supersolute.


The tendency of locally concentrated charge to lead to


poor performance of the full continuum approximation and


the ability of a manageable, well-defined cluster model to


FIGURE 3. One-electron reduction potential vs NHE for DDT using standard state concentrations of 1 mol per 24.5 L for all species in the
gas phase, 1 M for DDT and DDD in aqueous solution, and 10-3 M for aqueous Cl-.
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improve this is also manifest in the calculation of pKa values.


As shown in Figure 4, when SM6 aqueous solvation free ener-


gies are added to gas-phase deprotonation free energies to


compute pKa values by


pKa )
∆Grxn


°


RT ln(10)
(14)


for the general acid deprotonation reaction


AH(aq)f A(aq)
- + H(aq)


+ (15)


a significantly better correlation between theory and experi-


ment is obtained for a set of 57 various acids when those con-


jugate bases having highly concentrated charge are


considered as clusters with a single water molecule instead of


as bare anions.70 Importantly, in cases where the pure con-


tinuum approximation already works well, the inclusion of a


clustering water molecule does not degrade the predicted pKa


values. Such behavior is the hallmark of a robust solvation


model.


6. Conclusions


The development of the SMx models has reached a point


where SM8, a universal solvation model, is particularly effec-


tive for the computation of solvation free energies and other


interesting thermodynamic properties in solution, like parti-


tion coefficients, pKa values, and oxidation and reduction


potentials. SM8 and/or earlier SMx models are available in


various software packages for use by the broader modeling


community, including AMSOL, GAMESSPLUS, HONDOPLUS,


JAGUAR, OMNISOL, SMXGAUSS, and SPARTAN.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Computational methodologies are playing increasingly important roles in elucidating and presenting the complete and
detailed mechanisms of enzymatic reactions because of their capacity to determine and characterize intermediates and


transition states from both structural and energetics points of view, independent of their reduced lifetimes and without inter-
fering with the natural reactional flux. These features are turning the field into an active and interesting area of research,
involving a diverse range of studies, mostly directed at understanding the ways in which enzymes function under certain
circumstances and predicting how they will behave under others.


The accuracy of the computational data obtained for a given mechanistic hypothesis depends essentially on three mutu-
ally exclusive factors: the accuracy of the Hamiltonian of the reaction mechanism, consideration of the modulating aspect
of the enzyme’s structure in the energetics of the active center, and consideration of the enzyme’s conformational fluctua-
tions and dynamics. Although, unfortunately, it is impossible at present to optimize these crucial factors simultaneously, the
success of any enzymatic mechanistic study depends on the level of equilibrium achieved among them. Different authors
adopt different solutions, and this Account summarizes the most favored, with emphasis placed on our own preferences.


Another crucial aspect in computational enzymatic catalysis is the model used in the calculations. Our aim is to build
the simplest model that captures the essence of the catalytic power of an enzyme, allowing us to apply the highest possi-
ble theoretical level and minimize accidental errors. The choice is, however, far from obvious, ranging from simple models
containing tens of atoms up to models of full enzymes plus solvent. Many factors underlie the choice of an appropriate model;
here, examples are presented of very different modeling strategies that have been employed to obtain meaningful results.


One particular case study, that of enzyme ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), a radical enzyme that catalyzes the reduction
of ribonucleotides into deoxyribonucleotides, is one of the examples illustrating how the successive increase of the sys-
tem’s size does not dramatically change the thermodynamics and kinetics of the reaction. The values obtained and pre-
sented speak for themselves in that the only ones that are distinctly different are those calculated using an exceedingly small
model, which omitted the amino acids that establish hydrogen bonds with the reactive unit of the substrate.


This Account also describes our computational analysis of the mechanism of farnesyltransferase, a heterodimeric zinc
metalloenzyme that is currently one of the most fascinating targets in cancer research. We focus on the present method-
ologies that we have been using, our models and understanding of the problem, and the accuracy of results and associ-
ated problems within this area of research.


Introduction
Enzymes are extremely interesting, complex sys-


tems, and their behavior is often tricky and diffi-


cult to understand. Experimental methodologies


devoted to the study of enzymatic catalysis, in


general, typically involve many different areas of


expertise such as protein crystallography, NMR,


site-directed mutagenesis, kinetics, isotopic label-
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ing, and spectroscopy, to name but a few. However, the area


of computational enzymatic catalysis involves a range of com-


putational techniques, which in general allow for the mea-


surement of a wider range of observables than experiments


with the same level of effort, time, and budget. This fact, in our


opinion, turns computational enzymatic catalysis into an


amazingly interesting area of research, involving a diversity of


studies, mostly directed to understand the way enzymes work


in certain circumstances and to predict how they will behave


in others.


Many excellent groups have developed research is this


field in the past decade (see refs 1–5 and references therein),


contributing to great improvement in our understanding on


how enzymes work.


Predicting the catalytic or the inhibition mechanism of an


enzyme is generally a lengthy and complex task. A complete


characterization involves identifying all intermediaries and


transition states along the catalytic or the inhibitory cycle, as


well as the free energies of activation and reaction for each of


the reaction steps. Experimental methodologies typically allow


the determination of the initial enzyme/substrate (or substrate


analogue) complex, the identification of some albeit not all


intermediaries, and the determination of the free energy of


activation of the rate-limiting step. The structure and nature of


the transition states, as well as their energies, are generally


beyond these methodologies. As a result, computational meth-


odologies have taken an increasingly important role, due to


their capacity to determine and characterize intermediaries


and transition states from a structural and energetics point of


view, independently of their reduced lifetime and without


interfering with the natural reactional flux.


The simulations of enzymatic systems present some char-


acteristics that make them unique from a computational point


of view. They are big systems (typically tens of thousands of


atoms) in which only a small region, the active center, partic-


ipates actively in the reactive cycle. The remaining structure


works as a modulator of the active center, either stabilizing or


destabilizing the existing stationary states along the poten-


tial energy surface (PES). The solvent may or may not play an


active role in the catalysis either by participating in the reac-


tive cycle or by modulating indirectly the energetics of the pro-


cess. The enzymatic structure has a dynamics that encloses


several time scales, from side chain rotations, which occur in


the nanosecond scale, to conformational rearrangements or


domain movements, which typically happen in the microsec-


ond scale or even slower. Solvent dynamics is on the picosec-


ond time scale.


All this diversity in the chemical nature and the dynamics


of the systems’ participating species causes need for using


computational techniques equally diverse. We have chosen


two specific, very different examples from the systems that we


have been working with lately, in which we have used sev-


eral different methodologies to be able to achieve our final


objectives. They are ribonuclease reductase, a radical enzyme,


and farnesyltransferase, a metalloenzyme.


Results and Discussion
A successful computational scientist should be fully aware of


the experimental data available in the literature and related to


the system under study. Basically, to put forward the right


mechanism for an enzymatic reaction, we have to search for


the minimum energy pathway in the PES of our system. How-


ever, due to present computing limitations, it is important to


make some initial choices on which the mechanistic pathway


to determine will surely depend.6


The realism of the computational data obtained for a given


mechanistic hypothesis depends essentially on three factors of


mutually exclusive quality: (i) the system’s Hamiltonian accu-


racy, (ii) the sampling of the reactional space, and (iii) the sam-


pling of the conformational space. The success of a mechanistic


study depends on the level of equilibrium achieved among


these three factors.


One problem that has given rise to much controversy is the


explicit and implicit modeling of the enzyme outside the active


center. There are basically two methodologies. One intends to


represent atomistically the largest possible part of the enzy-


matic system resorting to molecular mechanics (MM) to deal


with the thousands of atoms involved.7–10 The other tries to


reduce as much as possible the atomistic region and intro-


duces the highest possible accuracy in its Hamiltonian, sub-


stituting the rest of the enzyme by a dielectric continuum.1,5,7


Dielectric values between 2 and 4 are appropriate to describe


the protein environment, its contribution being usually small,


and the difference between values ranging from 2 to 4 is neg-


ligible. If a large contribution from the dielectric medium is


found, it means that it cannot be accurately accounted for by


the dielectric, and the atomistic model must be enlarged.


The main advantage of the first methodology is the better


accuracy obtained in the evaluation of the long-range inter-


actions. The main advantage of the second is to be less prone


to incidental errors, which occur due to the difficulty in ensur-


ing that a large system does not travel between local confor-


mational minima (unrelated to the reaction coordinate) during


the geometry optimization of the stationary states. Even


though these minima are an integral part of the PES land-
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scape, their contribution is only included correctly if they are


properly explored and averaged, which is not the case in sin-


gle-structure geometry-optimized systems. It is only possible


to overcome this problem by resorting to extensive sampling


of the conformational space or by traveling backward and for-


ward along the reaction coordinate, both computationally


demanding processes. In such cases, however, the disadvan-


tage is transferred to the necessary reduction of the accuracy


of the Hamiltonian in relation to the small models.


A promising methodology to progress toward an accurate


ab initio quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM)


free energy surface (FES), in solvent and in enzymes, without


sacrificing conformational sampling, has been recently pre-


sented.11 The application of the method still demands a


lengthy and complicated set of procedures, and a wider set of


examples of its accuracy would be beneficial. However, it


opens a path toward mastering the nature of the catalytic


power of enzymes with ab initio accuracy and without invest-


ing unreasonable amounts of computer time.


As far as the reactional space is concerned, our experience


is that to explore it, an atomistic model of large dimensions


is not always needed, since a great deal of the energy


involved in reactional transitions involves the breaking and


formation of bonds and first sphere interactions, and the long-


range interactions are usually less important. However, excep-


tions are not uncommon, in particular with reactions involving


charge transfer, which means that such small models should


be employed with caution and after a proper evaluation of the


specific system under consideration.


It is absolutely essential that the model includes the sub-


strate or inhibitor and all the residues that we know or sus-


pect to interact with the ligand and to be essential for catalysis


or inhibition. The size of models has to vary from system to


system. There are many for which the model used can be


small, amounting to only tenths of atoms.12 These cases


include metallic centers, radical enzymes, enzymes lacking


specific long-range enzyme-ligand interactions, or enzymes


with ligands that are very small or have much localized elec-


tronic density. It is rewarding when we find out that increas-


ing the model brings no new information to the mechanistic


pathway or the energies associated with it.


Ribonucleotide Reductase, a Radical Enzyme. An inter-


esting example is that of the enzyme ribonucleotide reduc-


tase (RNR), a radical enzyme that catalyzes the reduction of


ribonucleotides into deoxyribonucleotides.


In Scheme 1, it is possible to follow the steps that consti-


tute the currently accepted mechanism of RNR both experi-


mentally13 and computationally.14,15


Figure 1 shows different strategies for modeling the mono-


mer R1 of RNR, as well as the activation and reaction free


energies for the first step of the catalytic mechanism of RNR,


obtained with different sized models.7


The values speak for themselves; the only ones that are


predictably different are those calculated with an exceedingly


small model in which amino acids that establish hydrogen


bonds with the reactive part of the substrate, as well as geo-


metric constraints due to the connections to the backbone


were omitted, thus confirming the necessity of including an


SCHEME 1. Mechanism for Reduction of Ribonucleotides by RNR13
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acceptable first shell of amino acids in the minimum model.


All the others seem to converge to the same value of 20 kcal/


mol for the activation energy, regardless of the size of model.


In the case of RNR and similar ones, the role played by the


enzyme seems to be that of preorganizing the geometry of the


active center, imposing stereospecificity in the reaction, and


changing the mechanism to a fast, radical one, not viable in


water.15 These effects obviously constitute no problem for a


computer to mimic. Less often, we encounter enzymatic sys-


tems for which the active center is very open to the solvent or


involving very flexible or charged species, establishing spe-


cific long-range enzyme-ligand interactions, or involving con-


formational changes or even ligands with highly delocalized


electronic density. In these cases, it is generally more diffi-


cult to handle small models because the results produced can


prove unrealistic. We have come across one of those systems:


the related enzymes thioredoxin and DsbA, which present


very different pKa’s for a homologous active site cysteine. In


order to clarify the long-waited, elusive molecular-level ori-


gin of this difference, it has been necessary to use the entire


enzymes. With such models, a ∆pKa of 4.5 was obtained (the


experimental value range is 4.0-4.5).17 The largest contribu-


tion came from an R helix adjacent to the active site, whose


microdipoles stabilized the thiolates of both enzymes to a dif-


ferent extent.


We have conducted a series of mechanistic studies to elu-


cidate the catalytic and inhibition pathways of RNR. Even


though the whole substrate mechanism has been studied in


detail, and all its stationary points identified, maybe the most


important result has been the clarification of the rate-limiting


disulfide formation pathway. The radical anionic disulfide was


shown to generate the neutral disulfide in a single step,


through a very complex transition state, illustrated in Figure 2,


involving a coupled proton and electron transfer, with con-


comitant reduction of the disulfide. The radical transfer was


not mediated through Asn437 or Glu441.


Another point that has been clarified concerns the 2′-ke-


toribonucleotide paradox. This species is a very stable inter-


mediate in both the substrate and the inhibition pathways of


most 2′-substituted suicide inhibitors. However, in the latter


but not in the first, it escapes from the active site and gener-


FIGURE 1. Activation (Ea) and reaction energies (Er) for the first step of the catalytic mechanism of RNR (top) calculated with several enzyme
models (bottom). In green is represented a small model in the protein environment (ε ) 4), in red a bigger model with 140 atoms, in yellow
the same model of 140 atoms but in the protein environment (ε ) 4), and in blue the full R1 monomer in water (implicit solvent, ε ) 80) in
which we have used ONIOM16 for the energy calculations.7


FIGURE 2. Transition state for the rate-limiting step of RNR. Atomic
charges (q) and spin densities (S) are depicted.
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ates a species in solution that alkylates the enzyme, promot-


ing RNR inactivation (see Scheme 2).


The reason for such different behavior has been found to


lie in the different pattern of hydrogen bonds generated by


the anionic substituent of the inhibitors, together with its more


favorable solvation free energy when compared with the neu-


tral water molecule eliminated from the substrate.18


RNR inhibition is clinically very important, due to its well-


known anticancer effects.19 A large set of suicide inhibitors


have been studied, namely, 2′-azido-2′-deoxyribonucleoside-


5′-diphosphate (N3NDP),20,21 2′-mercapto-2′-deoxyribonucleo-


side-5′-diphosphate (SHNDP),22 (E)-2′-fluoromethylene-2′-
deoxynucleotide-5′-diphosphate (FMNDP),23 2′-chloro-2′-
deoxyribonucleoside-5′-diphosphate (ClNDP),21 and 2′ ,2′-
difluoro-2′-deoxyribonucleoside-5′-diphosphate (F2NDP),24


their mechanisms being too extensive to review in this


Account. Just two of the more interesting cases will be


summarized.


The whole pathway of N3NDP has been mapped on the


PES with the help of a large amount of experimental data, and


the structure of a well-known radical intermediate, detected


experimentally, has been predicted. The predictions turned out


to be confirmed by a posterior experimental study, which suc-


cessfully trapped and characterized the radical intermediate,


and the rest of the extremely bizarre mechanism was in


remarkable agreement with the theoretical PES illustrated in


Scheme 3.25


Multiple substrate binding modes is a common problem in


enzymes, which is usually due to the lack of specificity of the


enzyme for a given substrate. This situation seems to occur


when an enzyme binds many different substrates. However,


RNR is highly specific for ribonucleotides, and thus it should


be expected that substrate binding occurs mostly in a single,


well-defined conformation. Just to find out how true this might


be, we have conducted a search15 of the conformational space


to look for alternative binding modes besides that of the crys-


tallographic structure. In this particular case, we have used a


currently available molecular docking approach.26


Subsequently, to make sure that our ligand is in the cor-


rect position, we have developed a Multistaged Docking with


SCHEME 2. Schematic Representation of the Normal Reduction Pathway and an Inhibitory Mechanism of RNR with Their Common Keto-
deoxyribonucleotide Intermediate
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an Automated Molecular Modeling protocol, MADAMM,27


which enables both flexibility of the ligand and flexibility of


the receptor to confirm that our initial structure really corre-


sponds to the correct position of the ligand. The results point


out that if we do not introduce a certain degree of flexibility


in several residues near the active site region, standard dock-


ing software will not give reliable results. This is not related to


the score function or to the search algorithm but is simply


because some residues of the active site occupy some space


that is required for the correct binding of the ligand. MAD-


AMM has shown to be very useful to speed up the process,


and in the end it provides a collection of structures in which


the interaction between the receptor and the ligand is opti-


mized. We observed at this stage that the small changes


induced in the protein during the procedure introducing flex-


ibility (such as changes in the side chain rotamers) can lead to


backbone movements that are shown to be important for the


correct binding of the ligand.


Farnesyltransferase, a Metalloenzyme. One other sys-


tem that proved challenging and therefore very interesting is


that of farnesyltransferase (FTase), shown in Figure 3. Protein


FTase is a heterodimeric zinc metalloenzyme,28 currently one


of the most fascinating targets in cancer research. However,


despite the thrilling achievements in the development of far-


nesyltransferase inhibitors (FTIs) over the past few years, the


farnesylation mechanism remains, to some degree, a mys-


tery.29 Detailed knowledge of it would enable the develop-


ment of more specific inhibitors, rationally designed, with


great potential in the treatment of cancer, malaria, and sleep-


ing sickness and even in antiviral activity.


FTase catalyzes the addition of isoprenoid farnesyl from far-


nesyl diphosphate (FPP) to a cysteine residue of a protein sub-


strate containing a typical -CAAX motif at the carboxyl


terminus. In this characteristic motif, C stands for the cysteine


residue that is farnesylated, A is an aliphatic amino acid


whereas X represents the terminal amino acid residue, usu-


ally methionine, serine, alanine, or glutamine.


We have been able to solve many of the mechanistic


dilemmas,30 yet the mechanism still remains elusive. How-


ever, we draw many conclusions and elucidate the following


aspects:


1. The identity of the fourth ligand of the catalytic zinc ion.


Contradictory experimental data pointed to a tightly bound


water molecule or an almost symmetrical bidentate aspar-


tate. Quantum calculations have shown that both struc-


tures, depicted in Figure 4, lie notably close in energy and


are connected in the PES through a typical carboxylate-


shift transition state31,32 and thus coexist at room temper-


ature, which explains the ambiguous X-ray distances


obtained for this complex.12


2. The protonation state of the peptide nucleophilic cysteine.


It was known that peptide binding results in the establish-


SCHEME 3. Pathways for the Suicide Inhibitor N3NDPa


a The solid line represents the theoretical proposal confirmed later experimentally. The dashed line represents the previous experimental proposals.


FIGURE 3. Farnesyltransferase and representation of two models
used in the elucidation of some of the many doubts remaining in
its unsolved catalytic mechanism.
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ment of a zinc-cysteine thiolate bond. However, the pro-


tonation state of the nucleophile (thiol/thiolate) was not


possible to determine. We have followed the mechanistic


path for both hypotheses, and the results shown in Figure


5 left no doubt that a protonated thiol was the responsi-


ble for the attack, with a free energy barrier of 2.5 kcal/


mol in contrast with the 21.9 kcal/mol barrier for thiolate


entrance and binding.33


3. The distances paradox, which consists in the existence of


a very large distance (more than 8 Å) between the react-


ing atoms (zinc-bound cysteine sulfur and C1 of farnesyl-


diphosphate) in all crystallographic structures. The two


proposed alternatives, sulfur displacement from the cata-


lytic zinc ion with subsequent attack to C1 or FPP rear-


rangement, moving C1 toward the nucleophile, were


mapped onto the PES. Sulfur displacement presented a very


high barrier (up to 22.6 kcal/mol in a DFT model includ-


ing 119 atoms), higher than the rate-limiting step. FPP rear-


rangement, through the movement of subunits 1 and 2 of


the isoprenyl moiety, led to a plateau in the PES only 10


kcal/mol above the reactants valley, as calculated with a


full enzyme model plus solvent with the Amber force field


(see Figure 6). Such energy was only due to the conforma-


tional change of the substrate. Such conformational energy


was recalculated at the Hartree-Fock and DFT levels, with


excellent agreement with the MM energies. The conforma-


tional rearrangement toward the zinc-bound thiolate places


the two reactive atoms in an adequate position for cataly-


sis.34


4. The product coordination ambiguity. X-ray crystallographic


structures of medium resolution and UV-vis data in a


FIGURE 4. Mono- and bidentate equilibrium (top), the PES for the reaction calculated in several different media (bottom left), and the free
energy difference between the mono- and bidentate structures (bottom right).


FIGURE 5. The PES for both reactions, i.e. thiolate entrance (red)
and thiol entrance (blue). FIGURE 6. PES for FPP rearrangement calculated at several


theoretical levels. The energy of the FPP substrate alone in the
geometries that it adopts through the conformational change is
also depicted.
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Co2+-substituted enzyme suggested the existence of a


weak zinc-thioether product coordination, even though


extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) studies


have failed to detect any interaction at all. On the basis of


models of several sizes, ranging from small QM to full-en-


zyme QM/MM models, we have shown the existence of a


zinc-coordinated thioether product (Figure 7).35 An expla-


nation for the contradictory experimental results was also


provided.


We have yet to make clear the nature of the chemical step,


that is, nucleophilic vs electrophilic hypotheses, and elucidate


the location and the role of a magnesium in the catalysis.


The interesting thing about FTase is that to get to all these


conclusions for its catalytic mechanism, we had to perform a


significant amount of calculations using a plethora of


methodologies.


Here, as in RNR, we have used different size models (Fig-


ure 2), a smaller model of only 25 atoms at the B3LYP/6-


311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/SDD level (IEF-PCM, ε ) 1, 4, and 80)


and a larger one with 127 atoms in which we had to use


ONIOM16 with B3LYP/SDD:PM3 for the optimization part and


B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p):B3LYP/6-31+G(d) (IEF-PCM, ε ) 1, 4,


and 80) for the energy calculations. The preparation of the


larger model was carefully planned to capture both the intrin-


sic characteristics of the zinc complex and the influence of the


anisotropic enzyme environment on the zinc coordination


sphere.


Some Thoughts on the Methodology That We Have
Been Favoring. In a subject where there are no real rules, the


ruling principle seems to be that of mastering all the informa-


tion available in the literature that concerns our system and


managing to put it together as in a puzzle to produce a good


working mechanistic hypothesis. A creative mind together with


adequate computational resources and a talent for “travel-


ing” through a PES can do the trick!


For small models, typically with less than 150


atoms,7,12,36–38 our preferred choice of methodology has


been density functional theory (DFT).39 We have used it in


several catalytic and inhibition mechanisms of various


enzymes, having obtained very good values in agreement


with experiment.


If DFT has been our choice for geometry optimizations and


single-point energy calculations albeit with a larger basis set,


presently we have abandoned this as far as the latter cases are


concerned, to favor quadratic configuration interaction40 with


single and double excitations and the triple excitation correc-


tion added (QCISD(T))41 for small active site regions (an eval-


uation of the general performance and limitations of density


functionals, compiling hundreds of benchmarks, can be found


in ref 42). With technological informatics advances, the choice


of QCISD(T) is now feasible, and energy values do improve


with this methodology. A recent work has shown that very


high theoretical levels (in this case coupled-cluster) might be


needed for the high-accuracy calculation of enzymatic bar-


rier heights.


When our system models become bigger or we want to


use the whole enzyme, then hybrid quantum mechanics/quan-


tum mechanics (QM/QM) or quantum mechanics/molecular


mechanics (QM/MM) are a must. In them, the QM part must


describe the part of the system in which the reaction occurs,


typically the active site, along with the ligand, that is, the sub-


strate or inhibitor. In fact, in the recent past, we have adopted


a QM/QM description of our system by using a DFT//PM3MM


hybrid methodology7,12,15 within the ONIOM scheme.16 How-


ever, nowadays we are favoring the more rewarding DFT//MM


methodologies with which we can actually present results that


involve the whole enzyme.17,43 In such systems, it is neces-


sary to freeze atoms beyond a given radius, since geometry


optimizations tend to move peripheral regions of the enzyme


(unrelated with the reaction coordinate) to different local min-


ima, resulting in spurious contributions for the activation and


reaction energies. It must be said that QM/MM methodolo-


gies have been introduced long ago,44 and from then on a


plethora of techniques, beyond the one preferred by the


authors, have been developed. A more comprehensive


approach to these methods can be found in refs 8–10.


The use of pseudopotentials in geometry optimization of


metal-containing systems has given excellent results. For zinc,


we have found that the SDD potential45 is in fact very good.46


Si is another element for which we have used effective core


FIGURE 7. The PES for the coordination reaction of the thioether
product to the active site zinc ion, using several models,
consistently supports the picture of a fast bound/unbound
equilibrium, favoring the bound state.
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potentials (ecps), in particular SHC*,47 and have obtained very


accurate results at a fraction of the time of full-electron basis


sets.48


In our calculations as far as the solvent is concerned, we


have adopted a simple strategy that produces good results in


the majority of cases. When we calculate the final single point


energies we use a polarized continuum model, lately IEF-


PCM.49 However, this strategy will not work in the cases for


which optimization with the solvent is a must, in order to


account for a very charged system or environment.50


Enzymatic systems have a rather unsmooth PES, full of


local minima surrounded by high energy barriers. Such is due


to the extremely elevated number of degrees of freedom of


the system and its own morphology. A protein consists of a


semirigid skeleton in which side chains are anchored with a


highly correlated orientation, due to the system’s high den-


sity. Therefore, the variation of a rotamer of a given side chain


is only typically possible if reorientation of the neighboring


rotamers takes place. Its size and the translational restraint


caused by the bond to the backbone result in a dynamics at


the nanosecond scale. The reorganization of the protein struc-


ture at the level of the backbone itself occurs in time scales


that are several times higher. It is thus easy to understand that


it is presently not possible to get significant and ergodic sam-


pling of the conformational space, and the results of such an


exploration are inevitably conditioned by the starting struc-


ture. Therefore, the only possible kind of sampling will be that


of a subregion of the conformational space, around the rele-


vant region for the problem under study.


Getting a set of conformations in that subregion has asso-


ciated however a high computational cost, and as a result,


generally we have to settle for a less accurate Hamiltonian.


Up until now, we have opted to favor the Hamiltonian in


detriment of the sampling. This option is far from being uni-


versally valid and its application essentially depends on the


system under study. The evaluation of a reaction mechanism


based on optimizations of a single geometry or of a small set


of geometries is generally possible, if there is rigor and com-


mon sense in the procedure. Possible pitfalls of this method-


ology have recently been advertised by Warshel and


co-workers.51


Conclusion
In conclusion, computational enzymatic catalysis is still in its


infancy even though particularly rewarding from the point of


view that we can actually determine and present a complete


and detailed mechanism, which no other single experiment


can produce. Additionally, detailed atomic level understand-


ing of enzymatic mechanisms is possible through computa-


tionally established mechanisms.


Computational enzymatic catalysis is our favorite field of


research, and rather than briefly introducing several of those


mechanisms in which we have been involved lately, for exam-


ple, PFL,52,53 COX2,36 uroporphyrinogen III decarboxylase,37


fumarate reductase,38 thiol/disulfide exchange,50 thioredoxin,


and DsbA,17,43 we chose to present in greater detail two


cases that we have studied at length, ribonucleotide


reductase7,13,15,18–24 and farnesyltransferase.12,30,32–35,46 We


have chosen them not only because they are very different


systems but also for the simple reason that we have had to


apply a large spectrum of different methodologies to unravel


their respective catalytic and inhibition mechanisms.


Methodology plays a major role in computational enzy-


matic catalysis, and therefore we presented that which we


have favored in the past. With an adequate model, the suc-


cess of the mechanistic prediction will depend on the domain


and the inter-relation of the experimental evidence as well as


on the imagination and common sense with which we search


the vast reactional space.
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C O N S P E C T U S


Conductive polymers exhibit several interesting and
important properties, such as metallic conductivity and


reversible convertibility between redox states. When the
redox states have very different electrochemical and elec-
tronic properties, their interconversion gives rise to changes
in the polymers’ conformations, doping levels, conductivi-
ties, and colors, useful attributes if they are to be applied
in displays, energy storage devices, actuators, and sensors.
Unfortunately, the rate of interconversion is usually slow, at
best on the order a few hundred milliseconds, because of
the slow transport of counterions into the polymer layer to
balance charge. This phenomenon is one of the greatest
obstacles toward building rapidly responsive electrochem-
ical devices featuring conductive polymers. One approach to
enhancing the switching speed is decreasing the diffusion distance for the counterions in the polymer. We have found that
nanotubular structures are good candidates for realizing rapid switching between redox states because the counterions can
be readily doped throughout the thin nanotube walls. Although the synthesis of conductive polymer nanotubes can be per-
formed using electrochemical template synthesis, the synthetic techniques and underlying mechanisms controlling the nano-
tube morphologies are currently not well established.


We begin this Account by discussing the mechanisms for controlling the structures from hollow nanotubes to solid nano-
wires. The applied potential, monomer concentration, and base electrode shape all play important roles in determining the nano-
tubes’ morphologies. A mechanism based on the rates of monomer diffusion and reaction allows the synthesis of nanotubes at
high oxidation potentials; a mechanism dictated by the base-electrode shape dominates at very low oxidation potentials. The struc-
tures of the resulting conductive polymer nanotubes, such as those of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and polypyr-
role, can be characterized using scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. We also discuss these materials
in terms of their prospective use in nanotube-based electrochemical devices. For example, we describe an electrochromic device
incorporating PEDOT nanotubes that exhibits an ultrafast color switching rate (<10 ms) and strong coloration. In addition, we
report a supercapacitor based on PEDOT nanotubes that can provide more than 80% of its own energy density, even at power
demands as high as 25 kW/kg.


Introduction
Conductive polymers exhibit interesting and


important attributes such as metallic conductiv-


ity, facile interconversion between redox states,


and good tunability in their properties.1–4 These


characteristics are useful for an active material in


electronic or electrochemical devices and based


on the dopability of the conductive polymer with


counterions, photons, or charge carriers


(electron-holes).1–7 The doped and undoped (or


redox) states have very different properties in elec-


tronic, optical, physical, chemical, and electro-
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chemical aspects. Thus, the reversible interchange between


the redox states in the conductive polymer gives rise to the


changes in its properties including polymer conformation, dop-


ing level, conductivity, and color. These make the conduc-


tive polymer suitable for applications to displays, energy


storage devices, actuators, sensors, etc.8–15 However, the inter-


change rate is usually slow due to the rate-determining pro-


cess of counterion transport into the polymer layer for charge


balance.16–18 It usually takes a few hundred milliseconds or


more to complete the change in a regular conductive poly-


mer film.16–18 This slow interconversion rate is the main


obstacle for applications of these polymer films to devices


requiring fast charge/discharge capability such as electrochro-


mics and supercapacitors.


Because the switching rate is dependent on the ion-trans-


port rate in the polymer layer, a plausible solution to the slow


interchange rate is to reduce the ion-transport resistance in the


polymer. One approach is tailoring the polymer structure to


introduce molecular-scale porosity.4,19,20 Until now, the fast-


est electrochromic response achieved is ca. 90 ms, which was


demonstrated in the Reynolds group for a bulky conduc-


tive polymer such as poly(dimethyl-3,4-propylenediox-


ythiophene).20 Another molecular-structure-independent


approach is to create nanoscale porosity, which is embodied


in the form of nanotubes, nanowires, or random nanoporous


structures.21–36 These nanostructured materials can provide


intrinsically high surface area leading to high charge/discharge


capacities and short diffusion distances for ion transport, which


leads to fast charge/discharge rates (Figure 1).23,24 In partic-


ular, the nanotubular structure is attractive because its wall


thickness and length can be used to control the charge/dis-


charge rate and charge/discharge capacity, respectively. Fur-


thermore, the inside of hollow tubes can be readily modified


with other materials to further enhance their functions. In this


Account, we focus on recent progress in improvement of the


charge/discharge rate in conductive-polymer-based electro-


chemical devices by using nanotubular structures. We describe


the synthesis, growth mechanism, and characterization of


dimension-controlled nanotubes and their application to fast


color-switching electrochromic devices and high-power


supercapacitors.


Electrochemical Template Synthesis of
Nanotubes
Conductive polymer nanotubes have been fabricated by var-


ious methods. They can be divided into three categories: tem-


plate (or hard template),21,33,34 pseudotemplate (or soft


template),27,36 and template-free methods.10,36 The template


method has been widely used because of its simplicity, ver-


satility, and controllability. The hard template is usually a thin


porous film of aluminum oxide or polycarbonate.34 Materi-


als have been deposited in the cylindrical pores of this film to


form nanotubes or nanowires. This has been performed by


methods such as pressure injection, vapor deposition, chem-


ical deposition, and electrodeposition; and the last two of


these methods are the most popular in recent research.27,33–35


Here, we focus on the electrochemical template method to


synthesize conductive polymer nanotubes because it enables


a better control of nanotube dimension compared with the


chemical method. In addition, the nanostructures produced by


the electrochemical method are in solid contact with a base


electrode that is beneficial for further processing steps when


building an electrochemical device.


Since the first report of nanowire synthesis by Possin in


1970,29–35,37–39 many metallic, inorganic, organic, and other


nanowires have been made, but nanotube synthesis is more


difficult and requires more delicate control of experimental


parameters, such as concentration and reaction time. Only in


1990 were nanotubes first fabricated in template pores by


Martin and co-workers, who called it “template synthesis.”40,41


They electrochemically or chemically synthesized nanotubes


and nanofibers of conductive polymers22,29,40,42 such as poly-


pyrroles, polythiophenes, and polyaniline, as well as metals41


and inorganic compounds.30,31 Martin and co-workers have


shown that polypyrrole nanofibers (ca. 200 nm in diameters)


have higher charge transport rates than a conventional film


under the same conditions.29 Furthermore, they also demon-


strated rate capabilities of nanowires of other inorganic mate-


rials in battery applications that surpassed those of films.30,31


Later on, Demoustier-Champagne and co-workers chemically


and electrochemically synthesized nanotubes and nanowires


of various conductive polymers such as polyaniline, polypyr-


role, and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT).43–46 Joo


and co-workers have also electrochemically synthesized the


partially filled, long (up to 40 µm) nanotubes of conductive


FIGURE 1. Schematic of facile ion transport in various
nanostructures: (a) random porous structures; (b) nanowires; (c)
nanotubes.
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polymers (polyaniline, polypyrrole, and PEDOT) by control-


ling polymerization time and current for potential applications


to nanotip emitters for field emission displays and polymer-


based transistors.47,48 Recently, we have fabricated conduc-


tive polymer nanotubes with diverse inner morphologies (from


hollow nanotubes to solid nanowires) to develop fast color-


switching electrochromic devices.49–52


Growth Mechanism of Conductive Polymer
Nanotubes
Martin’s group proposed a mechanism based on electrostatic


and solvophobic interactions between the nascent polymer


and pore wall to explain the nanotube growth in template


pores.34 These interactions induce the polymer to nucleate


and grow preferentially along the pore wall to form tubular


structures. As polymerization proceeds further, the polymer


grows inwardly to form nanowires. This mechanism has been


successfully applied not only to chemical deposition but also


to the electrochemical synthesis of metallic nanotubes on pore


walls modified with organocyanides or organoamines, which


induce a strong affinity between metal ions and the pore wall


surface.53,54 However, it is insufficient to explain all the phe-


nomena and questions arising from the electrochemical dep-


osition (e.g., the production of partially filled nanotubes).49–52


Demoustier-Champagne and co-workers considered the effect


of the limited monomer and electrolyte diffusion on the


growth of polypyrrole nanotubes using a pulsed chronoamper-


ometry technique but could not find its significant effect due


to the limited experimental conditions and data analyses.43


Interestingly, contrary to what was observed in the synthesis


of polypyrrole nanotubes, they found that the interactions


between pore wall and polymers were not noticeable in the


synthesis of PEDOT nanotubes.44 Meanwhile, some other


groups have reported that the metallic nanotubes were syn-


thesized in the template pores without modification of the wall


surface.55,56 All these indicate that the interaction between the


pore wall and the polymer is not the sole mechanism that


contributes to the nanotube formation.


The applied potential and monomer concentration should


be considered for a better understanding of electrochemical


template synthesis because they are important experimental


parameters in the electrodeposition. To figure out their effects,


we used 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) as a model com-


pound and analyzed inner morphologies of PEDOT nanostruc-


tures synthesized at various monomer concentrations


(10-100 mM) and applied potentials (1.0-1.8 V). Electropo-


lymerization was performed potentiostatically with a Pt


counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode using 0.l


M LiClO4 in acetonitrile as an electrolyte solution. The results


are summarized in Figure 2 by plotting the tubular portion (R)


as a function of applied potential at given monomer concen-


trations. Here, the R is defined as the length of tubular sec-


tion divided by total length. The potential dependence of the


tubular portions has a complicated form but can be readily


understood by separately considering two regions divided at


1.4 V.


Growth Mechanism of Nanotubes at High Oxidation


Potentials (g1.4 V). The tubular portions increase along with


the applied potentials and against monomer concentrations at


the potentials higher than 1.4 V. This occurs when the reac-


tion is limited by the diffusion of monomers. To deepen our


understanding, we consider two extreme cases (Figure 3). One


is the case for low potential and high monomer concentra-


tion (e.g., 1.4 V, 100 mM EDOT). Because the monomers have


enough time to diffuse into the pore bottom under the slow


reaction rate, the polymerization reaction occurs on the whole


electrode surface without notable preference. This leads to


rigid, dense nanowires. The other is for high potential and low


monomer concentration (e.g., 1.8 V, 10 mM EDOT). In this sit-


uation, the polymerization reaction is very fast, and mono-


mer supply is not sufficient to fill out the pores. The diffused


monomers are immediately consumed to elongate the poly-


mer chain. Because the reaction initiates along the electrode


surface at the pore bottom, as shown in Figure 3b, the con-


ductive polymers are continuously deposited along the pore


wall. This produces long, porous, thin-walled nanotubes. Other


parameters, such as electrolyte concentration, pore diame-


ter, template thickness, stirring, temperature, also have influ-


ence on the inner morphology of nanotubes.51


FIGURE 2. Potential dependence of the tubular portions as a
function of applied potential at given monomer concentrations in
the electrochemical template synthesis of PEDOT nanostructures.
The nanotubular structures become relatively insensitive to
monomer concentrations at very low oxidation potentials in the
yellow boxed region.
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Growth Mechanism of Nanotubes at Very Low
Oxidation Potentials (<1.4 V). Nanotubular structures are


favored and are nearly independent of monomer concentra-


tions at potentials lower than 1.4 V (Figure 2, yellow region),


contrary to our expectation of obtaining more solid nanowire


structures. This phenomenon cannot be explained by the


above mechanism, implying that another deterministic param-


eter exists at very low oxidation potentials. Because the reac-


tion occurs slowly at very low oxidation potentials, the


morphology of base electrodes at the pore bottom becomes


critical to initiate polymerization. Usually the base electrodes


are made by sputtering or evaporating the thin metal layer


onto the template surface. During this process the sputtered


metal travels into the pores of the template and forms an


annular electrode at the bottom of the pores (Figure 4a). The


electrochemically active sites at these annular electrodes dom-


inate more on the sharp top surface than on the smooth lat-


eral surface because of high charge density at the sharp tips.


As the reaction proceeds, the top end of the conductive poly-


mers becomes good active sites for further elongation until a


significant IR drop along the polymer is reached. This pro-


duces rigid nanotubes due to the slow monomer consump-


tion and enough monomer supply at the sharp tips. This


explanation is supported by the experiments on flat-top elec-


trodes, which are generated by further depositing gold elec-


trochemically on the annular base electrode (Figure 4b). The


synthesis of PEDOT on the flat-top electrodes at the very low


oxidation potential of 1.2 V gives solid nanowires. Further-


more, the potential dependence of nanotubular portions at the


flat-top electrodes becomes explainable by the diffusion and


reaction kinetics seen in the high oxidation potential region


(g1.4 V) in Figure 2, which shows that the tubular portion


increases with the reaction potentials. Therefore, the base elec-


trode shape is the key factor determining nanotube morphol-


ogy below 1.4 V, and EDOT polymerization preferentially


occurs on the tips of the annular base electrodes.


Other Conductive Polymers. The elaborated growth


mechanism of PEDOT nanotubes is also useful to the nano-


tube synthesis of other conductive polymers such as polypyr-


role and poly(3-hexylthiophene). Figure 5 shows the electron


microscopy images of the polypyrrole nanostructures synthe-


FIGURE 3. Growth mechanism of PEDOT nanostructures based on
diffusion and reaction kinetics for high oxidation potential region
(g1.4 V). Two extreme cases are considered: (a) slow reaction rate
under sufficient monomer supply and (b) fast reaction rate under
insufficient monomer supply. FIGURE 4. Growth mechanism of PEDOT nanostructures at very


low oxidation potentials (<1.4 V): the predominance of
electrochemically active sites on sharp electrode edges. Two base
electrodes are considered: (a) annular and (b) flat-top electrodes.
SEM images present the base electrode morphologies, and TEM
images show the PEDOT nanostructures synthesized at the
corresponding base electrodes.


FIGURE 5. SEM and corresponding TEM images of polypyrrole
nanostructures synthesized at (a) low, (b) middle, and (c) high
potentials (0.7, 1.4, and 1.8 V, respectively).
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sized at three different conditions: low, middle, and high


potentials (0.7, 1.4, and 1.8 V, respectively). As in PEDOT syn-


thesis, the potential dependence of nanotubular portions in


polypyrrole synthesis showed a similar trend: minimum tubu-


lar portions at moderate potentials around 1.4 V (Figure 5b).


The growth of the rigid polypyrrole nanotubes at very low oxi-


dation potential of 0.7 V can be explained by the mechanism


based on electrochemically active sites at the annular elec-


trodes. On the other hand, the increase in tubular portions at


the potentials above 1.4 V is understood by the mechanism


based on the reaction rate and monomer diffusion. Poly(3-


hexylthiophene) has also shown a similar trend (data not


shown here) that can also be understood using this elabo-


rated growth mechanism.51


Characterization of Nanotube Structures
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of conduc-


tive polymer nanotubes are quite different from those of


metallic nanotubes because of the polymeric flexibility of the


conductive polymers. Figure 6 shows the SEM images of three


representative nanostructures of a conductive polymer (nano-


wire, partially filled nanotube, and hollow nanotube). The


common feature in the three SEM images is the collapse and


aggregation of the nanostructures due to strong surface ten-


sion between the nanostructures and the liquid during sol-


vent evaporation in a sampling process. This phenomenon has


also been observed in metallic or inorganic nanostructures.


The notable difference in the SEM images of the conductive


polymer nanostructures is the degree of collapse. The hol-


low nanotubes have highly wrinkled and collapsed structures


from the bottom, rather than smooth cylindrical structures,


because their walls are too thin to maintain their original struc-


tures (Figure 6b). This wrinkled and collapsed structure in the


SEM image can be a useful indicator of the tubular structure


in the conductive polymers. The partially filled nanotubes look


like a combination of a nanotube and ananowire (Figure 6c).


The lower part of the partially filled nanotubes resembles a


cylindrical nanowire, while their upper part resembles a col-


lapsed nanotube.


The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the


conductive polymer nanotubes are also interesting, as shown


in the lower images in Figure 6. The outer diameters of nano-


tubes (ca. 300 nm) are much larger than the pore diameters


of the alumina template (ca. 200 nm). This indicates that the


cylindrical structure of the individual nanotube becomes flat


due to its low rigidity. This feature is manifested in the par-


tially filled nanotubes: the diameter of the tubular section con-


tinuously increases toward its top because of gradual collapse


of the tubular section.


Fast Color-Switching Electrochromic
Devices
Electrochromics is one of the fascinating properties of con-


ducting polymers. This electrochromic property can be applied


to smart windows, rear-view mirrors, electronic paper, displays,


stealth technology, etc.4 Fast color switching is a prerequi-


site, especially for display applications. At a theater, movies


are usually played at a speed of 24 frames/s. Thus, the color


switching time should be less than 40 ms to play movies with


good quality. In the case of PEDOT films, it usually takes 1-2


s to change colors.19,57 Even though reduction of the film


thickness can improve the color-switching rate, this is accom-


panied by the loss of color contrast and vividness of the thin


film. Recently, we have pioneered fast electrochromics using


a nanotubular structure of PEDOT and achieved extremely fast


electrochromic responses without sacrificing the color con-


trast.49 The long, thin-walled nanotubes of PEDOT can pro-


vide short diffusion pathways for counterions for fast redox


switching (less than 10 ms; Figure 7a), as well as strong col-


oration (contrast of 6) for display applications (Figure 7b). We


have also developed two additional nanotube-based electro-


chromic devices: flexible reflectance-type and window-type


devices. A flexible, translucent, track-etched polycarbonate (PC)


film was used as a template for the flexible reflectance-type


device, while a transparent porous alumina film was used for


the window-type device.


Flexible Reflectance-Type Electrochromic Devices. Fig-


ure 7c shows a fabricated flexible electrochromic device.


PEDOT nanotubes are grown in 10 mM EDOT in acetonitrile


at 1.2 V for 40 s. The device is switched from the oxidized to


reduced states by applying alternating square potentials


between 1.0 and -1.0 V. The electrochromic device shows


strong coloration and flexibility. Its color is yellowish at the


oxidized state due to the background of the sputtered gold


FIGURE 6. SEM and corresponding TEM images of three
representative PEDOT nanostructures: (a) nanowires with an open-
ended tip, (b) hollow nanotubes, and (c) partially filled nanotubes.
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electrode (upper image), while it is dark blue at the reduced


state (lower image). The reflectance ratio between the colored


and decolored states of the PEDOT-nanotube-based electro-


chromic device is about 6 (Figure 7d), which is comparable to


the previously reported values.57 Due to the high flexibility of


the PC template, the electrochromic devices are rolled up eas-


ily. The oxidation and reduction processes show switching


times of 20 and 30 ms, respectively (Figure 7d).


Window-Type Electrochromic Devices. The merit of


porous alumina structures is that they can be prepared on var-


ious substrates such as glass, silicon, and others.58–60 Indium-


doped tin oxide (ITO) is a suitable substrate as a transparent


electrode. Figure 8a illustrates the fabrication scheme for a


window-type electrochromic device. First, a thin layer of alu-


minum (1-2 µm thick) is sputter-coated onto ITO-coated


glass. Then the resulting aluminum film is anodized at a con-


stant voltage to generate highly ordered porous alumina struc-


tures. The pores of the alumina template are chemically


widened to desired pore diameters.58–60 Then, PEDOT is elec-


trodeposited in the pores to grow nanostructures.


There are two difficulties in synthesizing conductive poly-


mer nanotubes in this system. The first is that the base elec-


trode shape at the pore bottom is flat rather than annular.


Thus, it is difficult to synthesize rigid PEDOT nanotubes at very


low oxidation potential on the basis of the mechanism by the


annular electrodes. We rely on the mechanism based on dif-


fusion and reaction kinetics. The second problem is that the


porous film is much thinner (∼2 µm) than the commercial one


(∼60 µm). This situation makes the monomer diffusion into


the pores much easier. Thus, the synthesis of PEDOT nano-


tubes at the flat base electrodes in the thin template pores is


performed at lower monomer concentration and higher


applied potential (2.5 mM EDOT and 1.8 V).


Figure 8b shows an electrochromic device with four win-


dows composed of PEDOT nanotube array. The oxidized


(first and third) and reduced (second and fourth) windows


of the PEDOT nanotube array exhibit transparent pale blue


and deep blue, respectively. The color-switching times for


decoloring (oxidation) and coloring (reduction) processes


are 50 and 70 ms, respectively. These response speeds are


a bit slower than those in our previous results (4-30


ms).49,50 This can be explained by the slow diffusion of


counterions to the partially filled nanotubes. Meanwhile, the


window-type electrochromic device shows good transmit-


FIGURE 7. (a) Reflectivity plot for a nonflexible electrochromic
device monitored at 600-nm wavelength for alternating potentials
between -1.0 and 1.0 V. (b) Patterned letter “N” on the PEDOT
nanotube arrayed film. (c) Fabricated flexible electrochromic device
at oxidized (upper image) and reduced (lower image) states. (d)
Reflectivity plot for a flexible electrochromic device. The dashed
lines represent 90% recovery of the full reflectivity.


FIGURE 8. (a) Schematic diagram of the synthesis of PEDOT
nanotubes in porous alumina structures on an ITO/glass substrate.
(b) Electrochromic device with four windows (the first and third
windows are oxidized (pale blue) while the second and fourth ones
are reduced (dark blue)) and a SEM image at a certain area of one
window, showing the PEDOT nanotubular array structure after the
removal of the template. (c) Plot of the transmittance change at
600 nm as a function of time.
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tance of about 56%, which is comparable to the value (ca.


54%) reported in a conventional film.57 This good trans-


mittance can be attributed to the glass-like transparency of


the alumina template/ITO/glass substrate.


High-Power Energy Storage Devices:
Supercapacitor
Another interesting application of conductive polymer nano-


tubes using their fast charge/discharge characteristic is high-


power energy storage devices such as supercapacitors and


batteries.61–64 Recent batteries can provide high energy den-


sities but still suffer from low power densities. One approach


to this problem is the use of nanostructured batteries, which


can provide high power density by enhancing the charge/dis-


charge rates.30,31 Another approach is to use supercapacitors,


which produce necessarily high peak power in conjunction


with a battery.64


The conductive polymers can store energy by accumulat-


ing/releasing countercharges under the electric field arising


from their redox reactions.13,64 Even though the redox-type


supercapacitors made of conductive polymers can provide


high specific capacitances, the power capability is not satis-


factory due to the slow ion-transport processes during the


redox reaction of the polymer. This can be overcome by using


nanotubular structures as in the fast electrochromic devices.


The energy (E) of any energy storage device under a con-


stant current is given by


E )∫ V dq ) I∫ V dt (1)


where V, q, I, and t represent voltage, charge, current, and


time, respectively. The energy of a capacitor is usually


obtained from a V-t curve under a constant current. This is


done in electrochemistry by using the charge/discharge


cycling at a constant current density. Figure 9 shows the gal-


vanostatic charge/discharge cycling curve at the current den-


sity of 5 mA/cm2 for a PEDOT-nanotube-based electrode (500


mC/cm2 in polymerization charge density). The specific capac-


itance (Cs) is given by


Cs ) I/(me dV/dt) (2)


where me is the weight of the electrode material (0.3 mg/cm2).


The obtained specific capacitance is about 132 F/g. The high


linearity and symmetry (or uniform slope) in the charge/dis-


charge curve of the nanotube-based electrode represents its


closeness to an ideal capacitor. The slower the voltage change,


the larger the energy is because the stored energy is the area


under a V-t graph. The obtained energy density is about 27


W · h/kg. Meanwhile, the power (P) is defined as the energy


generated or consumed in a time interval dt


P ) dE/dt ) VI (3)


Because the voltage changes linearly with time, the average


power density becomes half of the maximum power density


and is about 10.5 kW/kg at this condition.


The high power performance of a symmetric supercapaci-


tor based on PEDOT nanotubes is exhibited in a Ragone plot


(Figure 10),62,63 which is a plot of energy density versus power


density obtained at various current densities (0.5, 1, 2.5, 5,


10, 15, 20, and 25 mA/cm2). In many electrochemical super-


capacitors, the available energy density is significantly reduced


at the power density higher than 10 kW/kg. However, the


PEDOT-nanotube-based supercapacitor can maintain at least


FIGURE 9. Galvanostatic charge/discharge curve of a PEDOT-
nanotube-based electrode at the current density of 5 mA/cm2. The
shaded area multiplied by current represents the total energy.


FIGURE 10. Plot of energy densities versus power densities
(Ragone plot) for various energy storage devices. Closed circles
represent data from the PEDOT-nanotube-based supercapacitor.
Data for other systems are adapted from ref 61.
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80% of its maximum energy density (ca. 7.5 W · h/kg) even


when the power density is boosted to 25 kW/kg. Therefore,


the nanotubular structure is a good candidate for a superca-


pacitor that provides high power density without significant


loss of its energy density.


Conclusion and Outlook
In this Account, we introduced the prospect of nanotubular


structures to achieve fast charge/discharge rates in conduc-


tive polymers and presented our work related to the con-


trolled synthesis, growth mechanism, and characterization of


PEDOT nanotubes in electrochemical template synthesis. The


morphology of nanostructures electrochemically grown in the


template pores was predicted by considering the diffusion and


reaction kinetics as well as the interaction between pore wall


and polymers at high oxidation potentials. However, the base


electrode shape plays an important role in determining nano-


tube morphology at very low oxidation potentials. This elab-


orated mechanism is applicable to other conductive polymers


and inorganic materials and helpful for fabrication of compos-


ite structures such as nanotube/nanotube, nanotube/nano-


wire, or nanotube/nanoparticles, as well. The controlled


synthetic technique for nanotubular structures made it feasi-


ble to investigate the performances of nanotube-based elec-


trochemical devices. The electrochromic device of PEDOT


nanotubes showed ultrafast color switching rate and strong


coloration; the supercapacitor of PEDOT nanotubes provided


its own energy density at high power demand. However, our


research is still in its infancy with respect to realistic devices.


For example, we need to improve the color vividness and mul-


tiplicity in the electrochromic devices and specific capacitance


and energy density in the supercapacitor. Recently, we have


found that nanotube-based composite structures of conduc-


tive polymer and metal oxide have enhanced electrochemi-


cal properties and have been investigating further exciting


developments concerning electrochemical devices. Our under-


standing on the growth mechanism of conductive polymer


nanotubes and synthetic techniques to control the nanotube


morphology will be a cornerstone to fabricate diverse nano-


structures and accomplish faster, more efficient electrochem-


ical devices.
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C O N S P E C T U S


In the mid-1990s, it became possible to pre-
pare high-area silicas having pore diame-


ters controllably adjustable in the range ca.
20-200 Å. Moreover, the inner walls of these
nanoporous solids could be functionalized to
yield single-site, chiral, catalytically active orga-
nometallic centers, the precise structures of
which could be determined using in situ X-ray
absorption and FTIR and multinuclear magic
angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy. This approach opened up the prospect of performing heterogeneous enantiose-
lective conversions in a novel manner, under the spatial restrictions imposed by the nanocavities within which the reac-
tions occur. In particular, it suggested an alternative method for preparing pharmaceutically and agrochemically useful
asymmetric products by capitalizing on the notion, initially tentatively perceived, that spatial confinement of prochiral reac-
tants (and transition states formed at the chiral active center) would provide an altogether new method of boosting the enan-
tioselectivity of the anchored chiral catalyst. Initially, we anchored chiral single-site heterogeneous catalysts to nanopores
covalently via a ligand attached to Pd(II) or Rh(I) centers. Later, we employed a more convenient and cheaper electrostatic
method, relying in part on strong hydrogen bonding. This Account provides many examples of these processes, encom-
passing hydrogenations, oxidations, and aminations. Of particular note is the facile synthesis from methyl benzoylformate
of methyl mandelate, which is a precursor in the synthesis of pemoline, a stimulant of the central nervous system; our pro-
cedure offers several viable methods for reducing ketocarboxylic acids. In addition to relying on earlier (synchrotron-
based) in situ techniques for characterizing catalysts, we have constructed experimental procedures involving robotically
controlled catalytic reactors that allow the kinetics of conversion and enantioselectivity to be monitored continually, and we
have access to sophisticated, high-sensitivity chiral chromatographic facilities and automated high-throughput combinato-
rial test rigs so as to optimize the reaction conditions (e.g., H2 pressure, temperature, time on-stream, pH, and choice of
ligand and central metal ion) for high enantioselectivity. This Account reports our discoveries of selective hydrogenations
and aminations of synthetic, pharmaceutical, and biological significance, and the findings of other researchers who have
achieved similar success in oxidations, dehydrations, cyclopropanations, and hydroformylations. Although the practical advan-
tages and broad general principles governing the enhancement of enantioselectivity through spatial confinement are clear,
we require a deeper theoretical understanding of the details pertaining to the phenomenology involved, particularly through
molecular dynamics simulations. Ample scope exists for the general exploitation of nanospace in asymmetric hydrogena-
tions with transition metal complexes and for its deployment for the formation of C-N, C-C, C-O, C-S, and other bonds.


I. Introduction


Hitherto chemists have not been able to devise a


generally applicable strategy for assembling new


solid catalysts capable of facilitating the entire


sweep of conversions embracing regioselective,


shape-selective, and enantioselective processes.


This work arose because one of us (J.M.T.) felt that
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such a strategy could be evolved. Late in the 1980s, he real-


ized1 that open-structure inorganic solids offered opportuni-


ties for the design of new heterogeneous catalysts that could


contain accessible spatially well-separated and structurally


well-defined active centers that simulate the behavior of


homogeneous and enzymatic catalysts.


Numerous inorganic single-site heterogenous catalysts


(SSHCs, with Brönsted or Lewis acid or coordinatively unsat-


urated metals or redox-active centers) were designed2 by us


and found to offer environmentally benign, single-step (and


often solvent-free) routes for the preparation of heavy


chemicals,3,4 builder molecules,5 some fine chemicals6 and


vitamins (e.g., niacin).7 The majority of these regio- and shape-


selective SSHCs were based on microporous solids possess-


ing pore diameters up to ca. 10 Å. The active centers were


incorporated into the open-structure hosts using proven meth-


ods of solid-state syntheses.5


In 1995, it was suggested to one of us (J.M.T.) by his post-


doctoral colleague, Thomas Maschmeyer, that the newly avail-


able family of mesoporous silicas8 that they had used9 to


anchor organometallic molecules for the preparation of single-


site, TiIV-centered solid epoxidation catalysts might present


novel opportunities for improving enantioselectivities in cer-


tain chiral conversions. The idea, illustrated in Figure 1a,b, was


deliberate restriction of spatial freedom in the vicinity of an


active center tethered to the inner wall of a nanopore in such


a manner that a prochiral molecule approaching it and its


chiral ligands would suffer additional interaction with the pore


wall.10,11 This interaction would be approximately equal to the


energy difference between the two transition states that lead


FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic representation of the confinement concept in which a substrate is incarcerated within the cavity of a chirally
modified mesoporous host, which leads to chiral heterogeneous catalysis, and (b) an example of the tethered (S)-1-[(R)-1,2′-
bis(diphenylphosphino)-ferrocenyl]ethyl-N,N′-dimethylethylenediamine palladium dichloride catalyst showing the influence of the pore wall.
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to the chiral products. Specifically, it was felt11 that a prochiral


olefin, approaching a single-site chiral catalyst such as one


derived from a diphenyl-phosphinoferrocenyl (dppf) complex


with palladium,12 would, upon hydrogenation, exhibit


enhanced enantiomeric excess (ee) compared with the value


obtained when the same chiral catalyst functioned in homo-


geneous solution. If true, this confinement procedure could


also yield enhanced enantioselectivities in hydroformylations,


carbamate syntheses, and epoxidations using immobilized


MnIII-salen complexes, as well as in many other chiral con-


versions (see below).


By now, numerous examples exist (in our own work) where


asymmetric catalysis occurs when appropriately selected chiral


active centers are immobilized within the pores of mesopo-


rous materials.5,13–18 Moreover, short reviews19–22 have


recently appeared that confirm the merit of exploiting nano-


space in the manner adumbrated above. Greater light has


been shed on the precise way in which enantioselectivities are


enhanced as a result of very recent molecular dynamics sim-


ulations,23 which also embraces the fruitful notion of contin-


uous chirality measure introduced by Alvarez and Avnir.24 In


addition, we have conducted specific tests involving a series


of mesoporous silcas with well-defined but different values of


pore diameter and shown (see below) that there is a progres-


sive diminution in the enantiomeric excess (ee) values for a


given conversion as the diameter increases (see Figure 7).


Others have also reported on or hinted at the scope that


exists with confined chiral (immobilized) active centers in


effecting several kinds of chiral catalytic reactions such as the


well-documented examples of reductions, oxidations, epoxi-


dations, Si-H insertions, aminations, cyclopropanations, and


dehydrations in the open and patent literature.22,23


Some investigators have used polymeric supports or encap-


sulation within zeolites to construct their confined chiral cat-


alysts. We have used silica exclusively in view of its numerous


practical advantages: it (i) does not swell on exposure to sol-


vent or reactants, (ii) has high mechanical and thermal resis-


tance, (iii) has high stability during repeated recycling of the


catalyst and separation of products, and (iv) is relatively easy


to prepare (compared, for example, with encapsulation within


zeolites). Because of the single-site nature of the chiral cata-


lyst tethered inside the siliceous nanopore, the reactions yield


molecularly well-defined products, and it is relatively straight-


forward to characterize in atomic detail (with multinuclear


magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR, FTIR and extended X-ray


absorption fine structure (EXAFS))13,14,16 the precise atomic


nature of the active centers.


Initially, we utilized mesoporous silicas belonging to the so-


called MCM-41 family8 prepared from surfactants as structure-


directing agents. Later we used the Davison family of


mesoporous silca gels manufactured by the W.R. Grace Co.


Whereas the former have highly ordered pores of a sharply


defined diameter, controllable within the range 20-100 Å


diameter, the Davison mesoporous silicas are disordered, but


the pore-size distribution is centered around a particular


(desired) diameter ranging from 38 to 250 Å. They are pre-


pared25 without recourse to the use of a surfactant or liquid-


crystal structure-directing agent, as is generally the case with


those mesoporous silicas now in extensive use.26 Moreover


they are thermally and mechanically robust and are


inexpensive.


The approach we describe below to prepare products of


high optical purity has many advantages. First, because the


confined and anchored organometallic catalyst is heteroge-


neous, separation of products is straightforward. Second, when


the anchored catalyst exhibits no tendency to leach away on


successive use (there are several ways of ensuring this), the


method may be used repeatedly without loss of expensive


cation (e.g., Rh or Pd) or of even more expensive chiral


ligands, in contrast to the situation that exists for homoge-


neous enantiomeric catalysts. In addition, there is adequate


scope with such confined (nanoporous) chiral catalysts to uti-


lize ligands that are relatively inexpensive and quite accessi-


ble, such as those involving nitrogen functionalization, rather


than the more costly phosphorus ones, as many of the exam-


ples cited below show. Lastly, the diameters of the mesopo-


rous silicas are large enough to permit facile diffusion of


reactants to and products from the active sites. Quite high


turnover frequencies are therefore expected and are indeed


often found.


II. Proof of Principle via Heterogeneous
Allylic Amination13,14,16


Our first practical test involved C-N bond formation in the


allylic amination (the “well-known” Trost-Tsuji reaction16) of


cinnamyl acetate, see Scheme 1. Three different catalysts were


used (two heterogeneous (b, c) and one homogeneous (a)), but


the chiral active center was identical in all three, see Figure 2.


SCHEME 1. Allylic Amination of Cinnamyl Acetate with
Benzylamine (Trost-Tsuji Reaction)16
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The chiral ligand attached to the dppfPdCl2, (dppf ≡ (S)-1-


[(R)-1,2′-bis (diphenyl-phosphino)ferrocenyl]), which, in turn,


was covalently tethered to the mesoporous silica, was ethyl-


N,N′-dimethylethylenediamine. The confined catalyst used


here is tethered inside ca. 30 Å diameter mesopores in an


MCM-41 silica. The unconfined catalyst consists of a commer-


cially available nonporous silica known as Cabosil, which has


convex surfaces, to which was tethered the same chiral (S)-1-


[(R)-1,2′-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocenyl]ethyl-N,N′-dimeth-


ylethylenediamine palladium dichloride active center. The


homogeneous analogue (which is soluble in cyclohexane) of


these two catalysts consists of the same active center attached


to one of the vertices of the cyclohexyl silsesquioxane to form


dppf [c(C6H11)7Si7O12]. To ensure that no active sites are


bound to the exterior surface of the silica, pretreatment with


diphenyl dichlorosilane was carried out so as to convert all the


silanol groups initially resident there into chemisorbed phe-


nylated silane (see Figures 51 and 52 of ref 13 for more struc-


tural details).


Insofar as the procedural aspects of anchoring the tethered


chiral organometallic moiety are concerned, the inner walls of


the mesoporous silica were first derivatized with 3-propyl-


trichlorosilane. The ferrocenyl-based ligand was prepared by


Hayashi’s method,12 it was incorporated by using an excess


of it into the mesoporous silica (MCM-41), and then it was


treated with PdCl2/MeCN to yield the active, immobilized


chiral catalyst. As described fully elsewhere,14 the structural


integrity of the organometallic dppf-PdII entity remained intact


after immobilization. The EXAFS studies also indicated


this,13,14 and so did the 13C and 31P MAS NMR spectra.


The results of this test (see Table 1.), chosen to probe simul-


taneously the regio- and enantioselectivity of the process, are


very revealing. Whereas the unconfined heterogeneous cata-


lyst yields a minute amount (2%) of the (desirable) branched


product, the confined one yields an essentially equal amount


of chiral (branched) and straight-chain products. More signif-


icantly, in the confined catalyst, we find that the product


exhibits an ee value of 95%, far in excess of the 43% seen


in the minute amount of branched product seen in the case


of the unconfined catalyst. The homogeneous catalyst yields


the straight-chain product almost exclusively; this is not sur-


prising because there are no spatial restrictions that would bias


the products toward the branched-chain isomer. We note in


passing that the regioselectivity seen in the confined catalyst


is not high.


It is very likely that with judicious selection of the size and


shape of the anchored chiral catalyst and the nanospace


FIGURE 2. Depiction of the catalytically active dppf-diamine palladium dichloride catalyst attached to a soluble silsesquioxane moiety (a),
tethered to a nonporous silica, Cabosil (b), and spatially confined within a mesoporous silica, MCM-41 (c).


TABLE 1. Allylic Amination of Cinnamyl Acetate and Benzylamine
Using (S)-1-[(R)-1,2′-Bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocenyl]ethyl-N,N′-
dimethylethylenediamine Palladium Dichloride in Homogeneous
Form, Tethered to Nonporous Silica (Cabosil) and Spatially Confined
with Mesoporous Silica (MCM-41)a)


dppf-ferrocenyl-diamine-
Pd catalyst conv (%) 1 (%) 2 (%) ee (%)


homogeneous 76 99+
tethered silica 98 98 2 43
MCM-41-confined 99+ 50 50 95


a See Scheme 1 for description of products.
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within which it is confined, many other C-N and C-C form-


ing enantioselective reactions could be designed, utilizing


other platinum-group metals (Ru, Os, Ir, and Pt) apart from the


Pd and Rh used by us.


In a closely related (later) study, by Hultman et al.27 involv-


ing Si-H insertion reactions (see Scheme 2), a significant


improvement in enantioselectivity was observed by immobi-


lizing a chiral dirhodium complex (see Scheme 3) on a silica


known as Aerosil 200, the average pore diameter of which


was ca. 500 Å. Using the same anchored complex and


reagents but an MCM-41 silica (pore diameter 19 Å) for the


confinement, there was no observable catalytic activity, prob-


ably because the pores of this silica were too small to accom-


modate the transition-state formed between the two reactants


shown in Scheme 2. Given that Aerosil 200 has a rather broad


pore-size distribution, it is conceivable that ee values substan-


tially in excess of the 28% reported by Hultman et al. could


be achieved if another commercially available nanoporous sil-


ica such as Davison 634 (with a sharply defined pore size of


60 Å) were used for this Si-H insertion reaction.


III. Selection of Other Examples Where
Confinement in Nanopores Enhances
Enantioselectivity
We have focused almost exclusively on our own work on


asymmetric hydrogenation, and most of the examples cited


below belong to that reaction type. For completeness, a few


other reactions in which the confinement effect has boosted


enantioselectivity are also given. The reader is also referred to


very recent reviews by McMorn and Hutchings21 and by Li et


al.22 who deal with enantiomeric oxidations in confined


spaces especially with anchored Mn(salen) complexes.


a. The One-Step Conversion of Ethyl Nicotinate to
Ethyl Nipecotinate. Ethyl nipecotinate is an important inter-


mediate in biological and medicinal transformations. Previ-


ous efforts to hydrogenate enantioselectively an aromatic ring


such as that in ethyl nicotinate had resulted in values of ee


that were less than 6%, but a two-step (Scheme 4) process


(using a cinchonidine-modified Pd catalyst supported on car-


bon) raised the ee to 19% at a conversion of 12%.28 Using


our (S)-1-[(R)-1,2′-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocenyl]ethyl-N,N′-
dimethylethylene-diamine palladium dichloride catalyst con-


fined within the 30 Å pores of mesoporous MCM-41, we


achieved (in a single step) conversions in excess of 50% and


an order of magnitude improvement in the ee (see Table 2.).18


The homogeneous analogue, which was grafted to the ver-


tex of an incompletely condensed silsesquioxane cube29


(dppf[c(C6H11)7Si7O12]), resulted in a racemic product, thereby


proving the chiral advantage achieved by confinement of the


dppf-ethyl-N,N′-dimethylethylenediamine-PdCl2, active cen-


ter inside the siliceous mesopore (Figure 3).


SCHEME 2. Si-H Insertion of Methyl Phenyl Diazoacetate with
Dimethylphenylsilane Using Immobilized Dirhodium Carboxamide
Catalysts


SCHEME 3. Chiral Dirhodium Carboxamide Complexes Anchored
on Aerosil 20027 Display More than Ten-Fold Increase in
Enantioselectivity Compared with Their Homogeneous Analogues in
the Si-H Insertion of Methyl Phenyl-Diazoacetate with
Dimethylphenylsilane (See Scheme 2)


SCHEME 4. The Two-Step (Conventional) Hydrogenation Ethyl
Nicotinate to Ethyl Nipecotinate


TABLE 2. The Effect of the Homogeneous (I), Tethered (II) and
Spatially Confined (III) dppf-Diamine Palladium Dichloride Catalysts
for the Asymmetric Hydrogenation of Ethyl Nicotinate to Ethyl
Nipecotinatea


dppf-ferrocenyl-
diamine-pd Catalyst


substrate
(reactant) t (h)


conv
(%)


ee
(%)


homogeneous (I) ethyl nicotinate 72 15.9
120 27.2


tethered silica (II) ethyl nicotinate 72 12.6 2
120 19.2 2


tethered to MCM-41
and confined inside
mesopore (III)


ethyl nicotinate 48 35.5 17


72 53.7 20
a See Scheme 4 and Figure 3 for more details.
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b. Asymmetric Hydrogenation of E-r-Phenylcinnamic


Acid and Methyl Benzoylformate. Enantiomerically


enriched R- and �-hydroxy carboxylic esters are valuable


reagents and important intermediates in the preparation of


pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals.30,31 Esters of mandelic


acid, for example, are used as precursors in the synthesis of


pemoline, a central nervous system (CNS) stimulant, and in the


production of artificial flavors and perfumes. Methyl mande-


lates are currently prepared by direct esterification of man-


delic acid with alcohols in the presence of sulfuric acid.32 This


method of direct esterification with strong acids not only has


the disadvantages associated with the corrosive nature of the


acid but is usually accompanied by side reactions such as car-


bonization, oxidation, and etherification, which decrease the


overall selectivity and enantiopurity.33 In addition, expensive


downstream processing and post-treatment pollution prob-


lems make the process commercially and environmentally


unattractive.


Even though enzymes are currently more extensively used


industrially than asymmetric transition-metal (TM) complexes


for enantioselective catalytic conversions involving pharma-


ceuticals and agrochemicals, TM complexes are of growing


importance in this context. Biological processes using micro-


organisms for asymmetric reduction have the inherent prob-


lem of stability of the enzyme and high costs associated with


external cofactors.31 Organometallic chiral complexes have,


however, overwhelmingly, been utilized homogeneously, and


their heterogeneous asymmetric counterparts have hitherto


FIGURE 3. The dppf-diamine palladium dichloride catalyst confined within mesoporous silica (c) yields a substantial ee of the desired
nipecotinate product compared with the homogeneous silsesquioxane analogue (a) and the nonconstrained variant tethered to nonporous
silica, Cabosil (b), see Table 2.


SCHEME 5. Some Asymmetric Diamine Ligands (a) that Can Be Anchored to the Concave Surfaces of Mesoporous Silicas via Covalent (Using
BF4


- Anion) and Non-Covalent Methods (Using CF3SO3
- Counterion) (b)
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performed disappointingly so far as their enantioselectivity is


concerned, largely because they contained a range of differ-


ent kinds of active centers, each with its own catalytic selec-


tivity, a situation that contrasts markedly with the one


prevailing here with single-site solid (chiral) catalysts that we


describe below. Moreover, one of the major disadvantages of


using customary chiral phosphines is their high coststhe cost


of the ligand, in most applications, outweighs the cost of the


final productsand sensitivity to oxidation, which limits their


industrial applicability.


Comparatively few reports have hitherto been published in


which RhI or PdII asymmetric complexes without phosphine


ligands have been used to activate hydrogen, but a growing


number employing nitrogen-containing ligands has appeared


of late for the purpose of enantioselective conversions.34 The


validity of our earlier strategic principle (see section II), boosted


by support from German Chemical Industry,35–37 led us to


evaluate the reality of tethering rather inexpensive diamine


asymmetric ligands (Scheme 5), onto the inner walls of non-


ordered mesoporous silicas. The argument behind using such


an approach was to substantiate the concept that the diamine


ligands tethered at concave silica surfaces would boost the


enantioselectivity to a far greater degree, in contrast to hav-


ing them attached to convex surfaces. The idea is that the con-


fining dimensions of the interior of a pore should be able to


restrict the possible orientations that a bulky reactant can


assume as it approaches a chiral catalytic center that is


attached to a concave pore wall (see Figure 4). If a reactant is


nudged by its surroundings into the right orientation for a ste-


reospecific reaction, then the reaction should proceed enan-


tioselectively.


The ligands shown in Scheme 5 can be anchored


covalently17 to the inner walls of the mesoporous silica (MCM-


41, in this case) using a BF4
- anion that is hydrogen-bonded


to the nitrogen of the amino group in the ligand to secure the


cationic organometallic catalyst in place. It is seen that the


molecular cation (that functions as a chiral catalyst) is hydro-


gen-bonded (visible in the crystal structure)17 to the BF4
-


anion via the pendant nitrogen of the pyrrolidine. The cata-


lyst itself is pseudo-square-planar where the metal (RhI or PdII)


is bonded to 1,5-cyclooctadiene (COD). The results for the


hydrogenation of E-R-phenylcinnamic acid and methylben-


zoylformate (Scheme 6) are summarized in Table 3. Further,


by grafting the RhI chiral complex on both a concave silica


(using MCM-41, 30 Å diameter) and a convex silica (a non-


porous, Cabosil silica), we established beyond doubt that it is


FIGURE 4. Enantioselectivity can be induced by tethering chiral dppf-diamine-based catalysts to the inner walls of mesoporous silica (a) or
by anchoring diamine asymmetric ligands (shown in Scheme 5) onto concave surfaces (b). In the case of the former, it is the constraints
imposed by the space surrounding the metal center that facilitates the enantioselectivity, whereas in the case of the latter, it is the restricted
access generated by the concavity of the pore that is the principal determinant for the ensuing enantioselectivity.


SCHEME 6. Schematic Representation of the Asymmetric
Hydrogenation of E-R-Phenyl Cinnamic Acid and Methyl
Benzoylformate
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the spatial restrictions imposed by the concave surface at


which the active center is located that enhances the enanti-


oselectivity of the catalyst (see Figure 5).


c. The Influence of Pore Diameter on the Efficacy of
Anchored Enantiomeric Catalysts. Because we believe that


our own approach, adumbrated above, pertaining to hetero-


genization of asymmetric catalysts within nanoporous silica


constitutes a paradigm shift in regard to the development of


high-performance chiral (solid) catalysts for enantioselective


syntheses and other organic processes, we undertook a sys-


tematic study of a range of nanoporous silicas in each of


which there was a very narrow spread of pore diameter. In


carrying out this study,15 we abandoned our earlier (see sec-


tion IIIb) practice of using chiral catalysts covalently tethered


to the inner walls of the mesopores. Instead we adopted the


noncovalent immobilization approach described by Rege et


al.38 In this method, a surface-bound triflate (CF3SO3
-) coun-


terion securely anchors the cationic chiral rhodium complex


RhI(COD)PMP, where COD is cyclo-octadiene and PMP stands


for the chiral ligand (S)-(+)-1-(2-pyrrolidinylmethyl)-pyrroli-


dine (see Figure 6 and bottom right drawing of Scheme 5).


This straightforward electrostatic method of confining cationic


chiral catalysts within the nanopores circumvents the need for


ligand modification to secure covalent tethering. Furthermore,


catalysts prepared via this method do not require a bromi-


nated trichlorosilane tether for anchoring the ligand and hence


are an order of magnitude cheaper than the covalently teth-


ered analogues. The methodology is also quick and conve-


nient and results in robust effective catalysts, which make


them industrially attractive. Its further advantages are elabo-


rated elsewhere, see Rouzard et al.17b


Three other cationic chiral catalysts confined within meso-


porous silicas were also used (all with the CF3SO3
- anion): PdI


-


(allyl)PMP; RhI(COD)AEP, and RhI(COD)DED, where AEP stands


for (S)-(-)-2-aminomethyl-1-ethyl-pyrrolidine and DED for


(1R,2R)-(+)-1,2-diphenyl-ethylenediamine]. The test reaction


was the asymmetric hydrogenation of methylbenzoylformate


to the corresponding methyl mandelate (see section IIIb;


TABLE 3. Asymmetric Hydrogenation of E-R-Phenyl Cinnamic Acid and Methyl Benzoylformatea) Using Covalently Tethered Rh(I) and Pd(II)
Chiral Catalystsb


a See Scheme 6 for description of products and ref. 17a for experimental details on catalyst preparation. b Reaction conditions: substrate ) 0.5 g; solvent
(methanol) ) 30 mL; homogeneous catalyst17a ) 10 mg; heterogeneous catalyst17a ) 50 mg; H2 ) 20 bar; T ) 313 K; counterion ) BF4


-.
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Scheme 6). In their homogeneous form, only the Rh(COD)PMP


and Pd(allyl)PMP exhibit any significant enantioselectivity (ee)


under the reaction conditions (see Table 4 and Figure 7)


employed by us, whereas the other two homogeneous cata-


lysts (namely Rh(COD)AEP and Rh(COD)DED) did not display


any significant ee. This is probably because the bulkiness of


PMP in comparison to that of AEP and DED exerts further spa-


tial congestion in the vicinity of the active center.


Figure 7 and Table 4 summarize the results for the PdI(al-


lyl)PMP, RhI(COD)AEP, RhI(COD)DED, and RhI(COD)PMP chiral


catalysts and show that, as expected from arguments given


above, chiral restriction does indeed boost the ee values in a


manner that logically reflects the declining influence of spa-


tial constraint in proceeding from the 38 Å to the 60 Å to the


250 Å pore-diameter silica. For the heterogeneous catalysts


the trend with Rh(COD)PMP is mirrored by both AEP and DED


ligands, and it is clear that even when some of the asymmet-


ric catalysts exhibit significant ee’s under homogeneous con-


ditions, their performance is much enhanced when


immobilized in a constrained environment. It is also notewor-


thy and reassuring that the noncovalent method of anchor-


ing the organometallic catalyst does not lead to facile leaching


when the catalyst is recycled. Further details are given in


recently filed patents.36,37,39


d. Asymmetric Epoxidations Using Confined MnIII(Salen)


Complexes. There is particular interest in the use of immobi-


lized chiral MnIII(salen) complexes for the epoxidation of


unfunctionalized olefins,40 a subject of considerable current


interest.41 A study by Piaggio et al.42 used this chiral com-


plex anchored to an AlIII-framework substituted MCM-41


mesoporous silica for the asymmetric epoxidation of (Z)-stil-


bene with iodosyl benzene (PhIO) as an oxygen donor. When


this reaction (see Scheme 7) was carried out with the same


catalyst in homogeneous solution, the ratio of the cis/trans


products was 0.4. But with the confined catalyst the ratio


FIGURE 5. Graphical model (to scale) showing the constraints imposed on a Rh(I)-(COD)-(S)-(-)-2-aminomethyl-1-ethyl pyrrolidine catalyst
when it is anchored on a concave (a) and convex surface (b). The computational model shown here has been derived from the crystal
structure of the Rh(I) complex, which clearly indicates that the BF4


- anion is hydrogen-bonded to the nitrogen of the amino groups. The
chiral diamine organometallic catalyst constrained at the concave silica surface (a) surpasses the performance (both in terms of selectivity
and ee) of the same catalyst anchored to a convex surface (shown in panel b) in the asymmetric hydrogenation of E-R-phenyl cinnamic acid,
see Scheme 6A.


FIGURE 6. Schematic illustration of a cationic chiral organometallic
catalyst, [Rh(I)(COD)PMP] (PMP ) (S)-(+)-1-(2-pyrrolidinylmethyl)-
pyrrolidine and COD ) cyclo-octadiene), which is noncovalently
anchored via a N-H · · · F hydrogen bond with the triflate ion,
CF3SO3


-, to the curved inner surface of a 38 Å diameter pore of a
mesoporous silica support (Davison 923). Atoms are indicated as
follows: Rh, purple; N, blue; H, white; F, green; C, gray; S, yellow; O,
red.
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increased 10-fold, the rationale being that rotation of the


radial intermediate is retarded in the confined state, thereby


favoring the formation of the cis product.


In a recent detailed study, Zhang and Li43 investigated the


asymmetric epoxidation of 6-cyano-2,2-dimethylchromene


using chiral MnIII(salen) catalysts immobilized within mesopo-


rous silica. In particular, they varied the length of the axial


linkage separating the MnIII(salen) active site from the wall of


the nanopores, the diameters of which were also systemati-


cally varied. In harmony with the results of Raja et al.15


TABLE 4. Asymmetric Hydrogenation of Methyl Benzoylformate for the Synthesis of Methyl Mandelatea Using Rh(I) and Pd(II) Chiral Catalysts
Non-Covalently Anchored onto Mesoporous Silicab


a A precursor in the manufacture of pemoline, a CNS stimulant. b Reaction conditions: methyl benzoylformate ) 0.5 g; solvent (methanol) ) 30 mL; catalyst
(homogeneous) ≈ 10 mg; catalyst (heterogeneous) ≈ 50 mg; H2 ) 20 bar; T ) 313 K; counterion ) CF3SO3


-.


FIGURE 7. The effect of surface curvature and concavity of the support (B) in facilitating the asymmetric hydrogenation of methyl
benzoylformate to methyl mandelate (A), using [Rh(COD)-(S)-(+)-1-(2-pyrrolidinylmethyl)-pyrrolidine] CF3SO3


- catalysts anchored onto
mesoporous silicas of varying pore dimensions.


SCHEME 7. Asymmetric Epoxidation of (Z)-Stilbene with Iodosyl
Benzene Using Immobilized Chiral MnIII(Salen) Complexes
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reported earlier (dealing with asymmetric hydrogenation),


these workers found that the ee values increased as the pore


diameter decreased and as the length of the linkage


increased. For the confined catalyst, ee values of 90% were


obtained, whereas with the epoxidations in homogeneous


solution the ee’s were ca. 80%. An earlier study by Balkus et


al.44 investigated the asymmetric (MnIII(salen)-catalyzed) epoxi-


dation of R-methyl styrene with hypochlorite and found a dis-


tinct enhancement of ee for the confined catalyst over the


homogeneous one, 91% compared with 51%.


Earlier still, Corma et al.45 using MoVI complexes of chiral


ligands derived from (2S,4R)-4-hydroxyproline, heterogenized


into ultrastabilized zeolite-Y that had been treated to produce


a range of mesopores, found higher values (47%) of ee for the


asymmetric oxidation of geraniol (with tert-butylhydroperox-


ide as oxygen source) than those obtained in homogeneous


solution (28%).


e. Other Examples Where Confinement in Nanopores


Boosts Enantioselectivity. Leaving aside the well-known


work on “ship-in-bottle” systems involving zeolites as host,46


the work of Hutchings47 has shown the merit of modifying


zeolite-Y with dithiane oxide so as to engender novel enanti-


oselectivity. It transpires that when zeolite-Y is modified by an


enantiomerically enriched dithiane 1-oxide, the resulting solid


catalyst is selective in the dehydration of one of the enanti-


omers of butan-2-ol, even though both enantiomers are


present in equal concentration at the inlet of the reactor.


Taylor et al.48 also immobilized copper(II) bis(oxazoline)


complexes with both zeolite-Y and AlIII-substituted MCM-41


mesoporous silica. Superior enantioselectivity (ee of 93%) was


obtained for the confined chiral CuII complex (compared with


57% for the homogeneous catalyst) in the reaction of meth-


ylenecyclopentane with ethyl glyoxalate (see Scheme 8). It


was found by Corma et al.45 that substantially higher values


of ee were exhibited by CuII-bis(oxazoline) anchored on meso-


porous silica than in the homogeneous reaction in the


Friedel-Crafts hydroxylation of 1,4-dimethoxybenzene with


3,3,3-trifluoropyruvate.


Mayoral and co-workers have recently shown49 that chiral


bis(oxazoline)-copper complexes can be easily immobilized


onto anionic solids, such as clays and nafion-silica nanocom-


posites, or in ionic liquids and used as heterogeneous cata-


lysts in cyclopropanation reactions involving styrene and ethyl


diazoacetate. Their theoretical calculations49b indicate that


supported azabis(oxazoline)-copper complexes are signifi-


cantly more stable than the bis(oxazoline) analogues due to


electrostatic metal-ligand interactions that result in high


enantioselectivities (90% ee).


Apart from using other metal centers, besides the Pd and


Rh that we have explored, there is also much scope for the


use of other ligands such as semicorrine50 and a diverse range


of different nucleophiles.51,52


IV. Computational Aspects of the
Confinement Effect
First, it is prudent to distinguish between enhancement of ee


for a particular reaction carried out heterogeneously in com-


parison with the homogeneous reaction on the one hand from


the situation in which the heterogeneous reaction genuinely


involves confinement of the chiral catalyst and spatial restric-


tion in access to the active site by the prochiral reactant on the


other. Often there is a higher ee observed by immobilization


at the solid surface simply because this prevents the forma-


tion of inactive bi- or multinuclear chiral complexes, which


tend to occur in homogeneous solution. Here we are con-


cerned only with the influence of confinement. Sometimes, as


one might expect, the confinement does not lead to enhanced


values of ee. This depends on the system under investiga-


tion, but generally the ee’s are boosted by the spatial restric-


tion. So far, hardly any quantitative analysis (quantum


mechanical or otherwise) has been made to provide insight


into these steric effects, which yield such important practical


consequences. A very recent molecular dynamics simulation


by Malek et al.23 on anchored MnIII(salen) complexes in meso-


porous silica has, however, led to a deeper understanding of


the detailed perturbations that contribute to enhanced enan-


tioselectivities. These workers have invoked the concept of the


“continuous chirality measure” (CCM)23 to quantify the chiral-


ity content of the MnIII(salen) complex. They showed that the


immobilized linker entity influences the enantioselectivity of


the catalyst owing to the increasing chirality content of the


MnIII(salen) complex. Their simulations with a typical docked


olefin (�-methyl styrene) suggest that cis and trans reactants


have different levels of asymmetric induction in the MnIII(s-


alen) complex. It transpires that a trans reactant (olefin)


SCHEME 8. Chiral Copper(II) Bis(oxazoline) Complexes Constrained
within Confined Spaces Showed Enhanced ee’s for the Reaction of
Methylenecyclopentane with Ethyl Glyoxylate
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induces higher chirality in the immobilized MnIII(salen) com-


plex than the cis olefin. This fact enabled Malek et al.23 to


interpret why such significant differences in ee result when the


confined chiral catalyst is compared with either an unconfined


(but immobilized) catalyst or the same catalyst in homoge-


neous solution. There is doubtless room for further, more


sophisticated simulations using, for example, the “ONETEP”


procedure of Skylaris et al.53 where a very large number of


participating atoms may be included in the simulation.
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